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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report analyzes current federal policies and programs for

aging Americans in view of emerging socio-economic issues to determine

if the present federal strategy hos future viability. A conceptual '

framework and methodology were developed to evaluate federal programs

in terms of individual needs. Based on this strategic evaluation, alter-

native strategies and policy initiatives that could result in a higher

quality of life for aging Americans were developed.

The major conclusions of our research are as .follows:

Present strategies are not likely to remain economically and

politically viable.

Present strategies, even if funded at appreciably -higher

levels, will not yield the desired results.

The shift toward greater reliance on a pure income strategy

through transfer payments via the Social Security System

shoUld be carefully evaluated in the'light of a continuing

requirement to be aware of capacity and elasticity of

supply, ineffectiveneSs of aggregating markets, and frequent

gaps in both knowledge and motivation for the effective use

of funds.

There is a great need for a focal point of effective leader-

ship to achieve a balanced, coordinated, coherent set of

Federal policies and strategies.

A strategic monitoring and assessment process should be

established and maintained on a continuing basis to

evaluate policies in an anticipatory fradework as well as

in an empirical or descriptive mode. This "strategic

system" should be complementary to present program reviews

and evaluations.

There is asneed to develop an alternative strategy for

aging American and begin, the transition from the

present strategy. However, this transition should be and

can be accomplished in an incremental manner. Such actions

now will preclude serious discontinuities and the associated

social costs that may accrue from continuing to expand upon

just the present approach.



In Chapter II that follows, the basic conceptual framework-and model

are developed. Chapters III and IV show how this model is applied in

evaluating present policies for the aging. Chapter V casts these same

policies into.their broader political, economic and social contexts.

Chapter VI presents an approach to viewing present policies as long

term strategies, relating them to selective forecasts of probable longer

term future developments. Chapter VII discusses some approaches toward

an alternative strategy.

a
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I INTRODUCTION

The emergence of aging Americans as a significant part of Our popula-

tion has caught us in a series of conceptual, value, and operational pro-

gram' lags that have resulted in a lower than necessary quality of life for

the aging. The nation has declared that it intends to rectify those lags.

An increasing number of programs and resources are being offered and pro-

posed to improve the quality of life for the elderly. This project is.an

initial exploratory step to determine how a strategic evaluation of these,

present policies can be developed and used. This initial step delineates

current policies for aging Americans and evaluates the effectiveness of

these policies in achieving stated national goals. It further:examines

the future context and implications of these policies if they are viewed

as strategies over a 20-year time frame.

Our research had five specific objectives:

(1) The construction of a conceptual strategic framework

within which to project and evaluate social and economic

conditions of aging Americans.

(2) The development of'a suitable methodology that would

make possible an evaluation of.projections in a framework

of a strategic policy.

(3) The analysis of existing policies, both explicit and

implicit, that are most significantly determining the

future of aging Americans.

(4) The carrying out of a strategic evaluation of present

federal policies in the light of the projected frameworks

of 10-20 years. -

\

(5) The provision of recommenda,tions, if appropriate, for

alternative strategies and policy initiatives that could

result in a higher quality of life for aging Americans.

What is Strategic Evaluation?

Strategic evaluation should not be confused with more commonplace

program and policy evaluations. Tve evaluation of strategies includes

evaluating the entire range of emerging patterns that are relevant to the

1
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life of aping Americans; forecasting how these patterns are likely to

change over time; analyzing hovithe patterns are related to broader po-

litical, economic; technological,and social trends; examining the under-

lying assumptions and values; and reaching a judgment about the probabil-

ity that present policies, when viewed in this context, can achieve th3

declared goals for which they, were evolved. Strategic evaluation is for-

ward looking rather than empirically descriptive; it is possible because

many major trends and events that wilL condition changes for the rest of

the century are identifiable today. Strategic evaluation is important

because major characteristics of life for aging Americans during the

mia=1980s are being determined now and in the immediate future,'and be-

cause it enables the nation to choose among a variety of "alternative

futures" that are relatively "better" or "worse." The significance of

such analysis becomes clear when one realizes that more changes will

likely occur in the lifetimes of those nokv living than have occurred ih

all previous history.

The methods used in strategic evaluation are still crildp. They area

more an art than a science; more oriented to processes, dynamics, and

interrelationships than to events; and as concerned with qualitative and

value matters as with quantifiable variables.

Basic Concepts for Strateg c Evaluation

The basic concepts fo strategic evaluation are depicted in Figure 1.

Line A represents the rhetorical and explicit policy aspirations and goals

that legislation and other formal policy documents have declared to be

the national objectives of policy. The dotted lines C indicate that these

rhetorical aspirations may be either lagging behind, or are ahead of, that

which is feasible. This introduces the first concept of a gap the gap

between feasibility and rhetoric. This feasibility/rhetorical gap can be

either above or below the line of declared intent. If feasibility is

above the line A, there are ripe opportunities for initiatives and re- ,

sourceful leadership to achieve the increased quality that might be possi-

ble. If, on the other hand, feasibility is below the line of declared

intent, the rhetoric is already inflated; those pushing it further will

only be planting the seeds for frustrating expectations--and frustration

could, lead to a belief that our system is failing.

Policy leaders, especially in a competitive, pluralistic deMocracy,

have many pressures to keep the rhetoric of national purpose higher than

perceived feasibility. Frequently, to run a little ahead'of feasibility

is considered desirable because it encourages the process of striving.

To lag too far behind ',hat is feasible is to invite frustration or loss

1()
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of initiative in the relevant constituencies. This research did not deal

extensively with the feasibility/rhetorical gap, although that form of

analysis is an important part of a comprehensive, strategic evaluation.

Our evaluation did suggest, however,'that some of the rhetorical goals do

not lend themselves to fulfillment through the vehicle of governmental

action--at least within the present valub context of the appropriate role

of government and the acceptable conditions for governmental intervention

in the private and personal-lives of- ou-r-citizr.ns.

The next gap noted in the diagram is the space between lines A and B:

the operational/rhetorical gap. Operational policies and strategies are

those things which are actrially being done rather than what is sa,,d will-

be done. Operational policies are perceived by looking at effects, not

intuitions or motives. There frequently are differences.between the

rhetorical and operational policies. This operational/rhetorical gap is

tile focus of research conducted under this project.

The central question in strategic evaluation is whether or not the

oPerational policies, if viewed in the context of strategies, are likely/

to
it

narrow the operaticnal/Oletorical gap. The following four descriptions

show the present status of policies in terms of our operatidnal/rhetoricial

gtlpmodel. The defcriptions offer different alternatives for closing_thisgap.
S.

(1) The present strategy may be quite satisfactory, narrowing

the gap at an acceptable rate. In that case, more effi-

cient program performance and program mix, better adminis-

trative procedures, and similar upgrading represent the

direction that :.he strategic evaluation should take.

(2) The present strategy may be in the right direction but may

not be narrowing the gap at an acceptable rate. Strategic

evaluation should concentrate upon alternative initiatives,

such as whether or not the present strategy could be fully

funded, to increase the rate at which the gap would be

narrowed. It would also be desirable to perform the type

of work mentioned in (1) above, In addition, if a more

effective strategy could be conceived, soe attention

should be given to the exploratiTi of alterIntive strate-

gies.

(3) The present strategy may be falling behind, permitting the

gap to become wider, even though some improvements are

being made. Strategic analysis should concentrate upon

exploration of alternative strategies that would be more

effective. It sholpld then develop alternative pathways

4
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for shifting from the present to the various alternative

strategies, assessing the pros and cons of the alterna-

tives and of the "strategic shifts:" Our research sug-

gests. that this is the state of the present strategy..

A basically new strategy is needed now, and will be in-

creasingly needed in the years to come.

(4) The gap may be closing at an insufficient rate; modifi-

cations to exAsting'strategies may not be politically or

economically feasible; alternative strategies may not be

conceived. The belief begins to grow that the rhetoric

istoo inflated, that it is not attainable, and that, as

a result, it should be reduced in order to lessen cruelly

frustrated aspirations. Strategic evaluation might then,

in addition to all of the components discussed above, con-

/centrate upon the alternative means of reducing the rliet-

oric and might examine, the level at which the rhetoric

would become "acceptabl."

.Any of these four basic approacheicould be employed, although a

mixture of the fouris usually desirable.



II THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND MODEL

The Strategic System as-Used for This Research

In complex societies such as our own, defining "the system" that

comprises the operational strategies for aging Americans is a difficult

task. Although a number of abstract definitions could be advanced, the

procedure used here is to define the system as the collection of a tivi-

ties ensuing from the operational programs listed in Appendix A. All of

these programs are federal programs, since the concentration during this

first,ekploratory effort was limited largely to federal policies and

rtr4egies. Whatever else might be said, these programs and policies

represent what, is being done.

_Whether or not this list is sufficiently comprehensive, it at least

hasthe advantage of being understandable for purposes of illustrating

how a strategic evaluation can beusefully applied to the area of national

life.
r

Moreover, these programs must be considered in the context of their

interactions with national trends. Some of these more prominent relation-

ships are discussed, as well as the effects resulting from dynamic soci-

etal changes that lie ahead. ;Throughout the work.at the Center for the

Study of Social Policy, ii has become evident that most basic discontinu-

ities or chatiges in direction result from forces generally considered out-

side the basic system involved- Thus, the reasons why,the present oper-

ational strategies may prove less and less adequate emerge not primarily

from the progxamg and activities,themselves, but rather from the events

and trends taking place in other subsystems of the society. This has led

to the realization that in making a strategic evaltiation, "the system"

being evaluated must be seen as a network of processes interacting with a

number of other systems. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2. The
.-1t3

various interconnecting arrows illustrate the known complex reaationships

though the particulars of cause/effect linkages are still largely unknown.

If one is to tindebstand the future dynamics of policies for the aging,

one must look at trends in the broader economic, political, and social

areas, and_to the resulting shifts in values of the broader society. This

lesson in the methodology of forecasting keeps repeating itself again and

again. Yet, our review of policy research for the aging reflects that it

has still not been learned.

7
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Basic Definitions

The system of operational stint -egies for aging Americans was dis-

cussed above.

, -
Aging Americans were originally defined as those 55 years of age or

older. However, during the research, this definition was changed to cor-

respond to the definition used by the Administration on Aging (AoA)--45

years of age and older. (Note that this definition incorporates everyone

whoyill be 65 or older by 1983.)

Goals (Rheetorical) for aging Americans are (A) the goals declared to

be national objectives by the Older Americans Act of 1965 and (B) the six

major goals of AoA. These. are

A. Older Americans Act, of 1965

(1) AN ADEQUATE INCOME in retirement in accordance with

the American standard of living.

(2) THE BEST POSSIBLE PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH which

science can make available and without regard to

economic status.

(3) SUITABLE HOUSING, independehtly selected, designed

and located with reference to special needs and

available at costs which older citizens can afford.

(4) FULL RESTORATIVE SERVICES for those who require

institutional care.

(5) OPPORTUNITY FOR EMPLOYMENT with no discriminatory

personnel practices because of age.

(6) RETIREMENT IN HEALTH, HONOR, DIGNITY--after years of

contribution to the economy.

(7) PURSUIT OF MEANINGFUL ACTIVITY within the widest

range of civic, cultural, and recreational oppor-

tunities.

(8) EFFICIENT COMMUNITY SE.iICES which proide social

assistance in a coordinated manner and which are

readily available when needed.

(9) IMMEDIATE BENEFIT FROM PROVEN RESEARCH KNOWLEDGE

which can sustain' and improve healthiand happiness.

9
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(10) THE FREE EXERCISE OF INDIVIDUAL INITIATIVE in plan-

ning and managing their own lives.

B. AoA Goals (1971)

(1) Personal resources for independenc^

(2) Options and opportunities for independence

(3) Supportive services to maintain independence

(4) Reform of institutional care

(5) Capability for effecting change

(6) Equitable provision of minority, groups.

Rhetorical policy is the spoken or written statement that

raises expectations and creates some desired impression of concern or

implied action. Rhetorical policy is frequently vague and does not lend

itself to clear guidance or performance measurement. Considerations for

implementing the policy are,Usually not determined, Sand hence, action is

fragmented, resources are consumed .n the confusion, and the target popu-

lation becomes increasingly fruStrated. We consider the ten goals stated

in the Older Americans Act and the six goals of AoA as an example of such

rhetorical policy for two reasons: (1) We were unable to find, in either

the legislative or the executive branch of government, any activity that

directly correlates programs or budgets with these goals; (2) some of

these.goals are nonactionable by the federal government.

Operational policies and strategies are those which are infer-

able from the activities of the programs and policieS listed in Appendix°A.

Basic Conceptual Model for Strategic Evaluation

The general conceptual framework of rhetorical versus operational

and feasible strategy was discussed in Chapter I. That framework must be

complemented with a more detailed conceptual model for the actual evalu-

ation of strategies.

The model was constructed in three stages. The first stage concerned

the identification of primary individual needs from various disciplinary

research summaries of the current "state of knowledge" about the quality

of life for aging Americans. These summaries included biological, psy-

chological, cultural, and spiritual needs. They are universal needs be-

cause each individual must have th7Cfulfilled if he is to experience a

16



high quality of life. However, the needs are not standard in the sense,

that they can be "prescribed." Many of these needs vary with the genetic

and physical condition of individuals, with their educational and cultural'

backgrounds, and with their values and perception§ of themselves and of

others. It was not possible, therefore, to derive from the body of re-

search literature a "prescriptive needs model" that could be sufficiently

standardized for purposes of evaluation. However, future work would

benefitfroM developing profiles of needs based upon correlated character-

istics and minimum threshold requirements such as caloric intake. The

resources available for this exploratory development did not permit such

a refined approach. For further details of this methodological question,

see Appendix B.

The second stage in deriving the model was to infer needs from an

analysis of the operational strategies implied ih the programs and poli-

cies listed in appendix A and included in the definition of "the system."

These programs can be generally diviOed into (1) those which seek to

provide income and the things for which income usually regarded as a sur-

rogate (food, shelter, transportation, health care, entertainment, educa-

tion) and (2) those that are designed to develop social roles (personal

identity, purposeful activity, employability options, interpersonal rela-

tionships, independence, personal growth). These two basic concepts are,

of course, interrelated. The model depicted in Figure 3 portrays a rep-

resentative human being in a circle of those needs and experiences which

federal strategies address. The circle is correlated with the four pri-

mary,categories of needs. The model includes:

Baseline Needs--These primary needs for all humans include:

- Biological (material or physical)

- Psychological (feeling or emotional),

- Cultural (mental or intellectual)

- Spiritual (the transcending inner person)

Income Needs and surrogates, such as Food Stamps are the

means by which our society purchases basic necessities of

life. Income potentially provides for a variable cluster

of needs:

- Food

- Shelter

- Transportation

11
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- Health care

- Entertainment (consumption of .leisure time)

- Education

Adequate income is also a precondition for the acquisition

and maintenance of social-roles needs.

Social-Roles Needs--Include those minimum experiences which

enable an individual to enjoy a sense of personal signifi-

cance as a member of the human race. Social roles potentially

satisfy a variable cluster of needs including:

- Personal Identity - -A sense of individuality and personal

worth in the society and subgroup of choice or tradition.

- Purposeful Activity--Activity perceived to be useful to

oneself, to others or to society at large as contrasted

with "make work" activities or those limited to "recre-

ation," Purposeful activity does not necessarily produce

income, although in our society and value system there is

a close relationship.

- Employability Options--Opportunities to choose among

alternatives for augmenting income--if possible, with

purposeful activity,

- Independence--A highly subjective state of being in

which one feels that one is not demeaningly nor detri-

mentally dependent upon others for his sustenance. Fac-

tors that contribute to a feeling of independence will

vary from one individual to another.

- Personal growth--A continuing process of challenge,

learning, and accomplishment. Personal growth is

largely associated with the satisfaction of the psy-

chological, cultural, and spiritual aspects of baseline

needs in the model.

As .the analysis progressed, a third stage was necessary: amplifi-

cation of the basic conceptual model. These amplifications are portrayed

in Figure 4.

It appears that a strategic shift is occurring in which the emphasis

is moving from the provision of goods and services toward the provision

of income that gives the individual maximum control in satisfying his

needs. A pure income strategy implies four basic/assumptions:

/
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1(1) There is existing capacity for p'r ducing the needed items

for which income provides access.

(2) This capacity can be activated and delivered on demand- -

i.e.,, an elastic supply.

(3) There is adequate personal knowledge on the part of the

individual to allocate his income wisely.

(4) There is adequate personal motivation to use the knowl-

edge and income to satisfy one's needs, by conversion into

market demands.

The first two assumptions deal with the elasticity of supply; the latter

two assumptions are concerned with the degree and allocation of effective

demand in the need categories.

Although a number of government programs are designed to increase

and encourage the four income strategy assumptions, the federal govern-

ment has maintained a mixed operational strategy with regard to income

versus the provision of goods and services.

In addition to evaluating the basic assumptions discussed above,

this project considered three basic and related questions'about the fea-

sibility of the-income strategy:

Is income (if adequate) an effective catalyst for the ful-

fillment of needs? The answer to this question comes from

an analysii of the viability of the assumptions noted above.

Is income adequate or do allowances need to be increased?

This answer comes from an analysis of the purchasing power

of income in relation to the capacity and supply systems.

Can income be made adequate? The answer to this question

comes from an analysis of the economic implications of

providing adequate income, assuming that all of the .above

assumptions are viable and that the answers to the above

questions have been determined. This procedure entails an

analysis of the capacity of the economy to sustain the

present strategies at the economic level needed to close

the operational/rhetorical gap.

This initial exploratory research suggests generally that the pre-

conditions required for a successful pure income strategy do not exist

and are unlikely to exist in future years. This lack means that income

(even if adequate) is rut a fully effective catalyst, and hence a mixed

strategy is necessary. The research further shows that income at present
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is far from adequate. It is not likely that the present strategy can

currently be fully funded and this possibility will become even less

economically and politically feasible in the future. Thus, a fundamen-

tally neu income/goods/services strategy 1g, needed.

The basic assumptions and strategic questidns implied on the other

side of the model (Figure 4) are somewhat different. The question of

existing capacity is related to the cultural images, roles, and values

that the general society holds with respect to its aging population.

Social science literature generally documents the fact that ours is a

youth-oriented culture with a nuclear family structure, and with inade-

quate cultural norms to provide satisfying social roles for the aging.

Elasticity of supply here refers to the existence of the'Recessary

array of institutional and social mechanisms to satisfy the social-roles

needs of the elderly. In general, it might be said that the adequacy of

both the capacity and the supply decline rapidly as age and physical and

mental disabilities increase.

These first two factors (capifity and supply) relate to societal

values and systems. Additional factors (shown in Figure 4) relate to

the individual's inner capacities. Even if the societal norms and mech-

anisms ere adequate, there would still be the need for adequate personal

knowledge and motivation.

As is the case with respect to a pure income strategy, preconditions

for a successful strategy of "facilitating social roles" do not exist.

A variety of specialized and somewhat'low-key programs seek to deal

with the need for modifying both the cultural and societal contexts as

uell as the knowledge and motivation of the aging individuals. lieWever,

the governmental strategy is overwhelmingly concentrated on the income/

goods/services side of the model. More will be said on these matters in

the subsequent chapters.

The three basic strategic questions which need to be asked with

respect to social roles include:

Are policies for social-role enhancement supported by

societal value frameworks? The analysis for answering

this questionjocuses on determining how the aging are

viewed by operative cultural norms and values--not those

that are simply rhetorical.

Are institutional mechanisms sufficient? This question

requires an examination of the accessibility of the elderly
I
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to societal institutions, and-the acces ability of alter-

native mechanisms and roles to the aging

Can adequacy be achieved within existing institutional

mechanisms? Answering this question entails a-comparison

of individualized profiles of the aging population with

the extent to which their needs are being satisfied on

both the income and the social-role sides of our model.

In general, the research done in this project leads us to conclude

that the above assumptions are inconsistent with reality. Otir further

conclusion is that all three of the strategic questidhs must.be answered

in the negative. A new strategy is clearly needed. However, a number

of complex value issues are raised if one deal. s with the development of

such a strategy within the context of the federal government or even of

government generally.

The subsequent chapters test the application of this conceptual

model for strategic evaluation as it applies to the programs and activi-

ties of the federal government for the elderly, listed in Appendix A.
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J

III FEDERAL INCOME STRATEGIES IN THE CONTEXT

OF THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL

This chapter deals with the federal policies and programs that relate

'to the satisfaction of necds'on the income: side of our model. With the

demise of the extendedA(three or more generations) family, the elderly

person's primary needs must now be satisfied either through services pro-

vided by institutions other than the family or through the income purchase

of these services. Many social-roles needs that were satisfied in the

extended family must now also be fulfilled in a different manner.

Needs satisfiable through the use of income have received the major

concentration of federal effort for two reasons. First, those needs are

generally considered to be primary needs. Second, the areas on the social-

roles side of the.model that contribute to individual fulfillment and sat-

isfaction are both more difficult to translate into actionable programs

and more questionable for legitimate, direct intervention by government.

The dominant federal4strategy for satisfying the basic needs of the

elderly is the provision of income. This strategy is based on the im-

plicit assumption that the elderly have the knowledge and motivation to

satisfy their primary needs and that the market system will show an elas-

tic supply of goods and services. However, in exceptional cases, other

strategies reflect the awareness of the requirement to address the ques-

tion of supply for which income is supposed to be a surrogate.

The remainder of this chapter discusses these operational strategies

and the implied assumptions derived from the operational policy, and pre-

sents a general evaluation of these strategies in terms of their outcomes

or effectivencs's.

Current Strategies Related to the Needs Categories of the Model

The following categorization matches current federal programs with

our conceptual model portrayed in Figure 3. A detailed review of t!-.e

strategies and programs affecting the elderly can be found in Appendix A.
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1

v.

(1) Income

The following programs are designed to insure supplemental

or mininnim levels of income:

(a) Public Assistance (old age assistance-

income maintenance) SRS, HEW

(b) Social Seceity trust funds and benefits SSA, HEW

(c) Foster Grandparents ACTION

LABOR

LABOR
4

(f) Community Senior Service Program LABOR

(g) Senior Community Services Aides LABOR

(h) VISTA, Peace Corps. ACTION

(2) Food and Nutrition

(a) Food Stamps USDA

(d) Green Thumb (Operation Mainstream)

(e) Senior Aides (Operation Mainstream)

(b) Commodity Distribution USDA

(c) Nutritionpf Re' arch-Agricultural

(Research Service) USDA

t

(d) Nutritional programs AoA, SRS, HEW

(3) Shelter

(a) Low interest loans for housing con-

struction and improvemem., Farm Home

Administration USDA

(b) Low Rent.Public Housing HUD

(c) 236 Elderly

__1(1)--202/231 Rent Supplement Program

(e) Model Cities HUD

HUD

HUD

(f) 312 Rehabilitation Loans

113 Rehabilitation Grants

(g) Relocation Payment
/

(h) Reiearch and Technology Support

20
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(4) Transportation-Transit Service Demonstration

(a) Transportation Assistance Program for

Aging AoA, HEW

(b) Transportation Component in Model

Cities Program HUD

(c) Personal Rapid Transit System DOT

Nei, Jersey Dial-A-Ride DOT

'Connecticut Deep Suburban DOT

(5) Health

(a) Community Health Services, HSMHA HEW

(b) National .Institute of Mental Health,

HSMHA HEW

(c) Health Services & Mental Health

Administration, HSMHA HEW

(d) Regional Medical Program HEW

(e) Medical Facilities Construction HEW

(f) Medicare & Medicaid, SSA HEW

(g) 'Health & Health Related Program, AoA HEW

(h) National Institute of Child Health

and Human Development NIH, HEW

(6) Education

(a) Adult Basic Education, O.E. HEW

(b) Community Service and Continuing

Education, O.E. HEW

(c) Library Services HEW, O.E.

(7) Entertainment

(a) Old Age Passport--50% discount on

public lands, recreation fees DOI

(b) Neighborhood Facilities HUD

(8) Miscellaneous--affects all of the above

clusters

(a) Senior Opportunities and Services

Program 0E0
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The impact of the current federal budget on the aforementioned program

is outlined, in this chapter.

The following icueral programs also affect aged Americans in a posi-

tive manner. However, in these programs, the federal government is only

fulfilling its obligation as employer to its employees. These programs

are not part of a national strategy for aged Americans and therefore are

not discussed in our cluster of programs.*

(1) Income

(a) Retired Military Personnel

(b) Coast Guard Retirement

(c) Retirement and Disability

'(d) Regular, Retirement, fil:J Survivors,

Supplemental Retirement, Unemployment,

and Sickness

(e) Disability and Survivors Payments

(f) NSLI Ins. USGLI Ins.

(2) Health

(a) Medical Care and Treatment (health

expense)

DOD

DOT

Civil Service

Railroad Retire -

meat Board

VA

VA

VA

(b) Medical Research (support) VA

(c) Medical Administration and Operating

Expense (support) VA

Present Operational Strategies and Their Implied Assumptions

As noted in Chapter II, operational strategies are most accurately

articulated by the examination of activities and the translation of ap-

propriate inferences drawn. In the following paragraphs, each of the

needs clusters of the model is used to classify operational strategies.

Information on the programs listed above was analyzed to derive a summary

statement of the operational policy and a listing of the implied assump-

tions.

A detailed review of these programs can be found in Appendix A.
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Income 1

Federal strategy seeks to provide minimum income requ nts.

Implicit Assumptions

m licit assum tions inferred from the pro ram o erations* arc:

(1) The elderly have knowledge of federally financed re-

tirement programs.

(2) The elderly have the motivation to apply for such

retirement programs.

(3) The elderly know how to optimize the use of such

funds.

(4) The level of income is sufficient to provide for needs

not provided in the form of goods or services.

Evaluation

Evaluation of income strategies (regardless of the mechanisms

through which distributed--e.g., retirement plans, public subsidy or

employment) entails four basic questions:

(1) Do the elderly have access to the benefits?

(2) Is the income received adequate?

(3) Is the supply of needed goods and services elastic?

(4) Are the aging capable of tapping. an elastic supply?

Although it is estimated that the existence of the Social Secu-

rity system is keeping approximately 12 million persons off welfare, the

income needs of the elderly remain great. Social Security was never

intended to be the sole or even primary income source for the elderly;

yet, ire fact, 32% of all retired, unattached elderly individuals and 14%

of m rried couples depend on Social Security for.90% of their income

needS. Another two-thirds of retired, unattached individuals and a

*
This phrase is underlined to emphasize that we are drawing our assump-

tions from the manner in which these programs actually operate.
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little over half of the elderly married couples depend on Social Security

for at least 50% of their income.'

In addition, more than 3 million olde'r Americans are known to

live in poverty. This does not include an unknown amount of hidden

poverty among the elderly. Some 2 million more aged persons are not

classified as poor because they live in families with incomes above the

poverty threshold. Thus, some 5 million older persons--or one out of

evr:y four older AmeriCanslive below poverty thresholds."

Moreover, the Bureau of Labor Statistics Intermediate Budget

(estimated at $5,200 for elderly couples and 82,860 for single

persons in 1973) is beyond the means of most older Americans.

Nearly 11 million aged persons are projected in 1973 to have

incomes below this modest standard of living.2

Thus, present strategies of income maintenance have left gaps!

into which over 40% of persons 65 or older have fallen, with about 25%;

remaining Pelow the poverty threshold.

The preceding statements have dealt with absolute income status.

How do present strategies.look over a number of years in terms o' the!

income position of the elderly relative to the total population?

The median income of the elderly in relation to younger.age,

groups declined about 1-1/2% over the last decade.2 Significantly, in

the early years of the last decade, median ,.income actually rose for the

elderly in relation to younger age groups; howeVer, beginning with 1963

this began to decline sharply at a time when i/nflation was beginning to

be felt heavily by everyone. (This issue will be discuSsed in greater

detail in Chapter VI.) Even if one takes into account the cost of living
s

adjustments that will be made to social Security in the near futureI, this

decline should still continue, thclugh perhaps at a slower rate, beqause

additional increments will be baseld on the elderly person's former wage/

salary rate, which is rising for those currently employed because of

production and inflation-increases. Thus, we can expect that the 1median

income of the elderly in relation to the working population will Continue

to decline.

Other federal progiams directed at increasing opportunitties of

gainful employment for the elderly serve only a very small proporition of

the elderly. For example, Operation Mainstream programs funded by the

Department of Labor affected a total of 9,231 elderly persons in/FY 73.3

And, although persons over 45 account for 20% of the unemployed population,

they account for only 5% of the new enrollees in Manpower Development and

Training programs.`' //
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From these highly summarized points, it seems appropriate to

judge that accessibility to preserit income strategies is generally suc-

cessful. However, the income derived from present strategies is inade-

quate for at least 25% and perhaps as much as 52% or more of the elderly.

At the same time that the federal government was successful in

increasing Social Security payments to the elderly, other costs for the

elderly were increasing--sometimes at comparable rates. These cost in-

creases were due to such actions as the terminations of Phase III price

controls and the resulting inflation, the increase in deductibles for

Medicare, and the recent ineligibility of the elderly poor for Food Stamp

and Commodity Distribution Programs.

Other regulations and areas often have a negative impact on

the elderly. Consider the following two examples:

(1) Social Security regulations limit the amount of earned

income of $2100 before an individual stands to lose

some of his Social Security payments.

(2) The federal government, through its employment and

retirement practices, "may actually be a leading

offender in applying pressure tactics to coerce older

workers to retire at an earlier age."4

We must now consider the question: Even if income maintenance

were increased to an adequate level (quite an unlikely event), would there

be an elastic supply of the needed goods and services to be purchased?

Some insight into this question is gained by looking at a rangel-of gener-

ally exceptional strategies that deal. with the increase of supply, knowl-

edge, and motivation.

Assumptions underlying federal income strategies appear correct

insofar as they assume individuals largely have the knoWledge and motiva-

tion to enroll in retirement programs. They appear to be wrong insofar

as they assume that the provision of adequate income is sufficient for an

individual to satisfy his primary or secondary needs.6 For this assump-

tion to become true, the preconditions of elast,icity of supply as well as

motivation and knowledge must exist. To the extent that federal strate-

gies are moving away from the provision of services to provision of income,

these factors become extremely important if national goals are to be

attained.
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Food

The operational strategy of the federal government is to increase

the supply of food for the elderly and provide them with a nutritionally

sound diet.

Implicit Assumptions

Explicit or implicit assumptions inferred from the program

operations are:

(1) With regard to the Nutrition Program, the elderly

are not motivated to eat a nutritionally balanced

or to partake of the federal program. (This program

provides extensive outreach efforts.)

(2) With regard to the Nutrition Program, the elderly do

not have the knowledge requisite to define, a nutri-

tionally sound diet. (This program provides trans-

portation and opportunities for socialization as in-

centives for participation.)

(3) The social setting and transportation are viewed as

important components of a nutritional strategy.

Evaluation

Of all federal strategies related to income needs, the one for

providing adequate nutritional levels seems the most consistent with the

realities of life for the elderly. Correct assumptions are made about

the lack of knowledge and motivation on the part of the elderly to obtain

adequate diets for themselves, and serious efforts are made to reach the

population in need. However, these successful nutritional programs are

grossly inadequate as a strategy because:

(1) At least 3,1000,000 elderly living below the poverty

line cannot afford a nutritionally balanced diet.

If one adds to this number the elderly who are living

at the Bur'au of Labor Statistics' intermediate budget

of $5,000 for a retired couple, the total number of

elderly who may have financial difficulties providing

themselves with adequate diets reaches an estimated

8,400,000 persons or about 40% of the aged population.
1, 1
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The number of persons who do have adequate incomes

but lack the knowledge and motivation for adequate

nutrition, cannot be estimated with any accuracy.

(2) In a 1969 study commissioned by the Department of

Health, Education and Welfare's Administration on

Aging, one out of four elderly persons said they ate

less than three meals a day, and 88% of the diets

they reported lacked sufficient protein, calcium,

iron, vitamins A and C, thiamine, and riboflavin.

The Department of Agriculture's most recent study

of Americans' .food consumption, conducted in 1965,

also found that people over 65 do not eat meals that

provide enough nutrients.6 However, current federal

nutrition programs reach only a minority of this

elderly population. The Nutrition Program for the

elderly will reach, at best, 250,000 persons (about

2.3% of those 'in need).

Recent. availability of supplemental income for the aged, blind,

and disabled will have the effect of removing formerly eligible elderly

from the Food Stamp and Commodity Distribution programs. In many cases

the increase in income will not be sufficient to compensate for their

loss of food benefits.? OW& infers that the operational assumption is

that with additional increments of income, these elderly persons not

only will be able to afford to buy their food at market prices but also

will have the knowledge and motivation to buy nutritious food. This seems

to be a fallacious assumption, particularly in light of the considerable

outretch efforts found necessary for nitrition programs.

The recent inflation of food prices was induced (in part) by

U.S. wheat sales to Russia. This affects the elderly's nutrition severely

because the amount allocated for food is often the major discretionary

portion of an elderly individual's budget and thus, the first to be cut-

back. The lack of enforced nutritional standards for food services pro-:

Tided by institutions and home care agencies, and the lack of nutritional

components in health care programs are deficiencies in current federal

strategy which impact on the elderly; they are also major federal oppor-

tunities.

Despite recent increases in Social Security income, food costs

for the elderly--their second ranking budget expenditure--have skyrocketed

by 24% on an annual basis. "Once more, the aged have been especially hard

hit because they spend about 27% of their income for food, compared with

17% for all Americans. "?



Shelter

The federal" strategy to 41meet the housing needs of the elderly is

primarily directed at increasing the supply of housing available.

Implicit Assumptions

Implicit assumptions inferred from the program operations are:

(1) The elderly have knowledge of federal housing pro-

gratis and can accurately define their housing needs.

(2) The elderly have the motivation to participate in

federal housing programs to fulfill their housing

requirements.

(3) The elderly have essentially non-differentded
housing needs with the exception of certain limited

programs.

(4) The elderly do not have differentiated needs with

regard to safety and crime factors within their

housing.

(5) Successful demonstration strategies will motivate

the housing industry to actively address the needs

of the elderly.

Evaluation

Federal housing strategies for the elderly do not meet the need

and operate on some incorrect assumptions. It has been estimated that

6 million elderly live in substandard housing. Since FY 69, federal

housing programs combined have produced only 370,146 multifamily units

for the elderly.' FY 74 budget proposals seriously affect housing pro-

grams for the elderly. The low interest loans for housing construction

and improvement under USDA-Farm Home Administration have been terminated.

The 312 Rehabilitation Loans, 115 Rehabilitation Grants, and all urban

renewal projects under HUD have been terminated'. The President has sug-

gested that they be absorbed into the Better Communities Act scheduled

to begin July 1, 1974. As of January 5, 1973 the interest subsidy pro-

gram for rental housing (Section 236), public housing and the rent supple-

ment program (Section 202/231) have been placed under a moratorium pending

a study for future direction.'
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The end of Phase II rent_controls has resulted in a marked in-

crease in rents for many elderly persons. An average of 34% of the

elderly person's budget is already devoted to housing.' 'Inflation

creases this proportion even further.

Since there is a high concentration of the elderly in inner

city areas, they are affected at.a disproportionate rate by urban renewal

and highway construction.

As for assumptions:

(1) HUD does assume that the elderly have differentiated

Dousing needs with respect to requiring additional

supply of housing, but does not consider them differ-

entiated in terms of needed special construction

features, with the exception of handicapped individ-

uals. HUD has made little effort to incorporate

bat-rier-free features in the 370,146 units mentioned

above

(2) It is incorrect to assume that successful demonstra-

tion projects will be picked up by either the private

or the public sectors. The innovation prOcess is

very complex and dependent on many variables other

than the success of a demonstration project.

(3) From the fact that there is a long waiting list to

get into housing projects for the elderly, one can

infer that; to some extent, the elderly are motivated

to move into more adequate housing. However, one can-

not generalize that the elderly population at large

have the motikration or the knowledge to move into

"better" housing. Even those elderly who can afford

whatever housing they desire have not been vocal in

demanding barrier-free features, although the possi-

bility of disabling illness suddenly striking is much

higher for this age group.

The question of differentiated market needs deserves further

elaboration, for it clearly illustrates that even when income is adequate,

an "effective market" is not necessarily aggregated. In this case, for

example, the housing industry would function to absorb'available income

for housing without recognizing the differentiated needs of the client

because the elderly are willing to take the housing offered. Some exter-

nal strategic intervention is necessary in this and similar instances if

the differentiated needs are to be aggregated into an effective market

demand.
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Transportation

The federal strategy for transportation needs of the elderly is to

generally improve thd 'availability of transportation. Efforts aimed at

the elderly are on an experimental and limited'scale.

Implicit Assumptions

Implicit assumptions inferred from program operations are:

(1) The elderly have the motivation to use the present

transportation system. .

(2) The elderly have knowledge op how to use the present

transportation system.

_(3) Successful experiments will be diffused through

either the pdblio or the pivate sector.

(4) The elderly are not considered to need differentiated

transportation services. Current general transporta-

tion strategies can meet the elderly person's needs

(with the exception of demonstration programs such

as Dial-A-Ride).

Evaluation

Federal transportation strategies for the elderly fall far short

of the need. There are various indicators of this need. Only 42% of the

elderly have drivers' licenses. At least 3.1 million elderly live in

poverty and many would have trouble paying transportation costs, which have

been estimated to accourt for 9%'of the elderly person's budget. Moreover,

transportation costs nationally have risen at the rate of 32.3% in the

past 4 years.? A national survey conducted by the National Council on

Aging indicated that one-third of the poor elderly who responded were

experiencing transportation difficulties.e

Despite the declared national policy that the elderly and handi-

capped should have access to mass transportation facilities,

uncertainties still exist. The implementation of this policy

through the grant and loan provisions of the Urban Mass Trans-

portation Act is discretionary for the Department of Trans-

portation. No 'specific allotments have been made in the annual

DOT budgets for funding of systems designed to meet the special

needs of the elderly and handicapped.9
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As for assumptions- of federal transportation strategyl-

(1) The belief that the elderly have knowledge and are

motivated to avail themselves of public transporta-

tion seems to be correct. They grew up in an age

where public transportation services, particularly

din urban areas, were very good and very much used.

(2) /Except for demonstration projects, such as

Ride, the elderly are not considered to have dif-

ferentiated needs beyond a need, perhaps for reduced

fares. This is incorrect, given the difficulties

that many elderly have in gaining access to public

transportation, and given various physical problems

experienced in entering, leaving, and just using

public vehicles.

(3) It is incorrect to assume that successful demonstra-

tion models will be disseminated by the private or

the public sectors. The reasons are the same as

those mentioned previously under housing assumptions.

Health

Federal efforts in the area of health care have generally been/ aimed

at increasing the general supply of health care and improving the effi-

ciency of the existing system. The aged are only recently becoming re-

garded as a differentiated group.

tions are:

Implicit Assumptions

Explicit or implicit assumptions inferred from program opera-

(1) The elderly have the knowledge to obtain acaluate

health care.

(2) The elderly have the motivation to obtain adequate

health care.

(3) Federally supported health care programs are directed

at treating symptoms. Preventive care is the respon-

sibility of the elderly.

(4) Extensive hospitalization is not considered detri-

mental to the elderly, person's well-being.
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(5) Institutional health care is the most efficient means

of health care for the elderly.

(6) Additional financial costs (glasses, dental care,

prescriptions, and other items) are not_consideredto

be a major financial burden for the elderly.

Evaluation

It is well-known that the elderly have disproportionate needs

for health care. The aged constitute only 10% of the population but

account for 27.5% of health care expenditures.9 In 1965-66, only 14.8%

of the U.S. population 65 and over were reported to have no chronic condi-

tion, compared with 29.4% in the 45-64 age group and 61.8% among those t

under 45. Of the 65 and over group, 85.2% had one or more chronic condi-

tions; 66.9% had no limitation of mobility; 7.2% were reported as "having

trouble getting around"; 6.5% were reported as "needing help in getting

around"; 4.7% were reported as "confined to the house.". The elderly

suffer particularly from a maldistribution of doctors and medical facili-

ties, which tend to be located in metropolitan area. On the other hand,

a disproportionate number of elderly remain ip rural areas.

Given the variety and extend of health problems among the aged,

we have a relative paucity of health programs designed to meet the need:

(1) From a health point of view, it seems short - sighted

to primarily support a medical model treating symptoms

rather than providing preventive care options. Be-

sides the health effects on the elderly, this empha-

sis on treating symptoms is undoubtedly more expensive

in the long run, given the high incidence of disease

and hospitalization among the elderly.

(2) The elderly have the main responsibility for providing

themselves with preventive health measures. However,

it is incorrect to assume that they have either the

necessary knowledge or the motivation to engage in

preventive care. The elderf make a disproportion-

ately low use orthe preventive care facilities that

do exist, in part because th4 expect aches and pains

with old age, and in part because they fear to con-

front the issue of mortality that may result from a

visit to the doctor.

(3) Extensive hospitalization and institutionalization --

which current medical insurance programs encourage,
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to the neglect of economic incentives for home

care--can be very detrimental to the elderly

person's psychological and even physical needs.

Institutionalization undermines one's independence,

self-assurance, needs for socialization, and other

psychological factors that may be crucial in pro-

viding an individual with the incentives needed to

regain his health. Institutionalization also repre-

sents a very expensive strategy.

(4) It is incorrect to assume that additional health

care needs such as prescriptions, dental care, eye

care, and the like, which are not usually covered

by medical insurance programs, do not constitute a

major drain on an elderly individual's budget. These

costs are in addition to out-of-pocket direct pay-

ments for medical treatment, which are now higher

than they were before Medicare began.11

(5) The proposed FY 74 budget affects the elderly in

the following manner:

(a) The proposed termination of community mental.

health centers in the FY 74 budget will

adversely affect the elderly'poor.

(b) In the long run, the elderly will feel the

impact of the decrease in funding for medical

research, training, and schools, With thecon-

sequent firing of 1,400 professors. Medical

schools have had to stop increasing their en-

rollments, which could have alleviated the

national doctor shortage.12

(c) The budget of the National Institute of Child

Health and HuMan Development has been'cut by

$1 million. This will reduce the amount of

aging research.

(d) Regional medical programs that assess local

needs have been eliminated from the budget.

This loss will seriously affect local programs

that assist the elderly, such as a stroke cen-

ter in Georgia.

(6) The distribution of planned ::MO's does-not exhibit a

high degree of correlation with the distribution and

concentration of the elderly, particularly in rural

America.
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Education

There is no significant federal operational strategy for the educa-

tion for the elderly.

Implicit Assumptions

Implicit assumptions that can be inferred from this state

of affairs are:

'(1) The elderly are not vonsidered a differentiated

group with special educational needs requiring

major educational programs.
1

'(2) The library §ervices program does assume that the

elderly have differentiated !weds

Evaluation

A discussion of federal educational strategies for the elderly

and an evaluation of their operating assumptions will be pre4nted in

greater detail under the social-roles side of our needs model\in Chapter IV.

Entertainment

There is essentially no federal strategy for the elderly's enter-

tainment needs.

Implicit Assumption

Implicit assumptions inferred from this situation are:

(1) The elderly have undifferentiated need with regard to

entertainment.

(2) .Ixisting entertainment opportunities can adequately

meet the needs of the elderly.
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Evaluation

The nonexistence of a federal entertainment strategy for the

elderly indicates either that this need has a very low place in national

priorities or that the elderly do not have differentiated needs. While

current entertainment opportunities may be adequate, many of the elderly

.have neither the income nor the transportation to avail themselves of

many of the options offered to the population at large.

Summary of Strategies and Assumptions

The programs and policies related to the foregoing strategies and

assumptions are summarized in Table 1. The second set of columns reflects

the scope of the program: demonstrations/support of selected institutions/

national subsidy. Obviously, the demonstration and institutional support

programs are not generally available'to other than a small percentage of

the aging. The remaining columns indicate which of the basic assumptions

of the model are relevant' to each of the operational policies.

Future Trends as They Affect the Income Needs of the Elderly

To this point we have evaluated present federal strategies in light

of their assumptions and the degree to which they meet the needs of the

target population. Another critical question is whether present strate-

gies can continue to remain viable in the future. Such an evaluation

must be made in the context of brbader societal trends which will be dis-

cussed more fully in Chapter VI. Below are some representative trends

suggesting that present strategies will be less, than adequate to meet the

needs of the elderly:

(1) In metropolitan areas a disproporti9nate percentage of the

elderly live in the inner cities rather than in the suburbs.

Since-the'cities are continuing to decline, the elderly will

continue to have aggravated housing problems.

(2) Zoning laws and housing policies discourage a variety of

housing to meet the span of income needs, thus further seg-

regating the elderly.

(3) There is a movement of rural aged to metropolitan areas.

The incidence of disease. is greater in metropolitan areas,

in part because stress factors are higher.13 As a result,

health problems can be expected to be more acute for the

elderly.
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(4) There is a surplus of elderly women, and these have a

dispropoTtionate amount of chronic diSease. SinCethe
ratio of women to men is expected to widen, there will

be a higher incidence of disease among'the elderly.13

(5) Without major private pension refo , the median income

of the elderly can be expected to ontinue to decline in

relation to younger age groups.

(6) Pressures for earlier retireme t in our labor-surplus

economy ,will aggravate the ir2come needs of the :elderly.

To the extent that the future 211rection of federal programs for the

elderly is toward/a pure income strategy, the strategy will be unsuccess-

ful if it does not take into account elasticity of supply anduknowledge

and motivation /on the part of the elderly to make wise use of thir in-

come. Aithogh suggested cuts in the FY 74 budget will /have marginal

impact on the elderly, given the limited scope of the programs that have

been redueFd or eliminated,, the assumptions behind those programs were

correct bdcause they recognized the need to improve the elasticity of

supply pr the basic needs such as food and shelter. Siome of these

strategies also incorporated components directed at improving knowledge

and increasing motivation in the elderly. To date, no substitutes have

been proposed for evaluating and developing the needed'balance of elas-

ticity of supply, motivation, and knowledge. Such a balance is necessary

if an income strategy is to succeed.
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IV PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL-ROLES NEEDS OF THE AGING POPULATION

Once biological needs, such as food, shelter and health care are

met and reasonably satisfied through provision of services and adequate

income, the satisfaction of psychological and social-roles needs becomes

necessary if the biological organism itself is to prosper. Of course,

biological and psychological needs also exist in a reciprocal relationship;

for example, the satisfaction of emotional or mental health needs can

reduce an individual's need for health care on the income side of our

model (Figure 4).

In our culture, the satisf4tion of a number of psychological/social-

roles needs has been identified as necessary for an emotionally* healthy,

functioning individual. These include a need for personal identity,

interpersonal relationships, personal growth, purposeful activity and

a feeling of independence with a sense of control over the direction of

one,'s life. The elderly, like all other age groupings, differ greatly

among themselves as to which of these needs are most important to their

individual well-being. However, if adequate options are available, each

person can choose the most desirable course of action for himself.

The role of the federal government in relation to the elderly person's

Psychic/social needs has never been as clearly articulated as has its

concern for their income plight. No doubt this is largely due to the

primacy of satisfying income needs first and to the sensitive political

issues arising from government involvement with the inner life of the

individual.

Some present federal policy seems to inadveitently detract from

meaningful social roles for the elderly. Employment for income generation

is perhaps one of the most important roles in our society for the satis-

faction of needs. However, the liberalization of eligibility rules in

Social Security provisions encourages a premature termination of the work

role.

As we shall see in this chapter, current federal strategies designed

to satisfy either psychological need or provide purposeful roles have

minimum impact on the elderly.
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Psychological'Social Status of the Elderly in the United States Today

Unique historical conditions have led, for the first time in human

history, to the existence of a substantial elderly population with no

valuable social role to play.

A number of historical trends have helped produce this situation.

Those that seem to hold universally true are directly related to the rate

of a society's modernization). These include:

(1) Longevity is, in most cases, directly related to the degree of

modernization and the improved health care with which it coin-

cides. Hence, modern societies have a large portion of their

population in the "elderly" category.
P
! (2) Retirement is a modern invention; only societies with an

economic surplus can afford the luxury of retirement. As a

result, the sharp, discontinuity in work roles which character-

izes retirement is, again, a unique feature of modern society.

(3) The status of the elderly declines as a society modernizes

because:

(a) The expansion of literacy reduces the role of the aged

as knowledge transmittem

(b) The faster the pace of social change, the more the f.

knowledge and the skills of the elderly are viewed as

obsolete.

(c) The breakdown of the extended family system reduces

familial roles for the elderly.

.(d) Increased mobility of the population at large undermines

the position of the elderly who are less mobile

(e) U1banization does not maintain a smaller town's sense of

"community" and interrelatedness, in which all were viewed

as part of an organic whole.

In addition, specific Western and American values aggravate the

historical forces undermining the status of the elderly. These. are:1

(1) Little reverence of one's ancestors.

(2) Great stress on individualism, and intolerance of prolonged.

dependency.
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(3) Consciousness of chronological time, which contributes to aging

being regarded as an event (at age 65 or whatever the acceptable

retirement age may be) rather than a process.

(4) Heavy identification of status and identity with one's occupa-

tion; a family status is largely derived from the husband's

occupation (thus, widows, who constitute a large proportion of

the elderly population, find themselves in particularly tenuous

situations).

(5) A malaise and fear of death has lead to avoidance of thinking

or planning for aging and even personal interaction with aged

individuals.

Furthermore,-many elderly persons find themselves without the adequate

health, transportation, or income necessary to fulfill whatever social

roles they can and want to perform.

As a result of these values and historical forces, many of the

elderly in current American society find themselves with little control

I(

over the wealth and power of society. They face psychic conflicts over

their dependency needs vis-a-vis the larger society's values which foster

independence; they must seek alternative means to satisfy identity and

purposeful activity needs, with income-related work effectively excluded

as a realistic option; they have little recognition of the positive roles'

they can play in society and hence have diminished feelings of personal

potency.1

Assuming no major policy intervention and an economy that continues

to be able to provide at least current standards of living, the.bistorical

trends undermining the social roles of the elderly are likely to continue

or-intensify. Longevity will at least remain the same; probably it will

be extended, with an increase in the number1of functional years availa,ble

to the elderly.

Ret ement will continue, while the official age of retirement will

,decline wiLn time. Some companies already encourage retirement at the

age of 55.2

The united States willisoon have almost 100% literacy, and the rate

of social change, which has made much of the elderly's skills and knowl-

' edge obsolete, will continue to accelerate.3

The nuclear gamily, the mobility of the population, and the process

of urbanization are all omnipresent factors that are not likely to be

reversed in the near future.
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Automation and cybernation of the economy may decrease employment

opportunities, leading to further reduction of employability options for

the elderly and creating pressure for even earlier retirement.

Problems of psychic/social-roles needs will intensify because those

eaching the category of "elderly" will be substantially different from

the current elderly population for the following reasons:

(1) There will be more of them (by 1980 more men and women over 45'

will be out of the labor force than in it).

(2) They will be younger (because of earlier retirement policies).

(3) They will be better educated.

(4) They will be healthier.,

(5) They may be more demanding as to the satisfaction of their

needs becaus

(a) Their values will have been more affected by the piOtest

movements of the 1960s.

(b) The women's liberation movement has articulated alteinative

roles to which women have equal rights.

(c) They will be influenced by those who are redefining work

as meaningful, purposeful activity rather than just income-

generating activity.

(d) They will be affected.by the revolution in sexual mores.

The demography of the elderly always shows a surplus of

single women because of earlier death rates of males.

If one projects a more liberated woman with an increase

in the number of functional years, to what extent will

she tolerate the suppression of her love/sexual needs

because of the culture's predominantly monogamous nature?

It seems that a confrontation with some of Ahe morals of

society is in the offing.

(e) They will be more middle-class and will have had interest-

ing and challenging professional backgrounds which they

will find difficult to give up for complete retirement.

N
Current Federal Strategies

As societal forces have undermined the role and status of the elderly,

the federal Rovernment has stepped in with program's to compensate for the

negative effect on the elderly population. The government is funding
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programs to increase tne
u
supply

0,

of societal roles available for the

elderly. Similarly, ase mptions about the elderly person's motivation

and knowledge regarding to programs are as applicable to their evaluation

as they were when we looke at the income side of the equation.

Whether primarily inten d or not, a number of federal programs have

an effect on the elderly population's needs for personal identity, pur-

poseful activity, employability ptions, and interpersonal relationships.

Some of the more prominent'progra s affecting social-role opportunities

for the elderly can be viewed in T ble 2, where "x" indicates maintenance,

continuation, or improvement of the fulfillment of particular needs.

(Caution: the "x's" do not indicate he magnitude of effect on a par-

ticular need:) A more detailed explanation of these programs can be found

in Appendix A.

The strategies given in Table 2 can evaluated in terms of assump-

tions as to knowledge of the elderly about the program and motivation to

participate. This evaluation is presented it Table 3.

These strategies can also be clustered and examined in the following

manner:

(1) Strategies for Volunteer Activity

These strategies are volunteer nature--i.e., SCORE, RSVP,

ACE, VISTA, Peace Corps--and are directed at the elderly

(especially professionals) to give them opportunities for

purposeful activity.

Assumptions -- Explicit or implicit assumptions inferred from

program operations are:

(a) The elderly are motivated to engage in socially productive

roles.

(b) The elderly have sufficient knowledge to engage in

socially productive roles (with the exception of RSVP

and VISTA which have outreach programs to publicize the

activities).

(c) The elderly can provide useful services to the community.

(d) Purposeful activity and other psychological needs can be

met in non-income producing activity. (VISTA and Peace

Corps, however, do,provide a small stipend.)

This phrase is underlined to emphasize that we are drawing our assump-

tions from the manner in which these programs actually operate.
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Table 2

PROMINENT FEDERAL PROGRAMS AND THEIR EFFECTS ON SOCIAL-ROLES NEEDS

Program

Personal

Identity

Purposeful

Activity

Employ-

ability

Options

Inter-

personal

Relations Independence

Personal

Growth

Foster Grandparents x x x x x x

SCORE x X n.a. x n.a. x

RSVP x x n.a. x n.a.

ACE x x n.a. x n.n. x

Green Thumb x . x - x x x x

Senior Aides x x x x x x

Community Senior

Service Program x x x x x x

Senior Community

Service Aides x x x x x x

Nutrition Program

for the Elderly n.n. n.a. n.n. x n.a. n.a.

Adult Basic Education x x x x x

Library Services n.a. x n.n. n.a. n.a.

Community Services

and Continuing

Education x n.n. x n.n. x x

Neighborhood

Facilities x x n.n. x n,a. x

.

Federal Age Dis-,

crimination Act x x x x x x

Rehabilitation

Services and

Facilities x x x x x x

Manpower Develop-

ment and Training Act x x x x x x
A

VISTA, Peace Corps x x x x x x

n.a. = Not applicable,

C
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Table 3

KNOWLEDGE AND MOTIVATION RELATIVE TO PROMINENT FEDERAL PROGRAMS

Program

Knowledge of Motivation to

Program Assumed Participate Assumed

by Policymakers by Policymakers

Foster Grandparents No Yes

SCORE Yes Yes

RSVP No Yes

ACE Yes Yes

Green Thumb No Yes

Senior Aides No No

Community Senior Service Program Yes Yes

Senior Community Service Aides Yes Yes

Nutrition Program for the Elderly No Yes

Adult Basic Education Yes Yes

Library Services Yes Yes

Community Services & Continuing

Education Yes Yes

Neighborhood Facilities n.a. n.a.

Federal Age Discrimination'Act Yes Yes

Rehabilitation Services &

Facilities n.a. n.a.

Manpower Development and

Training Act Yes Yes

VISTA, Peace Corps

n.a. = Not applicable.
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Evaluation--The assumption that the elderly can provide useful

,services to the community is correct. However, research indi-

cates that these persons who have always volunteered and par-

ticipated throughout their lives are those who are currently

the predominant participantSin federal programs.4 As a result,

it seems unlikely that the needs of those who traditionally

have never been very engaged with society, except in a work role,

are being met. If this is the case, the overall assumption that

the elderly are motivated to participate in socially productive

or beneficial programs is wrong.

For those who are participating in federal volunteer programs,

one may perhaps infer that non-income producing activity can

provide a variety of psychic pleasures. However, it remains

to be seen whether this assumption holds true for those not

participating. ,The invalidity of this assumption may be the

very reason why many elderly have not chosen to participate.

(2) Strategies for Reimbursed Activity

These strategies are directed at the elderly poor to provide

them socially purposeful activity with some reimbursement--i.e.,

Foster Grandparents, Green Thumb, Senior Community Aides, Senior

Service Probeam, Senior Community Service Aides.

Assumptions--Explicit or implicit assumptions inferred from

program operations are:

(a) The elderly poor are motivated to engage in socially

productive roles.

(b') The elderly poor do not have adequP'.e knowledge to par-

, ticipate in these programs (outreach efforts are conducted

to reach the target population).

(c) 'A minimum income level ls a prerequisite to the satisfac-

tion of psychological/social-roles needs.

(d) The elderly poor can provide useful services to the

community.

Evaluation--Although there is little knowledge about total need

of the elderly with respect to psychic/social-roles needs,

the numbers affected by current federal programs are so small

in relation to the total elderly population that we feel little

hesitation in concluding that present strategies fall far short

of the ne.ed. We know that for. the Senior Aides program, there

are at least seven applicants for each job. ACTION and Labor
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Department programs combined, directed primarily at increasing

role options, serve little more than 46,000 persons.* Those

programs which remunerate the elderly for their services reach

only about 20,000 individuals annually. Only ten percent of

VISTA's volunteers are over 50 years of age,s yet one might

expect the elderly to be disproportionately represented since

they have disproportionate amounts of leisure time available

to t em. And funding for Operation Mainstream programs is up

in t e air.

(3) Strategies for Gainful Employment

These strategies are directed at getting the elderly poor (under

65 years) gainfully employed--i.e., Federal Age Discrimination

Act, Rehabilitation Services and Facilities, Manpolker Development

and Training Act.

Assumptions--Explicit or implicit assumptions inferred from pro-

gram operations are:

(a) With the exception of the Age Discrimination Act, there is

either little need for a major employment program target

for the elderly, or in terms of budget priorities, the

elderly are less important (capabilities of an elderly

worker are unimportant when hic services are not in demand).

(b) The elderly are motivated to take advantage of these

programs.

(c) The elderly have knowledge to take advantage of these

programs.

Evaluation--Although those 45 and older account for 20% ofthe

total unemployment rate, this age group accounts for only 5% of

the new enrollees in manpower training programs.s Although the

elderly here too have a disproportionate need for retraining

opportunities, national priorities again work against them.

Similarly, Vocational Rehabilitation Services met the needs of

an estimated 80,100 persons 45 years and over in 1972 (this

includes 4,800 persons 65 and older), but the total need has

been estimated at 4 million for this age group.

Data obtained from Department of Labor Information Service.

I
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One out of three establishments investigated have been found to

be in violation of the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

Vet only an average of 36 court actions are filed a year.5

Even were better enforcement available, less than one-half of

the civilian labor force, age 40-64 years, is covered by the

provisions of the Age Discrimination Act. 5- And in a larger

context, it is questionable to what extent the federal govern-

ment could hope to implement the Act effectively when both the

private sector and many labor unions are pe4hing for ever earlier

retirement. Moreover, many of the policies of the federal govern-

ment are in direct contradiction with this objective. 6

(4) Strategies for Educational Opportunities

These strategiesrovide educational opportunities for the

elderly--i.e., Adult Basic Education, Library Servic-s, Community

Service and Continuing Education.

Assumptions--Explicit or implicit assumptions inferred from the

program operations are:

(a) There is little need for major programs targeted on the

elderly, or in terms of budget priorities, the elderly

are less important.

(b) The elderly are motivated to take advantage of educational

opportunities.

(c) The elderly have knowledge to take advancage of educational

opportunities.

Evaluation- -The median years of education completed by the

elderly population in 1970 was 8.4 years, compared to 12.2 years

for the younger adult population;' yet enrollment of those 65

and older in adult basic education is only about 20,000.*

Although the elderly have a disproportionate need for educational

services, budget priorities workagainst the aged. Funds for

Community Service and Continuing Education have been frozen and

none are requested in FY74.

It is likely that assumptions about the elderly having knowledge

and motivation to participate in education programs are wrong.

The elderly have been conditioned not to expect much of society

in their old age. In some places, for example, where local

Conversation with (Mien of -Education.
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schools and colleges, have made special efforts to enroll the

elderly, the response has been disappointing because the elderly

do not perceive the benefits they can obtain from participation.

Of course, no outreach or motivation efforts may be occurring

simply because of the limited number of slots that can be funded

by federal monies. However, any attempt to extend the scope of

such programs must take such knowledge and motivational factors

into account if it hopes to be successful.

(5) Strategies for Social Activity

These strategies provide opportunities for social activity,

whether directly or as a by-product--i.e., Nutrition Program

for the Elderly, Senior Centers in Neighborhood Facilities.

Assumptions--Explicit or 1.1plicit assumptions inferred from the

program operations are:

(a) Nutrition Program for the Elderly assumes that opportunity

for the elderly to socialize is an important incentive to

get them to eat nutritious meals.

(b) The elderly are motivated to take advantage of social and

recreational opportunities.

(c) The elderly have knowledge to take advantage of social sand

recreational opportunities (with the exception of the

Nutrition Program where outreach efforts are made to inform

the elderly).

Evaluation--Opportunities for socialization do seem to be an

effective incentive to obtain elderly participation. However,

this incentive is built into few federal programs. In addition,

funds for the construction of Senior Centers in Neighborhood

Facilities, three-fifths of which provide social and recreational

needs for the elderly, have been frozen while special revenue

sharing is being considered.

Education Potentially Affecting the Future of the Elderly

As we have seen, present federal strategies to provide meaningful

social roles for the elderly fall far short of the target population's

needs; since many of the historical forces that have contributed to the

relatively low status of the elderly today are likely to intensify, the

continuation of current strategies will make them appear even weaker. 8
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Although the trends that reduce meaningful roles for the elderly

will continue to gain strength, other trends in the area of education do

offer some promise for providing the elderly with new roles and perhaps

will provide an opportunity for more effective federal government inter-

vention.-

If the current trend toward lifelong education gathers strength and

becomes a norm of society, the elderly may be able to regain useful roles.

Since tle,inception of our public school system, the elderly have always

been at an educational disadvantage with respect to formal education;

their relative status in society has declined as their knowledge and skills

were viewed as obsolete. However, this is only an inevitable character-

istic in the lock-step school system that ue have imposed upon ourselves,

where education is concentrated in the younger years of one's life and

there is little incentive to pursue it in mature years. Currently, the

participation of adults in formal education declines rapidly after 24

years of age. There is no significant federal strategy to provide

educational opportunities for the elderly.

Evidence that society is moving in the direction of lifelong educa-

tion includes:1'3

(1) The growth in external degree programs.

(2) The liberalization of degree requirements to include work and

community activity as learning experiences. (If this trend

-gathers strength, the elderly will be at a much greater ad-

vantage because they will have had much more practical,

unstructured learning experiences than formal education.)

(3) The express desire of the majority of adults for additional

learning opportunities (as reflected in polls and surreys).

(4) The increasing involvement of the private sector with providing

educational opportunities for their employees and even for

the general public.

(5) The availability of the technological hardware necessary to

provide individualized, decentralized, and relatively inex-

pensive educational experiences.

In what ways can lifelong education affect the status of the elderly

and the society at large? -Following are five answers:

(1) To the extent that the observed decline in the learning cap-

abilities of the elderly are culturally induced rather than

biologically based, lifelong education can help close the

knowledge and skills gap Wueen he elderly and younger age

groups.
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(2) There is some evidence to indicate that even the decline in

learning capabilities because of biological/physiological

processes of aging can be overcome if time is treated as a

variable--that is, the elderly can learn almost as much as

younger persons, although it may take them longer to do so.*

(3) Education would be reviewed as education for life, including

provision for coping with leisure time and retirement.

(4) If education becomes viewed as one means of self-fulfillment,

lifelong education can provide purposeful, meaningful activity

in one's retirement years.

(5) Intergenerational contacts in a learning situation may serve to

foster knowledge and respect for the aged and the aging process

and introduce meaningful dialogue between generations. Such a

situation would provide a good forum both for learning the dif-

ferentiated needs of the elderly population and for educating

everyone to the realization that aging, like education, is a

lifelong process.

Conclusion

Thus, while the historical forces that have undermined the role of

the elderly will continue to intensify, we find ourselves without adequate

societal policies to begin satisfying the projected need. The federal

government has no significant strategy for realizing the promise in two

areas offering the greatest hope for the elderly--i.e., lifelong educa-

tion and job retraining and preparation for second careers. The con-

vergence of societal forces and, for all practical purposes, the benign

neglect of the federal government uill result in the elderly being per-

ceived as social overhead-7one not necessary to the well-being of society.

Not only are current societal r stures with respect to aging detri-

mental to the elderly, but the implications for society at large are

profound. The younger population, in large part, obtafhs, a negative

image of the aging process. It is viewed as a steady deterioration of

one's potency and status in society. Little, if any, attention is paid

to the positive roles the elderly can perform or the fact that with aging,

personal growth and development can also take place. WIlat happens to the

value system of a society that begins to regard part of its population

as not necessary or particularly valuable? The potential impact of such

a value change will affect far more persons than the elderly themselves.

Based on a paper prepared by SRI Staff Psychological Consultant.
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V THE RELATIONSHIP OF CURRENT STRATEGIES

TO BROADER SOCIETAL FRAMEWORKS

Introduction

In Chapters III and IV the basic operating policies and strategies

were discussed in their individual context. In this chapter we shall

discuss the entire set of strategies as they relate to one another and

co the broader political, economic, and social systems.

When cast into these broader contexts, it becomes more difficult :o

determine what thesg strategies really are. For example, did the political

leaders who initiated the legislation for the Nutrition for the Elderly

program really seek to launch a strategy that would assure adequate

nutritional intake for the nation's elderly in need, or did they seek '

to erect a political facade--a showcase to mollify a vocal constituency

or network of vested interest or pressure groups? If the intent was a

nutritional strategy, the program has not been successful. If, on the

other hand, the legislation was only intended to produce a showpiece, it

appears to be a highly successful effort to incrementally help tens of

thousands of individuals at a relatively low cost. In this sense, it is

large enough to be politically effective to its sponsors but not so large/

as to consume too many national resources.

Another example of seeking to determine the true strategy is served

by the Food Stamp program. Is the Food Stamp program essentially a

strategy 'to provide nutrition to the poor, or is it primarily a strategy

to, provide a market for a variety of food products in an economy whose

agricultural sector has been renowned for its surplus production?

A last example is the Social Security system. Is the Social Security

system intended to be an insurance system that provides benefits, in the

form of returns on capital invested by or on behalf of workers, or is it

a hidden form of taxation that seeks income redistribution and pays out

far larger benefits than any actuarially controlled insurance program

could sustain? If the first alternative is accepted as the true explana-

tion, then the myth of earned interest in past capital investment is

sustained. (This concept will be discussed in greater detail in this

chapter.)
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These illustrations could be extended through all of the operational

policies discussed in the preceding chapters.

In doing program evaluations, questions about motivation and intent

can be evaluated more narrottly ttithin the context of operating indicators.

But in the task of strategic evaluation, these underlying purposes and

motivations become critical. Any strategy could be defined as successful

or not largely on the basis of what one assumes or believes the basic

motivations and objectives to have been. Since, as we have previously

discussed, the rhetorical statements cannot necessarily be taken as an

accurate articulation of real motives and objectives. the person seeking

to make strategic evaluations has a problem to resolve.

In this research, the problem has been resolved by adopting the

following basic assumptions:

(1) We assume, for purposes of this research, that the policies

are made in good faith vis-a-vis the elderly population's

needs and that the policy leadership would like to see

operational results consistent with those needs. This

does not mean that the policy is not also a political ex-

pedient for those who were instrumental in its passage.

A basic tenet of democratic government is this matching

of political and individual needs.

(2) Operational policies and the consequent strategies that

they form are the appropriate. subject by which to make

the evaluation (rather than rhetorical policy) for these

policies directly affect the elderly. The future political

dynamics will revolve around the extent to which operational

strategies are perceived to be effective in meeting defined

needs.

(3) Institutional or program efficiency is not an appropriate

subject for strategic evaluation- -i.e., a program may be

quite effective for the people it actually reaches. How-

ever, if for any reason it reaches only a small percentage

of those who need it, then it is not considered strategically

rational or effective.
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The Political, Economic, and Social Context of Strategies

for the Elderly

Until fairly recently, the politics of aging at the national level

has been a very limited domain.' State and local politicians have for

years exerted leadership in ad .ocating old age pensions and other forms

of "welfare subsidy." During he past decade these efforts have shifted

into national focus. The elderly are beginning to discover their political

muscle and the value of organizing themselves as a national constituency.

As the technologies of the life and social sciences evolve and permit new

opportunities for longer and higher quality lives for the elderly, the

number of professionals in gerontology and other aspects of services for

and to the elderly continue to swell along with the elderly population.

National lobbying associations for the elderly are growing rapidly, and

are beginning to exert skillful pressures in both the legislative and

the executive branches of government.

While this emerging network of constituencies and vested interest

groups do not operate in unison, together they are beginning to make a

sizable dent in federal policy. This is a significant development be-

cause the implications are that pressures will be applied to bring oper-

ational results more closely in line with the rhetorical levels of aspira-

tion and,the perceived national need (see Figure 1).

More will be said in Chapter VI about the probable future directions

that these emerging patterns might take. However, it may be useful here

to characterize, even though crudely, the present situation as it relates

to the political dimensions of federal strategies for the aging.

(1) The most obvious political fact is that the elderly are a

constituency that cannot be ignored. Increases in Social

Security benefits are made with great fanfare, as are the

initiatives in Medicare, Medicaid, nursing homes, and

various other programs. The recent White House Conference

on Aging was given high visibility within political circles,

complete with a closing address delivered by the President.

Congressional committees have been formed to focus policies

and programs for the aging. Legislation, national in

scope, has been passed with resounding rhetorical objec-

tives. The Administration on Aging has been established

and given at least the theoretical potential for a

federally-wide integration and leadership role.
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(2) Moreover, this political reality is reflected in the budget

of federal programs for the elderly. Expenditures on be-

half of the elderly are growing at a more rapid rate than

the federal budget as a whole. However, to date, these

expenditures are largely restricted to providing more in-

come to the elderly in the form of social overhead costs.

(3) Despite these advances, it seems that the relative economic
*

standing of the elderly in relation to the remainder of

the population has decreased (see Chapters III and IV).

It is impossible to determine whether the plight of the

elderly is really more \serious now than it has been in the

past or Whether concerns are just being discovered and

vocalized in a more organized manner.

For example, ,the plight of the poor, after it had been

raised to national consciousness by Michael Harrington's

book, The Other America, was hardly any worse than it had

been several years earlier. Yet the political debate

surrounding the war on poverty neither acknowledged such

a distinction, nor recognized the achievements of a society

that had sharply reduced its poverty ranks. In absolUte

terms, it seems hardly likely that the poor of the early

sixties would substitute their positions with the lioor of

the sweatshop era. These same analogies apply when we

compare the overall "plight" of our nation's elderly with

the case one, two, three, or more decades ago.

Nevertheless, the significant issue for policy makers is

that the political dynamics of policies for the aging

revolve not around the absolute achievement compared to

earlier decades, but around the relative worsening income

position of the elderly in relation to contemporary and

younger age groupq. Thus. as was discussed in the opening

chapter, the most important political dynamics stun from

perceptions about whether or not the feasibility/rhetorical

gap and the operational/rhetorical gap are tolerable.

(4) The present strategy has emerged from a pattern of political

oppolqunism which has yielded a set of strategies that are

neither consistent nor coherent; they do not yield the

desired nor possible strategic performance.

Present strategies do not appear to provide a basis on

which to build future programs for the elderly, if some

of the developments that we foresee as probable occur in

the next few years.
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Several basic points now stand in clear distinction:

(1) There is an acknowledged relationship between employment,

social roles,, purposeful existence, and sense of inde-

pendence. This has been expressed in the ten goals set

forth in the Older Americans Act. However, these inter-

relationships are not reflected in societal and govern-

mental attitudes towards the elderly.

Operationally, we are a youth-oriented society. For ex-

ample, our rules of economic rationality dictate against

investment in the elderly for retraining or educational

purposes. There is a great deal of discrimination in .

employment on the basis of age for what are perceived to

be sound economic reasons--namely, the need to make room

for younger workers who are thought to be more productive.

Both management and labor unions participate in this type

of discrimination against the elderly. It becomes ex-

tremely difficult for many of the elderly to lead a pur-

poseful existence if they lack discretionary income above

the proverty level or, because of Social Security regula-

tions, cannot earn more than $2,100 a year.

(2) The dominant federal strategy is an income strategy--i.e.,

Social Security. Current income policies use direct ex-

penditures and therefore constitute a direct intervention

strategy. The basic assumption of an income strategy is

that it is a surrogate for many basic needs.

(3) The practices through which this strategy is being carried

out make it a strategy of income dependency--i.e., the

elderly receive income from something other than employment

or return on their own capital, (In practical terms, this

means that for the next two or three decades, financing

will come from public revenues; this is true because Social

Security is not financed on a current actuarial basis.)

To date, the majority of people do not view reliance on

Social Security as a form of dependency comparable to that

of welfare. However, there is a strong probability that

as the number of retired individuals increases in comparison

to the work force, Social Security will increasingly be

viewed as a payroll tax financing a hidden form of welfare

dependency, with all the negative connotations that this

implies in our society. A crisis in the Social Security
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system, and hence in the nation's basic strategy for

financing the " retirement" years. is likely to occur when

this perception becomes widespread.

Because Social Security is a retirement system financed

from general revenue funds rather than an insurance system

(trust fund) financed on an acturial basis, we view this

strategy as a form of "forced income dependency" or as a

dimension of the welfare system which conStiates social

overhead. This will be discussed in the second half of

this chapter under "The Elderly as Part of a Welfare

Dependency System." For current ii come strategies to reach

adequacy levels, income allotments must continually be in-

creased from social overhead accounts.

(4) The dominant federal strategy with respect to assuring

social roles for the elderly is one of non-intervention.

It is apparently assumed that (a) either rhetorical pol-

icies for the existence of enforcement procedures under

the Age Discrimination in Employment Act are sufficient

to accomplish this objective or lb) that wide spread

intervention in value-laden dimensions of personal ex-

istence is not the proper role for government in our

society. The few exceptions to this statement, such as

RSVP and Foster Grandparents, affect so few people that

they can hardly be termed a major strategy. Even if

efforts were made to expand their scope, it is highly

questionable whether they could succeed, given the

strength of the societal forces that tend to undermine

social roles for the elderly. Direct federal inter-

vention may always be of marginal value until society

begins to view the elderly as a resource rather than a

burden. This concept is discussed in greater length in

the second half of this chapter, and alternative initiatives

for bringing such a shift about are suggested in Chapter VII.

(5) The few programs aimed at directly satisfying needs and

improving the elasticity of supply--el.g., subsidized

housing, nutrition programs, Foster Gi.andparents--represent

a piecemeal approach and do not form a consistent strategy.

If one examines the underlying assumptions of current

eral strategies, whether on the income or social-roles

sid of our conceptual model, one is very quickly struck

by the inconsistencies in fundamental issues. For example,

some programs do assume that the elderly have both the
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requisite knowledge and the motivation to participate in

federal programs; others do not make this assumption; some

assume that the elderly are a differentiated population

in terms of need; others do not. While the differing

strategies could be rationalized, there does not seem to

be any consistent factual or theoretical basis for justi-

fying their differing assumptions.

In other cases two programs co.zerned with the same need

operate on diametrically opposed assumptions--e.g., Food

Stamp and Nutrition programs include outreach and motiva-

tional components because they do not assume that recipi-

ents have either the knowledge or the motivation to provide

themselves with adequate diets; at the same time, the newly

passed supplemental security income for the elderly poor

will make these persons ineligible to participate in Food

Stamp and Commodity Distribution programs on the apparent

assumption that increment to income is all that is needed

to satisfy nutritional needs.

(6) While a lucky few are assisted through demonstration

projects discussed in the preceding chapters, and a rapid

dissemination process may occur after an innovation,

neither the cultural values nor the institutional struc-

tures exist to permit these pilot demonstrations to

flourish. We simply cannot assume that a diffusion or

dissemination process will occur after a successful

demonstration--even if it proves the validity and desir-

ability of alternative patterns, values, and ways of doing

things.

(7\). Current federal programs for the elderly, with the exception

of Social Security, affect such a limited number of people

that they can hardly be termed strategies at all. This

statement should not be construed as one that condemns the

basic value of the efforts being made by the government

for the elderly. Rather., our conclusion is that the ex-

trapolation of present strategies is not a viable direction.

This conclusion will be discussed in Chapter VI. A new

direction is strongly suggested by this evaluation. Rec-

ommendation for new alternatives will be discussed in

Chapter VII.
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Some New Trends in Federal Operational Policies

May Be Emerging

The current federal administration has announced the intention to

make some fundamental changes in federal domestic policies--changes that

will affect many of the operational policies for the elderly. These

changes may be roughly summarized under three basic concepts:

(1) The reapportioning of expenditures among federal, state,

and local governments (The New Federalism).

(2) A reduction of federal intervention into the lives of

individual citizens by providing them with income rather

than services.

(3) The determination to reduce the uncontrolled growth of the

federal expenditures, which was inherent in some ci the

"foot in the door" policies launched during the Johnson

Administration as the Great Society initiatives.

The operational policies of the federal government may be substantially

changed if these concepts are implemented. It is already evident that

many of the federal programs applicable to the income side of on' model

are to be affected by budget terminations, impoundments, moratoriums,

and administrative regulations.

We have already stressed the importance of incorporating program

components dealing with capacity and elasticity of supply, and with

motivation and knowledge on the part of beneficiaries, if any shift

toward a pure income strategy can hope to succeed. TO 'date, there is no

sign that these factors are being taken into consideration.

The Elderly as Part of a Welfare Dependency System

The preceding pages have discussed the materials presented in Chapters

II, III and IV through an integrated analysis of present strategies as

they relate to one another, and, as they relate, in some d gree, to the

direct connecting points within the broader society and economy. This

section casts the overall strategies into a different context, placing

them into relief against a basic conceptual framework of the economy.

This context is especially important in view of the fact that the gov-

ernment strategy is bases' on income.
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To evaluate the continuing via ?ility of the present income strategy

in tomorrow's context, we must go beyond the policies relating specifically

to aging Americans and see how the overall welfare/social overhead system

looks in the context of the economy within which these policies must

operate. As a framework for that evaluation and discussion, the follc,wing

conceptual model helps to illustrate the present strategies in the context

of the overall welfare strategy (of which the elderly are considered a

component) and in the context of a social overhead philosophy.

The Welfare System

It is important to note here that our definition of welfare is

predominant dependency on funding from social overhead because of lack

of economic productivity. Thus, those in this dependency position in-

clude not only those commonly thought of as welfare recipients, Lat also

the elderly, the mentally or physically handicapped, and the like.

A useful way to begin conceptualizing past and present welfare

strategies is to borrow from the economic concept of "value added." As

applied here, the concept reflects the degree'of value additive capacity

that various individuals could contribute to society, and their capability

of doing so.

The degree to which an individual contributes his value added ca-

pacities to the society is obviously not entirely accounted for through

the economic system. Examples abound: mothers raising Children who

become socially productive members of society; individuals helping others

in direct ways without compensation; and.the entire range of voluntary

activities which enrich our individual and social lives. However, for

purposes of discussion here, value added contributions are defined as

those expressed through some form of economic structure for which re-

muneration is paid. This narrowed concept is consistent with present

operational strategies of public welfare policies.

Within these, economic transaction boundaries, the degree of .

individual's economic dependency on society (his need for welfare sub-

sidy) is directly related to three factors: the economic value placed

on his individual skills and capabilities by others; the value of his

individual capital; and the extent to which these capabilities are

used and paid for within the economy.

These concepts are shown in Figure 5. We begin with point (A), at

which value additive capacity is zero. To the right of this point, the

line expresses the degree of positive value added contributions that the
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ADDED
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Temporarily or Seasonally Unemployed

Working Poor

Secondary Labor Market
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F

FIGURE 5 VALUE-ADDED CAPACITY AS PERCEIVED IN THE CURRENT SOCIETAL CONTEXT
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economy utilizes. There is a threshold (point B), at which one enters

the economy. This is defined here as employment or employability in the

competitive employment system of the economy. TheSe thresholds are in-

fluenced by many complex factors: minimum wage laws, demand for labor,

social and political values (such as child labor laws), and the like.

The economy, however, is itself a network of gradients above this

basic threshold. The additional economic thresholds relevant to this

analysis are shown to the right of point B. At point C, an individual

is employed at an economic return that exceeds the defined polverty level.

The persons falling between points B and C are the working poor. For

purposes of this model, we will assume that the defined poverty level

is also the point of non-dependency status or need for a welfare subsidy.

The next significant threshold is the transition to what Michael

Piore has identified as the secondary and primary labor markets. The

line BD basically includes the secondary labor market while DE includes

the primary labor market. The poin- E marks the final threshold or

gradient of the economy used in this model. E is that point at which

an individual, through title to capital or its equivalent, receives
N

adequate or more thhn adequate income as'"rent" for his capital rather

than as return for his labor. The line EF might be roughly characterizea

as the "leisure rich" or the "leisure class."

Movement to the right along the line BF is not necessarily directly

related to levels of income--especial*bafter point C. For example, an

individual having capital rent income may decide that it is adequate and

may choose to remain out of any workforce, even though the economic

value of his income may be near or even below point C. The Social Security

system tells us that this is the point where the retired elderly population

fit into the econow The elderly; are viewed as receiving income on past

investments in an insurance program which permit them to retire from the

labor force. In practice, this income alone is inadequate to be an

effective surrogate for the needs listed on the income side of the model

developed in Chapter II.

The absurdity of the myth surrounding Social Security is almost

obvious. Although it is viewed as a social insurance system providing

accrued interest plus repayment on the principal contributed throughout

one's working years, a retired individual has to forfeit this income if

he chooses to return to work and earns more than $2,100 a Year. Of

course, his option 'to return to work and earn more than $2,100 a year

is not a realistic one either, because of the lack of meaningful employ-

ment opportunities for the elderly.
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Returning to the model in Figure 5, boAever, it may generally be

said that income goes up as one proceeds from left to right along the

positive side of zero. The large majority of the labor market would

be distributed shortly to the left-ad right of D. If our rheto,ical

policies %%ere consistent %kith our oOrational policies, one would find

the retired population largely in EF--the leisure class. Yet, as we

shall shortly see, in reality many of the nation's retired and elderly

people are actually in a state of forced dependency located on the

negative side of zero.

The line CF, in this concept, represents those persons who are not

dependent on a welfare subsidy. The group classified here as non-

dependent on welfare subsidy includes a majority who are dependent in

some form as children, housewives, students, and others. These persons

are provided economic support through one or more individuals who are

contributing value additive capacity to the economy and obtaining adequate

economic return to subsidize their dependents. These are socially honored

dependencies to which no stigma is attached. With the demise of the

extended family system, the elderly are no longer part of this honored

dependency status.

One final category must now be discussed. AB represents the portion

of unemployed Aho are considered a ncrmal and acceptable pool of unemployed

because of transfers betAeen jobs, normal seasonal fluctuations, and the

like. This defined level of acceptable unemployment is necessary in con-

ceptualizing a noninflationary state of full employment and is also

helpful in evaluating economic policy-in terms of whether or not the

economy can absorb the defined Tabor force. The unemployed falling into

the line AB are not regarded as welfare dependents because unemployment

is considered a temporary phenomenon for which several months of unemploy-

ment insurance is considered sufficient to provide basic needs.

Similarly, those falling Aithin the BC category may need some public

subsidy, but they are not vier,ed as social overhead because their primary

income is derived from economic productivity. The hard core unemployed

who are counted in the Department of Labor's unemployment statistics

would fall in our negative value area to the left of A.

Negative Value-Added -apacity

The model can be used to point out an interesting and basic aspect

of current Aelfare strategies. One Aould expect that the most reasonable

approach for a welfare /aging strategy would be to permit some degree of
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value added eapab)lities to be converted to value-ad ed realities according

to an individuai's capacities (such an ideal is dep cted in Figure 6).

But this is not the case. Rather, current strate ies are based upon the

assumption that not only is there no way to capt, re such value added

capacity, but that the individuals represented vithin the line to the

left of A have no value-added capacity until they undergo the necessary

personal transformation needed to cross the threshold into the mainstream

economy. This minimum threshold should be:point B, but in general, society

considers it preferable if the individual can be injected at point C --

employment that yields an economic return at or above the poverty line.

Much of the debate about acceptable work requirements rrlative to uelfare

benefits hinges around the basic value issue of whether or not an indi-

vidual has a right to welfare dependency as a voluntary, personal, choice

alternative- -i.e., should he be free to decide whether or not he will .

fall within the AB or BC ranges?

Despite the rhetoric and exhortations, we live in a society where

social value coincides with non-dependency on we]fare. An inaividual's

worth is largely communicated back to the individual-In-fliese terms.

Thus, the message to persons in a welja.pe-11-6Fendency status is two-fold:

Not only you in your presen-a-Qitionof negative economic value to

the society and we must therefore carry you as a social overhead, but

you are also of essentially no social value and thus constitute a "moral

overhead." Contemporary social mores require that such persons be main-

tained primarily because genocide or its equivalent is immoral.

Not only is the current welfare system extremely costly in terms of

direct outlays, but it does not come to grips with either (1) the oppor-

tunity costs foregone by realizing no value added capacity (anything to

the right of zero) or (2) the social costs entailed in human terms from

the psychological negative feedback to which millions of persons in a

welfare dependency status are stlbject.

It is helpful to apply certain categorizations to the welfare de-

pendents falling into the negative value added space. (The elderly, as

we shall see, mainly fall within this area.) These categories bear some

relationship (though not a complete relationship) to the various oper-

ational programs and policies of the welfare system.

The first sub-group, falling into the line GA, are the young adult/

dropouts and technically displaced persons oho require special training

for reentry into the labor force (this is generally developmental training

rather than mere skill reorientation). Programs in the manpower develop-

ment categories are a large component of these welfare strategies. Such
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programs are based upon the assumption that the human resou 'cc! develop-

mental effort can result in placing the individual into or eturning

him to the economy--again beyond point B.

Welfare mothers (line GA) are a large class of dependenits in them-

selves. Income maintenance, as a family assistance plan, is\their

primary means of public subsidy. However, there are a variety of child

day care programs and other support systems structured to encourage and

make it possible for welfare mothers with dependent children to enter

the work force. These support mechanisms are generally tied tit() some

form of training and manpower development if needed, again with the idea

that they will make it possible for the primary welfare dependent to

become a pa.t of the economy beyond point B, removing herself and at

least a portion of her dependents (who might be termed secondary welfare

dependents) to the nondependency status.

Another large and growing group (line GA) is the retired and elderly.

This group is notably distinct from the others because of the responsibility

our welfare strategy assumes for their permanent support for the remainder

of their lives. There is no societal attempt or apparent desire to make

them economically productive again. There are a few programs encouraging

the retired to perform productive volunteer services (such as the Foster

Grandparents Program), but, in general, the strategy and its underlying

economic, political, and social values are biased toward a forced de-

pendency. Thus, the arrow's difection for this group in our model is

not toward restoration into the economic life of the society but rather

toward a total and permanent negative value contribution. Much of the

social science literature on the quality of life of aging Americans

emphasizes in countless ways that forced retirement is often destructive

to the quality of life for the individuals concerned. The aging (retired

and elderly) are essentially coerced into permanent leisure and a largely

forced dependency status.

A final general grouping (line GA) is the physically and mentally

handicapped. This includes a. small group of permanently nonfunctioning

persons (in an economic sense) who are simply maintained until death.

Many others are assisted, through various educational and development

programs, to lead productive lives.

1

In essence, current welfare strategies hssume that the economy is

an independent variable outside the scope of welfare policy. The most

that welfare policies can hope to achieve is some form of p.,rsonal de-

velopment that will permit an individual to enter the economy in main-

stream competitive activities. However, in the case of the retired
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person, the basic operational assumption and policy is that he is in a

stage of life in which further investment in his development is not

economically rational (when compared to a similar investment in a younger

,adult). Such calculations and reasoning are based upon the discounted

value of future earning potential. (This is a good illustration of how

sub-optimization often gives an illusion of rationality and objectivity

at the micro level while yielding a reverse irrational result in a

broader context). With the advent of modern economic and decision theory

and its application to public resource allocation, such a bias has be-

come systemized within the federal system. The implications of these

theories, if they were followed to their logical conclusion, is that

public resource investment in the elderly is not economically rational

until all other investment opportunities have been exhausted. While the

political system acts as an effective check on such overapplied zeal of

pure economic analysis, it is impossible to say just how much the elderly

will be penalized in the future if the economy becomes increasingly

squeezed in terms of its ability to sustain ever increasing social over-

heads.

t
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VI PRESENT STRATEGIES AN1 eUTURE CONTEXTS

This chapter contains a discussion of philosophical and methodolog-

ical problems to be faced in shifting to a strategic level of policy

evaluation. The methodological problems encountered in creating con-

cepts for alternative futures point toward some productive approaches

for dealing with the entire problem of policies for the aging. In addi-

tion, they provide insights into the types of research that,might be

most productive in evolving effective methods for strategic policy for-

mulation and evaluation. The chapter also deals with some of the broader

trends which possibly contain discontinuities severe enough to threaten

the economic and political viability of present strategies for the aging.

Basic Methodological Problems

Before the enabling legislation for the War on Poverty" in the

-1960s, evaluations on social action programs were sporadic, largely

because of the:lack of appropriate information and methods. With the

recognition growing that even the most effective programs produce systemic

effects contrary to expectations, the necessity to think of total rather

than partial effects has become obvious. Aware of this new perspective,

responsible government hopes to use it but lacks the means. Just as

program evaluation efforts waited many years for information sources and

methods appropriate to program orientation, new insights and procedures

need to be invented for policy orientation, a movement ably perceived by

Daniel Moynihan.

Compilation of information sources responsive to public policy needs

is a recent development. One of the first was in response to needs fc

reliable data about unemployment during the Depression. This was the

Current Population Survey, established in the 1910s to measure the labor

force, but the Survey's development had to be preceded by the devising

of area probability sampling techniques. Increasing policy concern with

education led to the collection in the 1940 Census of detailed information

on educational attainment, and to the Office of Education statistical

series. Monthly trends of unemployment have been tracked since the 1940s.

During that period statistical series on morbidity, mortality, and fer-

tility, educational attainment, crime, and so on were also improved. With

*

See for example his statement in "Toward Balanced Growth: Quantity with

Qualit3/5" The Report of the National Goals Research Staff, Government

Printling Office, Washington, D.C., 1970.
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the establishment of the Council of Economic Advisors under the Full

Employment Act of 1948, the concept of gross national product and its

measurement gained widespread acceptance. Meanwhile, the technical

inventions needed in compiling and manipulating statistical series for

public policy purposes were quickly developed.*

But the use of statistical series and other surveys for public

policy purposes, and specifically for evaluating social action programs,

vas not mandatory until the War on Poverty. Similar provisions were

incouporated into the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, into legis-

lation setting up the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal

Justice, and into many other pieces of legislation.

A bridge between the social trend surveys and their use in program

evaluation for public policy vas provided by the cost-benefit analysis \

procedures developed and applied in the Department of Defense. When

President John -en introduced these procedures into other agencies of the

federal government in the modified form of the Program, Planning and

Budget System, agency officials became more conscious of the information

requirements for their particular programs.

The result was a new era of applied social research. Social scien-

tists benefitted from the 1960s round of social legislation and began

to participate in the policy making process through the exercise of their

special'professional competence. This was the development about which

Moynihan wrote in 1965:

Our best hope for the future lies in the extension to

social organization of the methods that we already employ in

our most progressive fields of effort. In science and in

industry ... we do not wait for catastrophe to force new ways

upon us .... We rely, and with success, upon quantitative

analysis to point the way; and we advance because we are con-

stantly improving and applying such analysis.1

These techniques and methods, known as the systems analysis approach,

developed quickly into a Pervasive methodological ideology. With its

\

*
Many data handling devices, from i,he punched card to the electronic

computer, N%ere developed in connection with the data processing needs

of the U.S. Census. Hollerith, the inventor of the punch card sorting

machine, was an employee of the Census Bureau. itinivac I was first used

extensively to process the 1950 Census.
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emphasis on quantification,systems analysis began to alter perspectives

so as to distort or violate the nature of social problems by forcing

them into a manageable state, which institutionalized and legitimized

neglect of them or their vital parts. As an instrument of public policy

making, the systems analysis approach tended to encourage emphasis on

the wrong questions and to provide answers that were even more dangerous

for having been achieved through a "scientific" or "rational" means.*

To illustrate, the social welfare programs of the 1960s, pervaded

by the systems analysis ideology, called for evaluation of social action

programs designed to bring about changes in disadvantaged individuals and

institutions. Under these conditions, the goals of the programs could

not be stated specifically or clearly. Like the Goals for Aging Americans,

the preambles to enabling legislation referred to broad objectives for

which there were no indicators in the systems analysis tool kit, or

referred to objectives whose measurement was controversial: "honor ana

dignity" for the aged; "the quality of life"' in urban communities.

The problem is compounded when the task concerns changing individ

uals and institutions to an unspecified state. But according to the new

metho,:,logical ideology as expressed by Wholey,2 a social program whose

goals are not clearly specified cannot be evaluated, because the goals

are not measurable.

The hyperbole with which programs are presented to funding agencies

and often to target populations is another problemcompounding factor.

The public claims made for most social programs for the aging and others

are ordinarily set at levels much higher than anyone could reasonably

expect to attain.- The key question is: Is the pursuit of such hyperbolic

aspirations a d.sirable quest for the nation, and if so, should they be

put aside becauge their heavily qualitative aspects do not fit the

prescriptions of process evaluation designers?

Because of the nature of problems of the aging and other groups, and

because of the broad social, cultural, and political context in which

programs for these problems are devised and administered, a different

methdological ideology is required, rather than a rejection of the

admittedly idealistic, rhetorical aspirations, such as is expressed in

*
For a critical analysis of this methodological ideology, see: Ida R.

Hoos, Systems Analysis in Public Policy, University of California Press,

Berkeley, California, 1972. For a supportive analysis, see: Peter H.

Rossi and Walter Vlliams, Editors, Evaluating Social Programs, Seminar

Press, New York, New York, 1972.
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the Goals for Aging Americans. Whether or not these are measurable

goals, they indicate a developing humanistic conscience in our techno-

material culture.

If the present methodological ideology is retained, we foresee a

social revolution, in which the technologically contrived image of a well-

being never experienced will be the prime target.* The continued appli-

cation of these techniques might result in a game-plan government unre-

sponsive to a fast-changing society of living, loving, laughing and,

sometimes, crying people. Administrators may be happy with symbolic

solutions, but the public (and especially in recent years, its elderly

component) is becoming more aware of its rights and could--or will- -

demand more tangible evidence of concern for its welfare.

These methodological, and ultimately philosophical, problems in

evaluating social programs are monumental at the policy level. Even at

the program level, the available techniques measuring the effect of a

given program on an individual seem inappropriate when a critical analysis

of such techniques is made using the same scientific premises from which

they are derived. For example, the causality rules linking dependent and

independent variables, as defined by the scientific method and the use

of controls, are rarely observed in evaluative practices. Where the

tenets of the scientific method are observed, "complex, conflicting, and

indefinable" social phenomena, as they were discovered to be by Lock-

heed's engineers,2 are squeezed intc physical science constructs such as

measurements.

But in moving from the individual=thanging program to social policy,

the focus shifts to a different entity--the social organism. We believe

that no amount of squeezing will fit the social organism into the con-

temporary framework of the natural sciences. Hence, social scientists,

defensive of the cloak of scientism they wear, tend to ignore the social

organism because they have no way to measure its qualities. They incline

instead to problems that fit more comfortably into the traditional mode.

Rarely do they question why we should measure, even though their ex-

perience should have shown that the orderly, predictable factors may be

the least important in the dynamics of social change.

t,

See Irving Kristol, On the Democratic Idea in America. Such a movement

could curtail the search for knowledge cited elsewhere as necessary, or

it could rekindle a philosophical era moving backwards, perhaps, to

older philosophical positions divorced from behavioral science, history,

and so on. Early anticipation of these contingencies would help foster

one or the otl)pr of these trends.
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Such questions would open a Pandora's box of inquiries into the naturp

of man, social systems, and human knowledge, as well as int) political,

and moral philosophy--all prerequisites of a new approach not only to the

monitoring of qualitative, humanistic goals and strategies but also to

the vet., process of government. Such inquiries are difficult to do some

thing about, but maybe anything else is not worth doing.

The majrr methodological difficulty confronting policy orientation

in governmenteatbe stated in the ancient dictum of Anaxagoras: "Things

that are in one world are not divided nor cut off from one another with

a hatchet.", Nor with a computer, we might add. The indivisibility of

the components of the social organism precludes analysis by traditional

scientific nelliods. When apparent improvements based on partial analysis

of the social system are made in one segment of the system, they often

lead to situations that are more troublesome later. From the society's

standpoint, scientists making such "improvements" are identified with the

problems rather than with the solutions of social ills.

This situation, of which social scientists are becoming more aware,

may be exacerbated rather than ameliorated by the current drive to mimic

the exactness of "hard science." Especially in their quest for mathe

matical precision, social science efforts often tend toward the ludicrous.*

For in contrast to the mathematical world, the real world has no holes,

not even joints where a good carver could, as Plato thought, separate one

species from another. Numbers, more than anything else, are artificial

slits cut by us into this whole. Of course, we can make as many slits

into it as we please. But the claim that the whole can be reconstructed

from the slits rests owithe thinnest air.

For some unknown reason, most of this philosophy has become a praise

of the-,retical science and nothing more. And since, of all sciences

professed today, only some chapters of physics fit the concept of theoret

ical science, almost every modern treatise of critical philosophy omits

any reference to fields other than theoretical physics. To the extent to

which these fields are mentioned (rarely), it is solely for the purpose

of proving how unscientific they are.

Although we could not find insights in science literature, we did

find that the physical sciences are having more troubles with measurement

than social scientists realize. For example, the progress of physics has

*
For a refreshingly humorous but, for one concerned with the course of

social change, a sad commentary on the social sciences, see Stanislav

Andreski, Social Sciences as Sorcery, St. Martin's Press, 1973.
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been dictr'ed by the ability to measure physical phenomena uith instru-

ments. Nevertheless, geometry has only one basic measure, length;

mechanics quantifies its variables of space, time, and mass as c4rdinal

measures; and thermodNnamics attempted noncardinal measures of chrono-

logical time and temperature. Although various attempts were made to

measure temperature (i.e., the level of heat) not all uoblems raised by

such a measure have been satisfactorily solved. For example, P. W..

13ridgman4 observes that "no physical significance can be directly give)t

to flow of heat, and there are no operations for measuring it."

Other fields have met with still greater difficulties in measurement.

This is especially clear with electricity where all basic variables are

instrumentally measured and none is connected directly with a sense organ.

In such fields as structural mechanics and metallurgy, we find that they

are still struggling with patchy knowledge not unified into a single body

of theory. The only explanation for this backwardness is that most vari-

ables in material structure--hardness, deformation, ,etc.--are quantified

qualities. Quantification in this case cannot do away completely with the

peculiar nature of quality: it always le ves a qualitative residual

hidden somehow inside the metric structtre. Physics, therefore, is not

as free from metaphysics as current cr tical philosophy problems, because

the opposition between number and qua ity is generally considered meta-

physical.

In this research, we also tri 1 to reconstruct a unified body of

policy-related information on the aged by combining some of the "slit-

making" statistical techniques into more comprehensive constructs. Start-

ing with the assumption that the %wild is a whole, this effort, in the

best tradition, sought to examine and relate a number of statistical series

and to produce for policymakers on aging some nett, multiple, simultaneous

inferenc(s. The theory and practice of multiple comparisons, as developed

by Henry Scheffc, John Tukey, and others, should fit this kind of problem

in the context of analysis of variance. But the world of the aging,

which is the uorld of us all, %+a5; found to be beyond such aescription.

Despite the current tendency of American culture and social practice to

adapt the 1.nguage, assumptions, and methods of the "scientific" method-

ology, ue found that its use in this project %%mild produce only tenuous

correlations, or answers to none but the most trivial questions.

In contemporary science a counter movement is developing away from

the 100-year-old traditions of scientific inquiry which were based on

substance, categories, hierarchies, measurement, and unidirectional

causality. This movement portends the emergence of a new study of

knowledge and a new logic incorporating heterogeneous, qualitative,

relational, and other nett elements which are leading to more effective

analytical methods.
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There are some indications that social scientists are starting to

participate in this movement. For example, the causality notions of the

physical and engineering sciences find expression in the concept of

deviation-amplifying, mutual-causal processes io the understanding of

which the work cif Karl Deutsch, Kurt Lewin,'1 Garrett Hardin,' Mervyn

Cadwallader,`' Walter Buckley,'* and, of course, Norbert Wiener,1" are

addressed. Generally, these works also seek an understanding of men and

society in a way related to the propositions of the ne%% wave in natural

science. Stymied by the recalcitrance of people (who can dispute what

social scientists say about them, as electrons cannot) and by consistent

intrusions of intangibles like virtue and values into their models, the

new study of knowledge remains more of a hope than a reality. But at

least there is recognition that transferring the traditifonfl model of

the natural sciences to the social sphere under the name of systems

analysis is not the panacea for social ills that Moynihan held it out to

be in 1965. He expressed the realization that his expectations were

hopelessly wrong" five years later:

"In the spirit of the age, let:me begin with recantation:
1

I have been prone to profound ideological error. A cry o-
1

it

deviationist anti-people incrementalist, I have been guilty

of optimism about the use of knowledge gained i-brough social

Science in the management of public affairst(

---

In the same article, he was prophetic of wha't,seems to be taking

place now, as the shift from the old to the new logic develops

...professionalization of reform will continue, tit in

a somewhat different form from that which I eLrlier en isaged.

Increasingly the role of the social scientist will be o assert

the absence of knowledge on many urgent issues of the urbulent

and ambitious society we have created for ourselves."

He then went on to emphasize this statement with a reference from

the 1968-69 annual report of the Social Science Research Council: (Under-

lining was added by an editor.)

,':";;he difficulty we as a nation face in solving our prob-

lems is not will but knowledge. We want to eliminate poverty,

crime, dug addiction and abuse; we want to improve educiAion

and strengthen family life, but ',%e do not know how. Tradit:.onal

measures are no longer good enough. Very different ones must be

sought, invented, tried on a small scale, evaluated and broUght
---

closer to perfection. Many schemes will fail and the most

profitable failures will be those that lead to the clarification
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ot understanding of the problems. Many schemes will simply

expose additional problems that social scientists will need

to solve. Both design and evaluation are needed, and the

Council is examining, its role ttith respect to these issues.

The overwhelminP mplexity of the nation's social problems

and their imm6diacy, however, Should not blind UF eo our

ignorance ot ways to solve them."11

.
This movement beyond traditional modes of inquiry is still rather

halting. It awaits the invention ot concepts, methods, and tools

appropriate to policy orientation, as was'the case for program evalua-

tion efforts in the 19k30s. Meanwhile, most social scientists and their

policy-oriented colleagues are continuing to operate on the fundamental

assumptions derived from the traditional scientific model and its philo-

sophical position. Some of these fundamental assumptions Here highlighted

by Norbert Prefontaine in an address to the XVI International Con-erences,

on Social Welfare, August 14, 1972:

First, human well-being is assumed to be primarily a

function of the goods and services which each individual has

at his disposal, or at least has access to. Essentially, man

is understood according to the concepts, logic and values of

material things, rather than according to the concepts, logic

and values of human community.

... If human %%ell-being has been defined in terms of goods

and services, then concern with production and distribution

of goods and services will be central to social policy... the

central question of a social policy which sees man essentially

,... as a consumer is the question of scarcity....

Second, social policy is defined in terms consist4nt with,

if not drawn from, economic realities and the economic environ-

ment. Social policy is set %%ithin the boundaries established

by economic policy and is in the service of assisting 'economic

man'.... Current argument ... assume(s) that economic security

is the _first step--both logically and temporally--to social

security.

Third, ...,social policy is directed to men and women as

separate individuals. The image of men and women is that each

one of us, acting essentially alone, is someh4w responsible

for his or her own dostiny .... Little attention has been paid

in our social policy ... to Persons in relation to one another,

to communities, to extended families, to voluntary associations,
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or to alt sorts and manners of 'normal' human relationships.

These are systematically seen to be outside the scope ot

social policy.

Fourth, a significant place (is not given) to the wider

context in vshich social policy is set ... (It is assumed) that

the future will be essentially like the past, that the skills

and expertise developed over the past fifty years can be

further refined and developed to serve us in,the future, that

the programs developed for the future will' be essentially like

the past, even if less fragmented and better administered.

The nation is now at a point where it must decide if we are to con-

tinue in the 70s and 80s creating social politics based on such assump-

tions as alluded to above or if we are to search for a future different

from the one portended by the current trends. If we-choose the latter,

social research will have to be redirectiad from a new philosophical per-

spective. As evidenced in our literature review, very little effort is

spent on social research that questions the validity of "orthodox" social

knowledge or on- fundamental assumptions. An impending financial crisis

in social policy regarding the aging requires a re-examination of current

assumptions even within the framework of traditional social policy. Rates

of growth_in assistance to the aged, along with education,', health, and so

on, if unabated, will eventually gobble up the whole GNP:

Amopg the other sources of concern should be the assumption that the

,1-,)wth of economic goods and services is infinite and that the social

disease of which the condition of the elderly is a symptom is no deeper

than the problem of distribution of such goods and services. Chances are

that the disease has far deeper causes. Such basic problems are deeply

imbedded in the ways we understand ourselves and our situation. They are

primarily conceptual rather than technical, administrative, managerial,

or even financial.

Because the current and proposed programs and policies reflect past

conceptual images and acisions, they may ameliorai,p but not solve the

real problems of modern society. To develop a humaN\ly adequate social

policy for the elderly Mill require the coherent, comprehensive develop-

ment of the conceptual categories and the logic that will allow us to

understand individuals, society, and their mutual well-being. Toward this,

end a larger percentage of the resources spent for social policy should

be committed to understanding our present situation more adequaely, to
developing alternative conceptual fotpdations of social policy, a"d to

developing alternative social policy based on those alternative conceptions.
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At least the movement toward policy orient:tion has been accompanied

by a new way of vieuing society. I:ten if this uay is not an embryonic

new model, it is still a change in sensitivity toward cultural matters,

with persons seeing things ditterently from the past. The growing recog-

nition of the systemic nature of the problem of the elderly is evidence

of this lieu sensitivity. Government intervention in a heretofore private

domain suggests that the systemic probler is known and that a shift is

taking place from an earlier government policy concerning one of the most

delicate problems in legislation. This problem was described by Edmund

Burke as: "What the State ought to take upon itself to direct by the

public wisdom and chat it ought to levvc with as little interference as

possible to individual discretion."

This shift to a policy orientation reflects a more fundamental shift

in American culture and values. As for the cultural dimension, the shift

from the extended to the nuclear family has resulted in the isolation of

individuals who previously came under the extended familial umbrella.

As for the value dimension, economic determinants of value have encouraged

the evaluation of individuals in economic rather than humanistic terms.

The goals for aging Americans suggest that the federal government

wishes to correct the value and cultural defi::iencies of the system.

Although it is difficult to connect present policies with the attainment

of the noble goals for aging Americans, the implication is there that at

some future time other policies will be formtlated and implemented to

achieve those goals. Herein lies a political issue: can value and

cultural dimensions of a society uy consciously altered by government

fiat? If not, the rhetoriccl goals are hollow, frustration laden and

extremely presumptuous. If they can be altered by government fiat, then

the question arises as to the political and social acceptability of such

a transfer of power to bureaucratic elites. Historical evidence is

ambiguous as to these tuoquestions. In the American context of today,

the likelihood of willed intervention is rather low, considering the

current lack )f knowledge about such processes.

The putting of questions on the changeability of values and cultures

into the context or a strategic evaluation of policies for the aging is

more reminiscent of an older approach to the comprehension of reality--

moral philoscphy--than it is of systems analysis or the scientific

method. This might be good, at least until a better approach evolves.

In the past some people have had rich Insights into hinuan and social

behavior--insights that were not based on established and accepted knowl-

--edge such ag the natural sciences.
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______ Method for Strategic Projection and Evaluation

The foregoing serves as a sort of caveat for our projections of what

the future may hold. These projections are not -scientific;" their un-

folding will be the result of a process of dialectical interactions and

causal feedback phenomena, for the comprehension of which we have neither

a scientific" theory, a logic, nor a calculus. They are therefore more

like the gleanings of moral philosophers. And although these projections

are presented as discreet ". apshots" of facets of society, a situatiol\

dictated by the written medium, they should be perceived collectively as

a moving picture, or an animated cartoon which gives the illusion of move-

ment to the images that are really fixed.

1

We know of no other method that would do justice to the task. Take,

tor example, the apparently simple problem: What will be the long-range '

effects on the Social Security System of annual increases in the cost of

living and in wages? Obviously, increments in the cost of living will be

influenced via future price structures and perha7s by the available

resources. Where these cost increments concern renewable resources such

as agricultural products, such factors such as rainfall, weather, the

agrichemical industry, the will and knowledge of farm communities, the

wisdom of government as well as many other unmappable influences become

extremely important.* In the case of nonrenewable resources, another

large array of influences must be considered: the world's finite reserves

of energy sources and minerals; the economic and political factors affect-

ing their allocation and distribution on a world-wide basis; the nation's

habits and attitudes toward conservation/and rates of resource consumption;

and many other factors. This list just begins to cover the many inter-

active influences on possible increments to the cost of living and wages,

and hence, on cost projections for financial support of the elderly as

provided in current legislation. The:list omits the more qualitative

influences such as values on future resource allocation and distribution

patterns, but these inf uences should not be forgotten.

*
Such interactions are receiving increasing attention in the daily press.

For example, it has been observed that decreased rainfall in the peanut

/crops of Africa and India and shifts in the Humbolt Current off Peru

, have influenced the cost of soybeans'in the United States, and hence the

cost of much needed protein for the aged.
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Values

A feu type of literature is becoming more significant in a searching,

contemporary America. As a recent example of this type, Irving Kristol-'

furnishes illustrations of things consid.red important in the newly emer-

gent model of society. In his view, society, culture or civilization is

held together ultimately not by its formal institutions but by informal

things--traditions, values, feelings, and expectations that are shared by

its citizens and that impose certain disciplines on them.

Thus, the problems of society may stem not from material conditions

or its formal institutions, but from the more important variables.

Bristol sees the present distress of the United States and other 1%estern

democracies arising from the erosion of values and traditions that have

held them together. The counter culture, the growth of intellectual

hostility to capitalist society, and similar forces tend to undermine the

authority and legitimacy that any society needs to operate.

Reforms, hen necessary, need not change the material conditions of

life but may rather produce Institutions that incorporate, stress, and

reinforce the values and traditions important to society.

But in another example of this type of literature, one in which the

central importance of values is also emphasized, the claim is expressed

tlial_there is at.pxeseal_ao_sel_of qbarea values to keep the society

intact._ In the report of a seminar on "Central Influences on American

Life" to the National Commission on Marijuana and Drug Abuse, the develop-

ment of a system is the greatest need of the society. "We just do not

have fhis now," they said. "Vie are all looking for values that have deep

root: .s-attempts are made in a rational 'ay to sort out the durable from

the ephemeral."1''

If we lack not the still but the Imowledge for social reform, and if

traditional approaches to acquiring that knowledge are unproductie, it

seems unlikely that ue the to produce institutions

that incorporate, stress, and reinforce the values and traditions Impor-

tant to society. It also seems unlikely, if the seminar's findings are

valid, that we have the knowledge upon which to base a system of values,

let alone new institutions embodying them.

In these two examples, ue !dye illustrated the importance of values,

but also the existence of antithetical views as to the origins of values.

In the first view, values are "givens" in the society, precious features

evolved from the pa'gT--features that must be conserved and defended if

the system-is to survive. The second vie', expressed in the seminar
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referenced above, says that there are no "givens": the society's elect

must search for and find a system of values to instill in the minds and

hearts of society's members. History suggests that these opposing inter-

pretations of values are a recurring phenomenon and that new operational,

as contrasted to rhetorical, values usually arise by what the ancients

called a dialectical process--i.e., the synthesis of older, established

values with their contradictions as voiced by the counter-elites.

If this idea of a dialectical process as the source of new social

values is valid, the difficulty of evaluating strategic long-range poli-

cies for the aging will be increased, but so will the importance of the

task. The specter of a new and different system of values arriving via

that dialectical process on the stage of society in the future arouses

the fear that the new system could render current strategies and policies

inoperable. For, in the simplest terms, values are the standards that

determine how we act and what we want. Other characterizations of values

by philosopher, theologians, and anthropologists coincide pretty much

with this definition.14 OW.? of the key aspects of Values is that they

influence social choices and action. The distribution of values in

society, the bases for their distribution, and changes in value structures

over time play a central role.in goal and policy formulation. Valuds in-

fluence goal formation by guiding the perception of what is important

or desirable; values also act as weighting factors in transforming fairly

objective measures of social .performance into perceived measures of

attainment.

Comparative cultural studies tell us that different value systems

operating in different cultures are manifested in the societies' attitudes

and practices relative to their aged members. Some of those practices

in some Indian acid Eskimo cultures, for example, are inimical to the

current values of our society. But if the future should present us with

a radically different value system, the practice of gerontocide rather

than Social:Security could become our operational policy. A close

monitoring of the total social scene might help in anticipating the out-

come of the current dialectical process of value generation.

From our monitoring to date, we sense a shift toward institutional

rather than individual responsibilities, along with a growing phenomenon

involving societal "dropout, " -5 but our current state of knowledge on

these and other value-related issues, s(ch as those raised by Baier and

Rescher,18 argues in favor of holding open a fairly wide range of social

policy options until this critical research on values bears some fruit.
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The Post-Industrial Society

There seem:, to be a coir,ensus that America is entering a ne%s phase

in history. "Post-Industrial Society," a phrase originally coined by

David Itiesimui,11- is trequently used to designate this ne%% type of social

order, emerging as the production of goods becomes less important in a

highly efficient economy, which is capable of creating general affluence,

providing for incriased leisure, and redireCting resources to the produc-

tion of services (rather than goods). Noting that the transition from

the industrial to the post-industrial order matches in importance the

transition from the preindustrial to the industrial, Daniel Bell has tried

to win acceptance of this term to indicate the future social order of

the technologically advanced societies.18

Under the conditions of the post-industrial'order, the available

productive technology %%ill yield a substantial increase in the output of

goods and services at a significant decr_ase in the Investment of people's

time and energy. Though America is only in be early stages of this post-

industrialism, a pmsertul trend in this direction can already be discerned.

This tar-reaching development carries profound implications for the con-

cept 01 the proper work and nature of the state and--from the standpoint

of the task at hand--its rela.tion to its aging citizenry.

The emerging successor of the "welfare state" will differ from it

in %%ays that reflect a fundamental shift in value orientation, a change-

over to the viers of the central 'social problem" 2, one of creating the

setting of a satisfying life rather than as one of providing for the

minimum requirements of life. The welfare state has seen its mission in

essentially protective terms; its preoccupation has been defensive in an

endeavor to safeguard people against hazards of various sorts. The post-

%seltarc state %%ill assume a more positive aspect, concerning itself with

the trans-elfare goals of life enhancement, %%ith the artistic sector

coming to increasing prominence. The attitulinal upheaval at issue is

not the introduction of ,holly nes values or the abandonment of old ones,

but rather a shift in emphasis and the revision of a scale of political

values, The traditional problems of the distributive sector, and espe-

cially the collective sector of %%elfam, will not be left behind by the

post-%%eltare state. But this nos order, as projected by flescher,l' will

difter from the %seltare state developed in Britain or Scandinavia--and

even in the affluent United Statcs-in three special vays with respect

to its basic value structure.
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(I) The political focus will be shifted from catering to I."

basic human needs of the welfare complex to the creation o.

more pleasant 'conditions for life under the crowded circum-

stances of modern times (especially in the urban centers).'

(2) A higher priority will be given to goals of the cultural-

creative sector. It will come to be recognized more than

ever before that society has ,a commitment to, and respon-

sibility for, the level of its culture and the appreciation

of its cultural inheritance, with a correspondingly heightened

emphasis on higher education, the development of the arts,

and so on. Society and its instruments will take increased

interest in the institutions dedicated to supporting appre-

ciation of the arts, the preservation of antiquities, and

allied activities. There will bc' a renewed stress on quality,

excellence, and creativity, and a fostering of opportunities

for action and appreciation along these lines.

(3) The great surge of nationwide uniformity typical of the mass-

orientation of the welfare state (mass production, mass media,

mass politics1 will give way to some degree of fragmentation.

There will b renewed emphasis on regionalisms, parochialisms,
I?
participatOry democracy," and decentralized group action of

many sorts, as well as a more strident insistence upon

cultural diversity and social fragmentation In con,,equence,

there will be a renewed striving for diversity in unity and

cohesivendss in variety. The post-welfare society will seek

to combine unity with diversification and to become a whole

that embraces highly variegated components.

The affluence of the projected post-industrial society is an essen-

_tial precondition of the post-welfare state, And in this context, it is

important to split apart the economists' traditional packaging together

of "goods and services." The technology of post-industrialism, were

the production of goods requires the energies of fewer people, opens up

a greater scope for the production of services. This service orientation

is the major feature of the economy of post-%%elfare order, because it has

become possible to shift the focus of social concern to other than the

traditionally "material" needs, The sector of services poses some unique

economic problems, because quality services can be rendered only on a

person-toperson basis: the doctor can examine only a fc ;patients each

day, the baber can shave only one customer at a time, and so on. Al-

though there is no effective limit to the quantity of services a person

can consume, each individual can produce only a given amount of personal

services per clay. Consequently, a society can never be as affluent in
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quality services as in qualtt goods (given automation). Yet because the

problem of the availability of goods is closer to solution in the post-

industrial era, the problem of services now moves to the center of the

stage.

The downgrading of tradition -a1 economic values in the post-industrial

era thus comes to be matched by the upgtding of values relating to such

social issues as culture, politics, education, workmanship, and the

creative use of leisure. This value reorientation of the post-industrial

era has far-reaching implications for the political modus operandi of the

post-welfare state. The welfare state as it has developed in the European

and North American settings is based upon a comprehensive hierarchical

bureaucracy and a highly centralized control structure. Unified coordina-

tion and control have been virtually inevitable because of the nature of

the problems with which the welfare state has been designed to cope.

Three factors have been especially significant:

(1) Most problems of the welfare state have been economic, and a

nation's economy lends itself to centralized direction and

control.

(2) Prominent among the fundamental problems of the welfare state

have been the issues of economic and political equality. The

extension of equal rights across the board can be most effi-

ciently pursued by a central government.

(3) The issues that concern the welfare state can be tackled effec-

tively by the legislative process. They revolve about issues

of control and are thus responsive to centralized direction.

By contrast, the critical issues confronting the post-industrial

state will be of a different order. The problems that will come to the

for( will largely relate not to the economic sector but to the cultural

and sociopsychological sector. Such problems are most amenable to a

decentralized treatment that is better adapted to accommodate regional

and communal differences. In consequence, most of the structure of the

post-welfare state will become multicellular rather than monolithically

centralized." The "table of organization" of the many sectors of the

post-welfare state will look like a spider's web_rather than an inverted

tree. In the new regime, government may attain -2.n undreamed of impor-

tance in institutions at all levels. But there will be a corresponding

*
The current political concern with New Federalism" may be construed to

be an expression of thi'; societal Irend.
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recognition of not just the governing mission but also the educational

and motivational mission of the government officials.

This is not to say that the state will "wither away" in the manner

claimed by theoretical communism. The state and its histo'rical functions

will certainly survive. The main point is that the future wilt see the

evolution of new forms of social action, which are largely outside the

state structure and call for Anew structures to handle the "burning issues."

Effective handling of the pos/t-welfare state's schedule of burning issues

calls for a combination of (1) the revision and decentralization of state

activities and (2) the evolution of new and increasingly influential non-

state approaches. The political and social problems of the post-

industrial society call for solution through localized and diverse means

that the centralized state is largely unable to use. The orderly fusion

of diverse elements, oftem called "social orchestration," is one of the

key problems of the post-welfare era. The welfare state concerned itself

primarily with uniformities, with equality, equity, and the like. The

important theories of the post-welfare era revolve about diversification,

portending a new emphasis on the Subcultures, regionalisms, and paro-

chialisms,of a pluralistic society. The forging of social cohesion amid

the variety needed for a full life in a mass society is beyond doubt a

central problem of the post-welfare state.

The social character of the post-industrial state will thus differ

fundamentally from that of its predecessor. There will be a shift in

emphasis from uniformity toward the diversity of self-development. In

is greater stress on the creation of incentives for self-development,

and 'especially for self-improvement in the pursuit of excellence, the

post-welfare state will reemphasize a major aspect of an aristocratic

perspective.

What does this projected view of the post-industrial state mean

for aging Americans and their relationships with government and its

policies? The latter's focus on income maintenance, while neglecting

meaningful concern for qualitative sociopsychological issues, will be

more compatible with earlier social history than with the future. Unless

government policies are adapted to the emerging social realities- -

enlarged to include sociopsychological dimensions, and administered by

a new mechanism--the relation of the aging group to the larger society

will be dig-- and possibly socially disruptive.
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Population and Employment

\till enough money-generating jobs be available in the post-industrial

society to support the kind of lives held out to us by forecasters and,

for example, to maintain the Social Security system? Enough things have

been happening during the last too decades to cause some concern as to

whether quality living and Social Security can be achieved.

Population projections'. 21 reveal that a large elderly population

will be a source of concern for policy makers well into the 21st 'century

and that such projections provide a tenuous basis for the formulation of

strategic policies.

The figures tell us that the number of people who were 65 and over

was 3.1 million in 1900. By 1940 the number had nearly tripled to 9.0

million, and had more than doubled again to 20.2 million by 1970. In

the year 2000 the number is expected to be about 29 million. The number

is rising about 3 to 4 million every decade, or roughly 300,000 to

400,000 per year. The 20.6 million estimated persons over 65 on July 1,

1971 exceeded the July 1, 1970 number by 390,000.22 These numbers reflect

the steady increase in life expectancy over the last several decades

(Figure 7).

Contrasted to the 1960-70 increase of the population as a whole

(13%), the over-65 group increased more rapidly (21%). These substantial

percentage increases are expected to continue for the next few decades

(16 to 180) but the increases will be smaller than those occul-ing before

1970. Such policy-relevant increases in the number of births since World

Wa.r I appear as "population waves" in the time-chart of births. These

waves are more conspicuous than the trend in birth statistics; our present

births are only about 15(° higher than those of 1914 even though our popu-

lation has more than doubled. Drops from peak to trough run to 20%. 4

trough in the elderly population should occur after about 1990 and last

about two decades because of the rapid drop in the number of births during

the 1920-30 and 1930-40 decades. But then in the period 2010-2020 a sharp

peak will occur (30r) as people born during the baby-boom attain age 65.

This periodicity evidenced by the population has been likeneu by

Keyfitz2:1 to the natural periodicity of a rocking hore or a tuning fork.

'When either object is given an impulse, it oscillates for a time and

ultimately settles back to its original equilibrium. Similar properties

are found in a population's periodicity. Its main free response to a

disturbance is the generation effect, by which a surge of births today

will be echoed in a surge of p:rths about 25 years later, as today's

extra births come to maturity, provided that age-specific birth and death
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rates remain fixed. 'This property is conveniently exhibited in Lotka's

integral equation," an original model of population dynamics. Impulses

that take population .may !rum equilibrium may be economic forces, shifts

in personal values, or other outside changes.

Because both free and forced changes of population imply policy-

relevant consequences, population naves and related population phenomena

deserve serious consideration. Policies responding to particular issues

may prove over time to be out of date if the issues arc associated with

"wave- or periodic phenomena.\ Too often, policies are event-responsive

rather than process-responsiv . *Perhaps long-range policies regarding

the elderly should also includ an element of periodicity, thereby help-

ing the policies to harmonize cith the population's periodicity.
.:

The projections of elderly populations shown in Figures 8 and 9 do

not consider periodicity or milted sources of discontinuities because

these projections are-not affec ed by future fertility. That is, the

people who will be 65 in the yc4r 2000 or even the year 2020 are now

living. The sources of discontinuities that are usually considered in

projections of elderly populatiois include mortality and immigration

rates.

Alternative mortality rates zsed in projections of the aging popu-
--

t

i

lation are often based on (1) u,d,red causes of past death among the

elderly and (2) assessments of th effect on the elderly population if

"rapidly declining
. or "slightly d clining" mortality rates occur in

the future. Projections of the of ectot alternative mortality rates

could be more policy-relevant if c mprehensive account were taken of

medical, biological, and psychosocial research on the principal causes

of death among the elderly and on s mewhat peripheral (but relevant)

topics. These topics %muld include molecular biology; cyborg technology;

the general adaptation syndrome;'anc other stress-related problems and
/

psychogenic syndromes.

The past general decline in dcalrh rates has contributed to the rlpid
f

increase in the number of aging persons. If death rates continue to

decline as expected and if mortality ates are substantially reduced in

the future, then a somewhat larger elderly pppulation and greater ten-

year increases would occur than are projected by the Bureau of the .

1

Census :eE For example, the projectiol of the population 65 and over for

1990 (27.5 million) could be larger by
'M

about 1.6 million (6') if "rapidly

declining" .ortality rates had been used in Census calculations rather

than what they call -slightly declininI ,

.
mortality rates. 26

'41
i
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A It is also possible that the mortality rate may increase. A small

inA'ease, in fact, did occur during the decade ending in 1968,when, accord-

ing:to a report of the World Health Organization,27 male life expectancy

at birth dropped from 66.7 years-in 1958 to 66.6 years in 1968-.-----For---------

malesaged 65 the expected survival in 1958 was 13.0 years and A decade

later it was 12.8, while the female rate rose from 15.8 to 16.4 years.

More comprehensive study could help anticipate such occurrences.

The World Health Organization study. of life expectancies throughout

the world was a step toward more comprehensive study. It made possible

estimates of what the effect on survival rates would be if one or another

of the major killers were conquered. In the United States, for example,

the present life expectancy of new-born boys would jump from 66.6 years

to 78.7 years.if cardiovascular diseases were eliminated. For females,

the.rise would be from 74.1 to 89.4 years. If the battle against cancer

were won, the rate would jump 2.3 years for boy babies and 2.5 for girls.

For elimination of respiratory diseases.and accidents, the rates would be

up 1,3. for boys and 0.8 for girls, and up 1.8 for adult males and 0.8

years for adult females, respectively.

A_review of relevant literature suggests that success somesome of

_these quests may be near. For example, -implementing the results of cer-

tain environmental design studies could help reduce accidents., Then, too,

cancer researchers At the Frederick Cancer Research Centef are following

an exciting leaelhat ,could provide insights to the causes of some can-

cers.-Or. Albert Sabin, developer of the oral-polio vaccine, believes

that if this research proves some cancers in humans to-be of viral origin,

then anticancer vaccines orktreatment serums would be in the offing.
28

These possible, if not probable, sources of discontinuities in population

projections emphasize the need for comprehensive study to complement the

,statistical approaches now employed in making projections. The possible

discontinuities also suggest caution to policy makers in the use of such

projections, especially in long-term contexts.

A successful research program addressed to diseases that are the

major causes of death among the elderly would find its results applicable

to reducing deaths among the younger population as well. Therefore,

research on these diseases could produce results tending_to lessen the

proportion of the aging relative to the younger population. In addition,

a residue of unresolved problems peculiar to the aging process would

remain. If the proportion of the elderly to the younger population is to

change through bio-medical factors, the mystery of the aging process will

have to be successfully understood.

Immigration also has an important effecton the number or elderly per-

sons. Fluctuations in the volume of immigration have sometimes accelerated

growth rates and sometimes reduced them. The large and increasing volume
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of immigration prior to World War I contributed greatly to the rapid

increase in the number of aging persons up to about 1960.. Conversely,

a source of discontinuity in population projections is emigration, over

which immigration authorities have little control and which is usually

neglected in forecasts. According to a recent report, about 43,000 per:-

sons leave. the United States annually. Because the majority are between

20 and 43 years of age, the number of elderly persons will not be affected

in the short term by this emigration. But the figures are significant

,in.considering the proportions of older persons in the total population.

Because the majority of emigi7ants are also married, college-educated,

and.white, their departures have a qualitative as well as a quantitative

effect on- the future situation of. the elderl,.29

In addition to mortality and immigration rates as sources ofdis-

dontinuities, a great variety-of other external factors influence popu-

lation phenomena and each other: soaring medical costs, the energy and

resource crunch, food shortages and rapidly increasing food costs, and

the general inflationary spiral. But the most crucialAfactor in con-

sidering sources of discontinuities is fertility.

The older population has been growing steadily as a share' of the

,total population. As noted earlier, from 1900 to 1970 the proportion of

the population 55 years of age and over doubled; persons in these ages

now make up about 19% of the population compared with 9.4% in 1900. At

the end of this century, the estimated proportion will probably fall

between 16% (Series B) and 19% (Series E), depending on whether future

fertility is relatively "high" or "low."*

The proportion of the population 65 years and over was 4.1% in 1900

and 5.4% in 1930; by 1970 it had risen to 9.8%. It may now rise or fall,

depending' mainly on fertility. The currently assumed fertility rate is

1.8 children per'family, which is below the 2.1 necessary for population

replacement over about 70 years. The 1.8 figure is "entirely arbitrary,"3°

as there is no precedent in American demographic history for assigning'

such a low level.

.

If the future confirms this assumed fertility rate, it will .have a

momentous effect on the proportion of the elderly to the younger popu-

lation and hence on the younger group's capability to bear the social

overhead costs of care for the elderly. The effect of the downward trend

*
Series B and Series E correspond to the series of population projec-

tions presented in Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 470.
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in the 1971-72 fertility rate on long-range population projections revealed

the unreliability, for long-range polidTplanning, of statistical projec.-

tions isolated from the dynamic value-conditioned society in which people

rather than numbers live.

According to the new calculations, the population in the year 2000

couldjall short of previous estimates by at least 20 million and by as

much as 71 million. The population in that year is currently projected

to be between 251 and 300 million. Prior- estimates ranged from 271 to

322 million. The population at the end of 1972 was 209.3 million. Since

the decrease in these projections would reflect mostly the results of

1oWer fertility, the proportion of the aging population to the younger

group would increase. If this, trend continues and the total population

-moves toward a stationary level, the proportion of the 'aging would rise

steadily; at the ultimate stationary level, about 16% of the total popu-

lation would be 65 or over. These proportions are far above the corre-

sponding proportions in 1970 (9.%).31

Not only is the proportion of the older population 4,n the.total

rising: the older population itself is changing with age. The proportion

65 to 69 of the group 65 and over is getting smaller, while the propor-

tion 75 and over is getting larger, and the trend is expected to continue

at least to the end of the century. In 1900 the proportion over 75 was

29%; by 1970 this proportion had.risen to 38%. By the year 2000 about

43% of those 65 and.over ar' expected to be 75 and over. If this estimate

comes true, somewhat different strategies will be required for that older

population.

\ The ability of the future society's working popUlation to support

the more rapidly increasing older group depends on factors other than

numbers. One of these factors is the influence of international events

on,the future manpower picture in the United States. We are competing in

a trijuling world drastically different from what it was in 1950 or even,

a decade ago. Between 1960 and 1970 the U.S. share of world exports

declined from 16%,to about 141 By 1970, the,lipited States was exporting

a smaller percentage of its manufactures than '1.,had exported a decade

earlier, and West Germany had replaced it as the world's largest exporter

of manufactured goods. At the same time, imports rose by 23% between

1967 and 1968 alone. And the U.S. balance of trade, reflectindthis'trend,

tilted to a $2.9 billion trade deficit, the first since the late 19th

certury. 8y 1972 the deficit was a record $6.35 billion.32 This situa-

tion influences our capabilities for purchasing outside the United States

the means for sustaining our "way of life" beyond the level made possible'

by domestic production alone.
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In the meantime, major American corporations, during the past ten

years have focused less on exports than on.building plants and producing

goods overseas. In the past decade, for example, the value of American

investments abroad rose from S32 billion to $78 billion, and almost 3,600,

American companies now have at least one plant overseas. According to

Nat Goldfinger, chief economist of the AFL-CIO:

/.

... fully 25 percent of U.S. -trade today consists,

not of transactions between a U.S. company and foreign nation-

als, but transfer between divisions of these multinational

corporations- -with the type of goods and their prices deter-

mined by the company's internal needs and tax considerations

rather than by the dictatesof International competition.33

Despite literature from the largest multinationals, labor unions and

others are convinced that the Lf.S. manufacturers abroad reduce not only

our exports but also our jobs.

The effect of international market competition on employment is

difficult to,asseis. Admitting that his statistics are "only rough

guesses," Andrew J.Biemiller,. director of the AFL-CIO's_Department of

Legislation, estimated that in only a few years (1966 to 1969), approx-

imately aimately 700,000 American jobs were lost as direct result of foreign

competition.

. The competitive stance 9e the United States in international markets

is also influencOd by the wage-cOsts sustained in the production of goods

and by the productivity of the workers. Hence, one way out of the com-

petition dilemma might be through greater productivity through capital.

investment in automation, according to Clement E. Sutton, Jr., vice

preyident and group executive of General Electric Company's Industrial

Group, Boston. He ,adds that it will not be an easy task:

I

For the U.S. to increase productivity rapidly enough to

offset the recent rounds of wage increases, we estimate that

industry will haVe to double or even triple its investment in

autOmation.3

At the same time, the benefits of efficiency can vanish quickly in

strikes and other losses when the workers are unhappy as General Motors

learned at Lordstown, Ohio. "In terms of international competition,"

sums'itp U.S. Labor Department manpower expert Neal Herrick, "we've ridden

technology as far as it will carry us. Now we need to apply some more :

human methods of management if we are to improve our pro'ductivity."36
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Thus, while the manpower situation is changing under the impact of

international events, it is being exacerbated by changes within the man-.

power pool. 'Diagnosticians ascribe to different causes the erosion of

the traditional U.S. work ethic. Because Of worker malaise,'absenteeism

r 'ites go as high as 20% on Fridays and Mondays in some automobile plants.

Quality suffers and costs soar because of inexperienced workers filling

in for absentees or because of outright sabotage by angry workers.

Twenty-five percent of the workforce in our highly industrialized

society is under 25 years of age. They find work in automated factories,

dehumanizing. C011ege students do not seem to feel much better about

"work or the work situation into which they might be moving.' A survey

for the John D. Rockefeller, III, Foundation found that "only 39 percent

of .a national sampling of students believe that 'harework will always pay

compared with 69 percent who felt that way just four years ago.

Moreover, .only 36 percent of the students said they wouldn't mind being

bossed around on the job;, in 1968, 56 percent said they were willing to

submit to authority."36

In addition to the foregoing manpower problems, by 1980 full employ-
_

ment will require jobs for almost 100 million Americans, about 20 million

more than today's level . The problem of finding jobs for thig labor

force will require both an economy growing at its full potential (which,

in turn, means exploiting to the fullest our international opportunities)

and a much improved system of fitting manpower skills to job requirements.

The United States, for example, is oversupplied with technical man-

power for its defense and spaCe requirements. Yet there are shortages

of laboratory specialists, medical assistants, computer technicians, and

maintenance personnel for other complex equipment. Less than half of the

available jobs have been filled in these specialties.

This mismatch between technical skills, opportunities, and the current

excess supply of college graduates is increased by an apparent shortage

of appropriate vocational training in high schools and post-high-school

education and training. It is estimated that eight out ,of ten in high

schools should be receiving occupational skill training, yet less than

one out of four are receiving it, am0 much of this training is not

- directed to anticipated needs in the labor force.

"Mid-stream" or mid-career training for adult employees is also.

limited. With rapid changes in the demand for labor brought about by

innovations in technology, shifts of demand, and opening of international

production, the labor force needs new ways to adapt to structural change.

In the estimation of Peter Peterson, Secretary of Commerce in 1971:
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"We may be approaching a decade in which fundamental reorientation will .

be necessary to provide the career education, upgrading, and conversion

of old to needed skills in the labor force of the.'70s. Without it, the

mistakeS of the past could be repeated, paid for in niabnOrmal unemployment

and wasted opportuti.ity."37

If the unmet level.df unemplOyment persists by 1980, the number of

unemployed will hover at about 6 million persons, To achieve that level,

jobs will have to be found for the 20 million people entering theimarket
by 1980. Ifthis task, made monumental by concurrent changes in cyberna-

tion and international competition is not accomplished, the unemployment

level could approach 26% if not higher. Such a level would drastically

change the complexion of policies for theaging:
*-

Peterson, aware of the undesirable situations that might occur

unless independently developing future issues are brought into present

policy making decisions, suggests that:

"..." if we are to shape and indeed realize our future in 1

the competitive world of the 1970s, are we not going to have

to predict the future and define new strategies, in better

ways than we ever have?"37

This means, Peterson says, "that we have to develop our own methods,

define certain long-range economic and technological objectives, and

create sufficient certainty in the intention to meet those objectives

that our own private and public institutions can then generate the

required long-range actions to do so ... (as). part of an effort to

shape the future."37

These are great aspirations, but we are not hopeful about the

prospects of their realization. Even where the will to realize them is

present, lack of methods and means looms large as an obstacle.
. -

Perhaps the emphasis given above to the production sector is out of

keeping with the more knowledge-oriented character of the projected post-

,
industrial society.- Yet the outlook in the knowledge market is not good.

In our studies of recent structural population changes, we find that

jobs even for the college educated will be difficult to find, and as the

Recall the changes that occurred with the technicalization o: agriculture:

3% of the population producing 95% of our needs. Where is the produc-

tion worker to go when he is already in the city?
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population age begins its upward climb, economic rather than social con-,

cerns will predominate, contrary to the projections of many forecasters.

To assess the full impact of structural pOpulation changes, the

phenomenon of structural unemploymentmust also be considered. An

. economic reldtionship known as the Phillips curve* off.4.,rs.a reasonable
-

point of entfy.into such a consideration. It says that you can `t get

tthere from here. "Here" is an unemployment rate averaging close to 6%

for 1971 and price inflation of roughly 4%. "There" was the President's

twin target of 4i% to 3% inflation by the end of 1972. The source Of

worry now is not the downward tilt of the curve but rather that a com-

bination of factors has shifted the whole curve to the right. This shift

would fieen that for any given rate of inflation, the corresponding rate

. of unemploymerlytsould be higher than It was in the boom years before the

recession. That is to say, in the United States structural unemployment,

as distinct from cyclical unemployment, has increased sharply. s.

An accurate number for nationwide structural employment'As hard. to

come by. Gordon, who headed a 1962 Presidential Committee that codified

a nonpolitical system for reporting employmit data, estimated conser-

vatively in 1971 that "more than 800,000 peOple"' are now structurally

unemployed, people permanently deprived of the opportunity of getting a

deCent job they are willing to hold."3e.m,,,
.

The wide variation in unemployMent rates is a structural problem
-

requiring structural solutions, with questions of motivation and ethics

set aside. Public service employment and public works./could help but,

because of the Phillips curve, at the risk of more inflation. David

MacMichael of SRI believes, that such a risk is not likely to be assumed

even though modern governments are judged by their ability to provide

approximately full employment. According to MacMichael's theory:. .

"Policymakers armed Withthe intellectually respectable

device of the Phillips thesis seem to be saying that the full

employment ideal is impractical, unachievable except at unac-

. ceptable cost to:the majority. We are in a sense accepting the

*
,
The Phillips curve is an analytical device that sums up the relation

of various rates of inflation to corresponding levels of unemployment.

It is always tilted strongly downward to the right, because alirapid

inflation is generally associated with low unemploythent, wh.l rela-

tively stable prices are likely to occur in times of high joaessnesi.,

The curve was devised by A. W. Phillips of the University of London

in a 1958 study of prices and employment in Britain.
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necessity of throwing one of the passenger out of theemploy-

ment sleigh in order that we can all escape the inflation

wo 1 f pat k

"Quite naturally, the selection of the passenger to be

sacrificed is not a matter to,be undertaken lightly. If
economics, as represented-by Phillips and his commentators,

demonstrates the harm that full employment will 'wreak on the.

overall economy, social science, as overrepresented by Banfield,

*Jensen,'Shockley, Herrenstein, et al., demonstrates' for us

that there exist definable groups of people who are genetically

or culturally unemployable anyway.

.../4
..,

."The logic of 'the situation i8 inexorable. Some people--.

some significant percentage of the population--simply cannot

. be fitted for employment in the existing economy in any tra-

ditional
'

ditional or economically rational sense of employment. And

even if they could be made fit-- e'ither by changing them through

1

eduCation, training, or.further out techniques of a Skinner or

Delgado, or by changing social and,economic institutionsJo

accommodate them more or less as they are, as proposed enthu-

siastically by a Theobald or forlornly by a 7-the in-

flationary cost is simply too great to bear. The efore, full

employment is,either impossible or intolerable a d should be

abandoned as a major policy goal.
/

"At the same time, the evidence grows stronger that.

meaningful, socially approved work is essential to huMan life.

Studies such as those of Leonard Goodwin make it clear that

even among the hard core of the disadvantaged unemployed--the

long term, welfare receiving, central city, ,ethnic minority,

female population and their children raised in the welfare-

supported culture of poverty--the need and desire to work is

as strong as in any other segment of the population.

'Other studies dealing With discontent among American

workers conclude that it is insufficient scope for real work

within employment that is responsible for the malaise- There

is a true dileMma posed here -tithe apparent societal need to
i.

provide opportunity for full and satisfying employment to all,

its,citizens so that this basic requirement for the individual

can be met versus the apparent economic need to deny employment

to some citizens in the interest of the overall economic good

of the majority.
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MacMidhael concludes that:

"In view of a sociology that finds the disadvantaged,.inl

significant numbers, ineducable and unemployable and an

economics that finds their employment, in significant num-

bers, undesirable, the-implications for equal educational

opportunity, education of the disadvantaged, and career elu-r

cation point inevitably to abandonment of the goal of massive

improvement for the entire disadvantaged-population and ac-

ceptance of the more limited objective of facilitating social

mobility for the talented and able minority in that population."

If MacMichael correctly perceives a trend'evolving in -our society,

then the future effect of such a trend upon the aging population should

be considered in efforts at the reformulation of policies regarding

the elderly.-

Such issues as thege are evolving quite independently from discus-

sions about policies for the aging. But it is our belief that because.

of the perhaps unanticipated influences of such issues, aging policie-s-

formulated in isolation are lik ly to have untoward results over which

the best-intentioned olicymaker will have little if any control. For

the level of old age upport of which the society will be capable in the

future depends greatl upon such things as the size of the workfOrce, its

. productivity, and so n.

The majority of,the elderly depend upon some type of retirementwin-

wine to pay for their basic needs: civilian and military pensions,

Social Security, and for the poorest of the poor, public assistance. The

size of the elderly population's share of goods and services is'ibased on

the producers' willingness to share. As Brotinne9 has pointed out,

methods of financing such allocations are important but incidental. A

crucial issue that will intensify with time is the'degree to which the

value constructs of the more slowly increasing younger population will

fostei a willingness to share their bounty with their aging fellow citi-

zens. But those values will be. affected by the general conditions pre-

vailing at the various future decision times. So whilf numbers, statis-

tics, legislation, and institutions are important in considering income

-strategies for the future, the Value dimension must be incorporated.

But capabilities must also be considered in the light of numerous

contingencies, some of which have been mentioned, if severe crises are

to be avoided early-in the 21st century, in particufar by the Federal

Retirement and Disability Programs, At that point in time, persbns

born-.during the post-World War II "baby boom" will be starting to.
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request benefits financed. by, among others, the persons born during the

1970s trough* in the "population wave." By 2020 A.D., soMe.40,261,000 or

.15.2 of a projected population of 264,564,0001 will be 65 or over, The

capabilities and willingness of the younger group CO support the older

population is an unanswerable question but one worthy of serious conside-

ration. Fohe delivery of such aid, .political support is necessary,

and it in Urn depends upon value and psychosocial trends that are and

will. changing in American society. For example, persons 65 or over...
this year were born in 1907 or before, at'a time when the largely European

or rural American ,notions of'the extended family were strong influences

on the thinking of the young. As that age group moved into the present,

remnants of that outlook continued to be strong conditioning influences

on the way they view.themselves, 'their families, and the larger society.

On the other hand, children born n-the 1970s into American society--in

which the nuclear family is the dominant pattern and in which, with a

\few gdographical exceptions, the extended family is defunct--could have

a radically different perception of their rolei and responsibilities with

regard to related o unrelated senior citizens.

In addition to considerations of the value and sociopsychological
. .

factors, there is . purely economic'element that may be determined in the

future. This factosticks out like a sorethumb,as one analyzes the

long-range economic ontiligencile built into current Social Security

;
legislation. The So ial Security tax rate will rise to 8.25% in 1978 and

to 8./35% in-1981, reaching a maximum of 8.45% in 1988. _The highest tax

on each worker undeg this schedule will be $870 in 2011, the beginning

of t e critical period mentioned above., These

if there is no inflatiok in years ahead. The
\prices and wages increase, becapse the law now

up :automatically as aveage wage levels rise.

\ \

Thetop tax on eachworker could soar to 1$1,144 annually in the next

ten years and could triple in 20 years to $1,894 per year, assuming that

prices go up 2.75E and wanes rise 5% per year. By the critical year of

tax hikes ar-:. certain even

Op tax will13e higher if

requires the wage base to go

This may be of much than the "trough" of the past. I,t

may even be a permanent condition in the United States.if the present

attitudes, values, economic eonditions, and so on, persist.

t - -

Based on projections of the new Series F introduced by the Bureau of the

Census in 1972. The choice of a fertility level for Series F is entirely

arbitrary and has been set at 11.8 births per woman. (Series P-25,

No. 493, Div. '72 Table A; Series P-23, No. 43, February 1973, Table 1'.)
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2011, the maximum tax could reach a burdensome.$5,344 per year, and all

wages and salaries up to $73,200 annually would be subject to the payroll

tax.. These figures assume; againia 2.75% annual price inflation and a

5% annual wage inflatio7.

When the wage base goes up, thb.maximum amounts of pensions and

other allowances will climb'ns well. Thus, "5 retired couple in 2011 at

age 65 could receive -fr monthly -$or-ial.-Sectirity check of $2,729, al-

most $33,000 per yearif prices rise 2.75% and wages increase 5%

annually.40

i

..,,;

'These projections inferred from current legislation Cot9ed be dras-
--.:-

tically altered by outside factors. The availability and use of energy

and natural resources will Undoubtedly affect the cost of such neces-

; sitieS for the people. (See next Section.) In the larger perspective

.,

!of the United States in the. internailional arena, our competitive capabil-

:I j ity will be a significant fac or bearing on this projected situation.

:....}1 For example, the continued use oday of about 40% of the world's natural

--. resources by about-E,o of the Worlds population would be impossiblefif

\ the countries supplying such materials chanced their attitudes toward the
f-."

United States and toward the husbandry of native wealth..

I 1

\ ,
i

1

. I.

The Resource Crunch

The question of natural reso roe availability is another relevant

future issue that should enter into evaluatiods of current policies

relatilie to aging Americans and more generally to the validity of the

rosy picture of the post-industrial society. Some of the factors in-

fluencing the answers to this question are: demands of a growing U.S:

poprintion for energy.and manufaCturedproducts along with constraints

imposed by a growing ecologichl awareness; the realities of international

economic competition; and the assumed exhaustibility of natural reserves.

A National Commission on Materials Policy is addressing just such lac-
k

-tors. Their findings, when available, will inform the rather intense

\debate that ensued after publication of "Limits to Growth."41 Our intention/

is not.to solve the problem but merely to hie \ ight it as an issue.
..._

The debate emphasizes two centra themes: . (1) geological assessment....

which deals with figures on locations, grades of deposits, size of

reserves, and projections of growth in resource usage; and (2) conceptual

assessment, which deals with the general role of resources in economic

activity. Perhaps the most useful sources for geological assessment are

several publications by Resources for the Future, Inc., and by the Depart-

ment of the Interior, moist notably' Resources in America's Future42 and

opts and Problems,43 respectively.Mineral
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Sources for conceptual assessment include "Scarcity and Growth" by

Resources for the Future, Inc.44 and "Resources and Man" by the National

Academy of Sciences - National Research Counci1.45 "Scarcity and GroWth"

assesses resource scarcity in the United States by examining several

classical Scarcity models, including thOse by Malthus; Ricardo, and

Mills. The authOrs argue that if any of those models are applicable to

our situation,-then our economy should be exhibiting decreasing returns

to scale_in_the_extractive industries. Their analysis of data over the

preVious 100;yedrs, howe,;er, shows increasing or at least constant re-
.

tu7s.- From their analysis, the authors conclude thattechnolOgical

advance in a growing economy has negated the applicability of scarcity

models. In refutation of this conclusion, others have maintained that

absence of resource scarcity in the past does not prove conclusively that

there will be an abundance of inexpensive resources in the,future.

/"Resources and Man"on the one hand, and 'Scarcity and Growth:: on,
-----
the other, are representatiye of the two conceptual approaches that have

been developed in assessing resource availability. Many mineral econo-

mists feel that adequate resource supplies will continually be assured

by proper technologies and flexible market_ operations. Another group,

while not entirely Malthusian in their approach, feel that because most

resources will eventually be depleted, we should now be designing poli-

cies to better adapt to that inevitable depletion. There is a great need

to resolve this conflict, by combining technology, economics, and geology

into a suitable analytical fraMework in order to better understand the

long-term effects, not only of current resource policies, but also of

the more comprehensive issue of human welfare in the future.
4/

Access to low-cost materialS along with men, methods, and money is

a vital determinant of a nation's
\

competitiveness in the international

arena. Such materials are where one finds them; and none of the major

economic powers is self-sufficient, with the USSR coming closest to that

condition. Developed nations, facing expanding demands for raw materials

and limited domestic supplies,areturning to the raW materials in less

developed countries, for which competition is intensifying.

As Peterson sees our situation in regard to raw materials and fuels,

"We, must import 150 of our requirements. Among important crude materials,

we import *l0 -150 of both crude oil and copper, 30% of iron ore, and more

than 80% of bauxite needs." (See Figure 10.) We are self-sufficient

in coal\and zinc, while we must import all or most of our, tin, natural

rubber, nickel, and chromium.

As good-qu lity resourles are depleted, we find it is cheaper to

turn. to higher-grade foreign sources. Long-range projections indicate
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that by the year 2000, we will. import 30-501 of our mineral requirements,

Including a significantly increased share of our oil needs.''

This growing dependence on foreign raw material resources was seen

by Peterson in 1971 as/having major policy implications, inelnding:

"1. A growing trade deficit in basic commoditieses-

pecially oil-and increased capital outflows to develop and

exploit foreign mineral resources have major balance-of-

payments implications.

'"2.. A greater 1J impact on world raw material-markets.

The United States will compete with other developed countries,

notably the Japanese, who will also be faced with shrinking

.domestic sources and rapidly growing needs.

"3\. Environmental effects of the mounting energy require-
,

ments of a rapidly expanding industrialized world.

"4. The effects of.this entire raw materials equation

upon.America's future competitiveness in the world economy,

and our'vulnerability due to reliance upon foreign supplies.

"5. Finally, the implication's of all these-factors for

the development of new clean-energy sour s...." r

__---
- _-
The policy-ladened issues here concern the question of whether

Projections of a much richer post-industrial society are valid,'and more

pertinent to the present task, the question of how increasingly scarcer

resources, will be allocated to the elderly in forms required for their

:subsistence.

Ecological Concerns

Environmental hazards present another source of issues beclouding

the visions of the post-industrial society and its aging inhabitants.

These issues are developing independently of present decisions about

policies for the aging. Our concern here is not with the science or

world outlook'of ecology, bUt simply with the relationship between

environmental consciousness, profits, and employment possibilities in the

near and intermediate future. For example, recent U.S. action has

placed powerful constraints on further pollution, i.e., the legal require-

ment that government agencies produce an "En4ronmental Impact Statement"

delineating the environmental effects of proposed programs. This
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requirement has opened to public dismission the previouily unencumbered

development of projects like the nuclear breeder reactor, and has slowed

them considerably.

Similarly, discussions of energy problems at the United Nations

Environmental COnference on Human Environment urged nations to limit the

growth of their demands for power, ignoring the hard fact that much of

-this growth is due to the replacement of human labor by electric power

in modern industry. Yet this use of electric power is largely responsible

for the much-sought-for increase in induStrial productivity mentioned

elsewhere in, this report as a key to our stance in international competi-

tion: The ,result notedby Barry Corn over is that:

...any effort to reduce industrial power Consumption runs up

against a tug-of-war among the overall level of produCtion,

labor productivity (value added by industry per man hour),

and environmental pollution from pOwer generation. Since

power'gOleration-is never free of some environmental impact- -

if only from heat emissions - -there is no way to reduce pollu-

tion without cutting into industrial production, labor produc-

tivity, or both. The economic consequences of such cutbacks

would, of course, he very severe.

"As we learn more about the intricate connections between

the environment and the economic system, it becomes .in-

creasingly evident thLt environmental improvement iS-a'zero.-

sum game; if the environment wins, someone loses."47

The'town of Lincoln, New Hampshire, is typical Cif many other towns

in the midst of such a game. Its only industry, a 66-year-old small

pulp and paper mill in the Pemigewasset River, was fo`iced to shut down

by environmentalists even after investing over $5 million worth of

pollution-abatement equipment. With that, Lincoln lost the mill's 275

jobs, and some of the mill's employees who had worked there for nearly

40 years even lost their pensions. Another 500 to 1,000 persons who had

supplied the mill were cut off from their major source of business. And

the town's already narrow tax base shrank substantAalry. At Berlin, New

Hampshire, 50 miles northeast of Lincoln, the And1oscoggin River, the

state's most polluted waterway, is slated for cleanup in 1974. About

1,900 jobs will be taken away when the paper mill/there comes under

attack. The sentiments of the jobless in Lincol are summed up in a

statement by a millwright displaced after 20 y s: "I just wish.the

people against pollution had thought of what itiall meant,to the working

people. "48
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Some 'ways to change the rules of the game are coming out in Social

Policy's continuia; symposium on "Strategies for Radical Social Change."

One of the articles relates that the ecological question must inevitably

lead to a full consideration' of what the social, economic,.and political

.world should look like. And the vision presented is much different from

what the popular discussion of ecology suggests:

"Piecemeal changes will not do. We are going to have to

come to trips with changes of much greater scope than popula-

tion control and pollution, namely, the prOfound questions that

come with having to learn to live with a state of economic

equilibrium in an, increased-scarcity society--a society of

depleted, exhaustible resources rather than put our eggs.in

the basket of limitless technological solutions or the in-.

tensity of a post-scarcity consumption syndrome... feW (of

the experts) have seen the opportunity presented by the con-

cern for ecology as a way to shape social policy, to increase

significantly and in new ways public control over the private

sector, or to move toward a new, humane, less acquisitive and

exploitative society.'49

The above excerpt is symbolic of an emerging, policy-relevant orien-

tation in American societY2'-One senses this in. street confrontations,'

in political debates, in a new type of literature, and at a very personal

level, in intergenerational discussions. It remains to be seen how wide-

spread this new orientation actually is, how rapid its development, and

how permanent its existence, but to exclude it from strategic evaluations

Of policies for the elderly would be unwise.

This new orientation does.. not rely on the more efficient creation

of goods and services; it actually regards technology as a problem rather

than*as a solution. Factories are viewed as inhumane and as sources of.

pollution. Automation does not mean more leisure time but structural

unemployment.

The new orientation seems to be symptomatic of a yearning for a world

with fewer complexities and with closer ties to the intimate scale of

man's own life--a reaction to the intricacies of high civilizations. Such

an orientation may be likened to past counter cultures: Saint Augustine's

Christian purism versus Roman sophistication; Calvin's puritanistfc views .

versus Renaissance worldliness; Jean Jacques Rousseau's 18th century turn

to the natural life versus the complexities of his day. But this emerging

trend is not simply a subject for philosophical discussion: it portends

as much, if not more, impact on the livelihoods of those dependent on

industry as international competition, resource availability, and the

other facets of ecological conscyibusness.
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Kerekes and Lazar5=' see what is emerging as a reverse of the old

"keeping up with the Joneses" pattern. Conspicuous consumption no

becoMes a competition in conspicuous nonconsumption. A slightly used

Volkswagen, blue jeans and a worn field jacket, home-sewn dresses f r

the female, and Spartan furnishings in the houseall establish the young

among their peersas "basic" kinds of people.

Yet our economy is extremely vulnerable to this change in the social

landscape. Bare necessities-do not amount to much-anymore in our consump-

tion. Only future experience will tell how much of our expenditures for

the "better things in life" are not really our choice but are imposed

upon us by invisibl social-cultural pressures. If a generation may appear

which-will ignore tfe forces or resist them, our system will be severely

tested.

Present policy formulations based on value assumptions from the past

and neglectful of emerging ecological concerns and their associated

factors are certain to be counterproductive in the near and intermediate

future.

Conclusion

What started as a strategic evaluation of policies relative to aging

Americans ended, in some ways, as an evaluation of evaluations. The

procedure whereby the cost of a certain program is measured against the

goal-associated effects produced was found wanting when examined in light

of the.same scientific method that the procedure is supposed to follow.

A more fundamental, issue, however, is whether or not the model of natural

science offers the appropriate medium through which to view human beings

and their social organizations. The recent disenchantment,voiced by

social science spokesmen emphasizes our belief that because ofthe quali-

tative uniqueness of men and society, this model is not suited to the

task even in the context of program evaluations.

The painfully evident knowledge gap between our social science capa-

bilities and the problems confronting society is widened at the policy

level of evaluation. And the difficulty at that level arises as much from

a lack of clearly articulated policies as from a deficiency iri conceptual

and methodological means for their evaluation. The expected movement Of

the government to an explicit policy orientation is, to say the least,

far from realized. For the purposes of this evaluation, we have had to

work, therefore, with the device of "operational policy," which is inferred

from an examination of all the actual programs forthe aging. On the

other hand, we do have a clearly stated set of national objectives: the
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Goals for Aging Americans. To approach the evaluative task simplistically

would entail measuring the degree to which the "operational policy" has

brought the aging citizenry closer to the goals set forth in the Older

Americans Act of 19657-and at what cost.

Within the current state of the evaluation art, such an approach

would be patently absurd. For exam le, even if there were component pro-

grams under the operational policy to provide "retirement in health,

honor, dignity," there is no adeq ate "measure" of health, letalone honor'

or dignity. Then again, if these/ goals were to be attained somehow, that

att inment could not be ascribedito those hypothetical programs. And.what

is ore, such an evaluation would assess the past and'present effects

rath r than the strategic
/

long-range system-wide) effects of those
/'progiams.-.

ment

pose

nobler

.

ie-hard evaluation experts in this situation might recommend abandon-

of snob goals, because the goals cannot be quantified for the pur-

of measuring performance. Our conclusion is that it would be far

to sacrifice the methodology and quest for a ew set of goals while

aspiring to the goals expressed in the Older American Act of 1965.

Obviously, inintroducing notions,of nobleness as repla ements for cost-

,effectiveness, we move into the realm of moral'philosoph and away from

the currently acceptable modes of analysis.

It has been said that to pose the right question is to half-solve

the problem. This was our intent in evaluating the current fashion in

evaluation processes. The goal-oriented nature of the social policy

problem is more critical than has been generally recognized. To acknoWl-

edge the problem could go a long way toward reducing it; for policy-

conc rned circles to ignore it would mean prolonging efforts to solve

the Wrong problem with questionable methods.

The one goal in the Older AmeriCans Act that lends itself, along

with strategies for its pursuit, to thejnere.tradition-.bound analytic

procedures is concerned with an adequate retirement income in accordance

with the American standard of living. In whatever way one assesses the

past and current income strategies addressed to that goal, projections

of those strategies into the future are fraught with uncertainties and

discontinuities when assess4 in a more realistic'framework than that

. allowed by traditional analy is procedures. We have attempted to conv,y

some feeling for the interac ive phenomena that may affecp:i.,and perhaps

radically alter income strate ies in the future: changing values accom-

panied by an increasing proportion of aging to younger members of the

population; dwindling sources of natural energy and mineral resources;

increasing stiffness in international competition; unfolding of the



post-industrial culture with attendant psychosocial changes; and the like,.

Some of these changes are now observable and seem to be on a collision

course with the portents of current legislation for the elderly.

Without straining one's imagination too much, one could concoct from

these projections a-scenario depicting an upheaval in our future society

in which the elderly would be in a far less enviable position than they

are today despite the best-intentioned humanistic legislation. But then

again, a more hopeful scenario might be devised. Means must be provided

for constant monitoring on the social scene in an overall pattern- detection

way to provide early warning of changes inimical to the aging population.

But whatever.the future holds, our strategic analysis of income

policy make's one conclusion obvious: the individual-directed nature of

that policy ultimately will prove to be.ine'ffectual in the sense aspired

to in the Older Americans Act unless'a correlative community-oriented

policy is devised and implemented.

This is a policy domain about which our ignorance as a nation is

recognized by hindsight to be abysmal. The situation will not improve

unless a conscious effort to experiment with the process of community

building is undertaken in close conjunction with the more philosophical,

theoretical; and institutional efforts recommended above.

Summary Scenarios in Contingency Planning of Strategies for the Aging

Major economic challenges lie ahead, perhaps leading to a restructur-

ing of economic institutions, to a different battle for priorities in the

allocation of public resources, and to decreasing capability of the economy

to increase its social overhead. These trends suggest several alternative

economic futures, including the following:

(1) .The U.S. economy experiences a decline in economic growth pnd

'a gradual but accelerating drift of industries away from this

nation. The United States becomes primarily a distribution

and service center, largely importing its goods from production

bases in other nations. The 'economy becomes more constrained

and general retrenchment is required. A simple understanding

of the wrenching implications of this drift is sufficient to

make it more than likely that modifications will be made to

avert this possibility. As yet, however, this possible alter-

native has not been taken into account by policymakers%
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(2). The American economy remains balanced in terms of production

and service capacity. It restores its competitive position

through the extensive and rapid exploitation of cybernetic

technology. Already we can Confidently say that to a far

greater degree/than is generally realized, cybernation of the

production process has greater potential for providing goods

than even the present high capital-inteniive production process-

But the cybernetic process becomes economically optimal only

if we reorganize the entire production, service, and distribu-

tion sys'tem's, to exploit the technical opportunities: Past

economic inertia has shown more about our ability in organizing

to prohibAt this scale of social innovation than to promote it.

The crisis of international economic competitiveness; however,
may be 'tie event that breaks this long-term trend.

.o
(3) The entire value base upon which the economic.incentives and

rationales of the industrial age are built is replaced with a

post!indUstrial concept appropriate for the introduction of a

new /age: Such .a change might be as, momentous as that which

occurred in the transformation from an agricultural to an

industrial era. This transition could be made possible by an

affluent society no longer concerned with the continual accumu-

`lation of material goods but rather with the quality of life
. /

and the conservation of the earth's resources. Societal.instit

tutions would adopt as their operating philosophy the promotion

of the ability of individuals to realize 'self- actualizing values.

While these are but a few of-the plausible courses that the economy.

might follow, they serve toAllustrate that whatever 'the ultimate direc-

tion; the economy at large will almost certainly experience discontinui-

es that will have significant policy implications for the elderly- -

implications not part of current analysis within the Administration on

/
/Aging. Depending on which economic scenario unfolds, the aging may find

themselves facing either (1) alaerious retrenchment of resources allocated

to their needs, (2) an increasing emphasis on efficiency within the

economy, or (3) the requirement for the economy to find ways to use its
total human resources.

Politically speaking, as these economic discontinuities emerge we

find the following converging patterns: there will be more of the aging

with increasing political power and skill; this aging.population will be

more- expectant of continued public subsidies at ever higher'levels of

support (a philosophy built in as a consequence of present Political

leadership). This future aging'population will have more affluent values .

and a more enlightened capacity to understand how to work in the political
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system. They can therefore be expected to make their demands for larger

increments to the nation's social overhead skillfully wild with greater,

intensity.. But this growing political constituency may be faced with a

situation in which the national economy is less able to allocate to social

overhead, While the demands for federal funds increase from other sectors,

such as education, the poor, energy research, and so on.

Meanwhile, the labor force may experience increasing difficulties

in retaining full employment--difficulties that will intensify the incenr

tives toward early retirement. But.at the same time the labor force may

realize that allocations from their productive efforts to the elderly

as a social overhead are increasingly expensive. Such a realization will

lierhaps give rise to a counter - political backlash whose momentum.is likely

to increase in direct proportion to the speed with which the myth of the

SOcial Security system fades and the reality grows that it is a system:of

increasing social overhead, of public assistance through transfer payments.

,TheSe developments will likely encouragethe formulation of counter -

political movements that countervail the vested interest groups and

precipitate a political debate in which the generations vie for publi

resource allocations. The continuation of a leadership strategy that'

tends to classify vested interest groups by age categories could prolie

to be more divisive and,more productive of agonizing moral issues than

the nation experienced in its strife-laden civil rights period of the

1960s. The present federal system seems ill equipped for a period in
.

/

which national politics must face the issues involved in making trade-

offs among national priorities competing for a dwindling social overhead

capability.

If these developments should emerge, we can expect .that societal

values will shift to accommodate these realities. It seems unlikely that

the 1960s image of the past-industria3 era will be realized within the

next 30 years; rather, we might more likely see a slow shift in'
//

attitudes

toward social overheads and a consequent shift in the national morality

with respect to carrying out its responsibilities to its increasing elderly

population. In short, this decade and the next seem likely to/incura

series of discontinuities that have never been encountered in/this nation's

strategy and policies for the aging.

It is possible now to begin the development of alternative strategies

that would prove to be more effective, if the discontinuities discussed

above become realities, and that would also be more effective if a pro-

jection of the present trends becomes the reality. Some or the ideas for

how to start toward the development of these strategies au/ci their exec-
,7

tion are discussed in the following chepter.
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VII TOWARD ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES

NO

The conclusions of this study strongly suggest a search for alter-

native strategies regarding aging Americans. While we cannot predict

the way the future will unfold, it is essential to review present societal

patterns in terms of projected trends so that complete and viable con-

tingency plans can be prepared.

Present strategies do not appear adequate to close the gap between

rhetorical and operational policies. It is hardly conceivable that the

. present strategies can be fully funded to meet the actual need and it is

unlikely that they can even be fdnded adequately to retain the current

effort in the future.
9

Moreover, it is clear that even if the present strategies were

funded at appreciably higher levels, they would not be the most effective -

approach possible. (This inno way is meant to imply that increments

of,incomeiand other increases to present programs would not alleviate

many problems of the elderly.).

Any Shift to a New Strategy Would Have to be; Gradual

If a decision were made to shift toward a new strategy, several

critical questions must be raised:

(1) What should theew strategy be?

(2) .How can it be launched?

(3) Can it be shaped to gradually replace present strategies?

The critical element required to achieve a fundamentally new strategy

is the ability to generate alternative visions in a style of statesmanlike

and courageous leadership. These alternatives must be supported by a

network of policy, program, and institutional mechanisms that would

permit ederal-wide coordination, monitoring, continuous strategic

evaluation, and flexibility to adaptto changing conditions.
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Our research strongly suggests that present incremental strategies

will be divisive, ineffective, and possibly counterproductive in the

light of emerging economic trends. Should this be the,case, the search

for alternative strategies will be started too late and with too little

anticipatory pinning. Some alternative will be accepted not because

it is the better choice among thought-out alternatives, but because it

represents a quick, handy solution. Opportunties fox:experimenting with

several approaches are seldom developed before an extreme need arises..

Instead, national crash programs are launched-rperhaps to be regretted
,

later. It would appear far more prudent to begin the search for alter-
_

native strategies now and to, use the resources of the AoA and other

selective' federal entities to experiment with these new strategies

before i mentation is begun on a massive level. If our forecasts in

the pr eding chapter prove-to be correct, -this approach will result in

a mor stable system of policies for the aging than the continued pursuit

of p escnt sti.a)egies th'atimay "break down" in a crisis situation.

Toward Criteria for Effective Alternatives

From the preceding chapters, a number of criteria for effective

alternatives can be suggested. The following list is not exhaustive but

rather suggestive and illustrative of these criteria. Further work and

refinement are needed.

(1) Aging Americans should be given a real choice as to whether

or not they wish to work or be retired. Individuals should

be given the opportunity of making their value-additive

contributions if they wish.

(2) Income strategies must be wisely pursued within the con-

text of realistic strategic assessments of supply elas-

ticity and the various other assumptions discussed in the

model in Figure 4, Chapter II._ The failure to do so will

yield an inherently inflationary economy and hence counter-

productive results. A mixed strategy as discussed in

Chapters II and III is required.

(3) The strategy should shift from that of social overhead to

a social resource concept--from a depressant on economic

and social development to a stimulant of economic and

social development. .(Note: We are aware of the economic

arguments that transfer payments as a means of income

redistribution gelisrsate economic demand and hence
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stimulate, the economy. However, since this

a redistribution of the total income of the

is primarily a shift between various use

not really additive to the overall economic

is essAtially

economy, it

income and

capaci

(4) The provision of income at some specified level of

adequacy should not be equated with independence. Inde-

pendence would entail freedom of choice among a variety

of social roles -- including employment as well as the

ability to consume. (The present strategies seem to

assume that independence will result juSt from sufficient

income. This is true only for a certain kind of inde-

pendence.)

(5) The strategy should be sustainable even if the more pessi-

misticof the forecasts discussed in Chapter VI emerge as

reality.

(6) The strategy should be coherent and harmoniously comple-

mentary within the context of the activities of the federal

government and society. as a whole.
. .

(7) The strategy should facilitate the changing values, cultural

mores, images, and institutional innovations needed to

provide the elderly with their rightful place as an im-

portant and vital part of the nation's economic, political,

and social life--the elderly need a redefined role, not a

dole.

An extension of the preceding -analysis suggests that fruitful alter-

natives might be most productively sought under the following guidelines:

(1) Wherever possible, resource development concepts should be

given precedence over sustained Welfare dependency con-

cepts.

(a) In terms of the income needs portion of our model,

this shift would mean that direct expenditures sus-

taining social overhead philosophies would be less

desirable than developmental working capital grants

or loans. In addition, indirect nonexpenditure

incentives for aggregating differentiated market and

elastic supply delivery systems would be preferable

to direct subsidies that show little promise of being

sustained later on a nonsubsidized basis.
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(b) In terms of both income and social-roles needs, free

and real choices for employability and employment of

value -added capabilities should be developed and

negative incentives should be minimized or eliminated.

(2) A positive and comprehensive innovation strategy should I.

be developed for successful demonstration projects. Thisl

strategy should be consistent with the principle in (1) i

above. An effective operationalsysteM of diffusion is

necessary because even the most successful example canno

be reproduced extensivelyishort of a recelptive social,

economic, and political framework.

Toward Ideas for New Initiatives

, . The time and resources of'this project have not permitted a ex-

tensive analysis of,research for alternative strategies. Howeve the

model and the research do suggest a number of possibilities worthy of,-,,,_

further exploration. The following paragraphs discuss some of til ese ---t'

possibilities. At the present stage of development, these should be

regarded only as ideas that, might be worthy of exploration\ Th y are

representative of how a'process to evolve adequate visions of a ternative

strategies might be initiated. We hope to continue the development, and

refinement of these and other ideas in follow-on research. Forf-purposes

of this report, we have tried to limit the ideas to those that could be

initiated in fairly short order without major increases in pub is ex-

penditure, but that would neverthele0,be consonant with a mor whole-
.

some strategy for the aging.

Some Specific Ideas for Further Development

A. A sub-economy concept should be developed which allows tfhe elderly

to realize their value-added\capabilities as a matter of free choice at

whatever level they wish. Thi's concept should be developed .n such a

way'that there is an exchange between two or more people in !the making

of the value-added contribution- -i.e., value-added contributlions provide

something of value to another party. This exchange idea wi I fulfill

not only the need of the recipient but also the need of the provider

through anaffirmation of his own value. Moreover, he will gain in-

creased potential to satisfy others' needs by making use o value-added

contributions offered by other members of this sub-economy
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How might such a sub-economy concept be made operational? Consider

the possibility of a private, capital stock, profit corporation, which

is established expressly to offer mechanisms for the realization of

value-additive capability of those persons not within the mainstream

economy. (Note: This.concept is deVeloped more fully in a report of

a companion project: U.S. Welfare Strategies for the 70's and 86's - A
Strategic Assessment.) Such a human resources development corporation (HRDC)

could be anational company or it could be a number of local or regional con=
panies--particularly in the beginhing. These corporations or subsidiaries

of a national or regional corporation, as the case may be, might be

envisioned as components of a sub-economy. The concept is illustrated!
in Figure 11. 1

In order to get this concept started, a series of activities such

as the fopowing might take place. An individual enters into a contract

with a corporate entity consisting of participants within his sub-economy.

This contract would be, voluntarily negotiated within the corporation'

activity model developed along the f011owing lines.

Each prospective participant would be asked three basic questions:

What can you do that is of value to others? What would you be willing

to do if given a chance? What are your most basic needs for a higher

quality of life? A sufficient number of participants should provide

the necessary diversity of capabilities and needs to begin to construct

the "sub- economy" between zero - added, capacity and the threshold of.

poverty. This sub-economy would also undoubtedly include a number of

participants who would be capable of functioning within the mainstream

economy at above poverty level, but who would choose to bacome partici-

pants in this, venture.

A matching process would then occur (essentially a-mock economic

game) to obtain meshing of skills, capabilities, and needs within the

internal capacity of the subsidiary, among subsidiaries, or between the

subsidiary and parent company--i.e., within the corporation or corporations

involved. On the basis of this process, an individual social contract

would be.negotiated whereby the individual participant agreed to what

he or she would do (employment) in exchange, for a drawing or credit

privilege (income or its equivalent). A:akinitial incentive, he would
be guaranteed a 15% higher standard of 1 vink than at present. In ex-

ohange, the individual would 'assign his present public assistance or

Social Security income to the corporation, which could aggregate this

cash flow as a means of working capital and as a source of credit.

Figure 12 depicts this essential concept. The critical assumption here

is that the bringing together of the subeconomy would generate wealth
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:...-...

What can you do that
you think may be of

value to others?

THE
INDIVIDUAL 1

ENTERS:

What are you willing
to do in exchange for

income or the equivalent
in H.R.D.C.?

What are your present
consumption patterns

and unmet needs?

CREATION OF A
PERSONAL CONTRACT

Matching of Personal and
Community Skills and Needs

Assign Present
Welfare Benefits

I
Equity Trust

Held for
Participant

PARTICIPANT
IN H.R.D.C.
SUBSIDIARY

Affirmative Value
Additive Role......1
(estimated 15%
guaranteed increment
as incentive)

I
Corpoiate "Credit Card"
with surrogate points or
dollar equivalents

FIGURE 12 BUILDUP FROM THE INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANT LEVEL

I



equivalent to at least the 15% increment. (This is considered a con-

servative estimate but needs mere careful examination.)

Five categories of transactions would occur within the subeconomy

(Figure 13):

(1) The equivalent of barter exchanges (i.e.,-nonmonetary)

beWeen the local participants within each.of the sub-\
sidiarles.

(2) Barter exchanges or their equivalent (perhaps internal

company credits,'for example) between subsidiaries.

Clothes made 'in' a central city may:flow to a Tural

subsidiary in exchange for food grown there. (Note: It

is from these two categories of transactions that "full

employment" could be assured and that the 15% incremental

guarantee in standard of living could be acquired.)

(3) Monetary exchanges within a local subsidiary--normal

transactions using money simply because it is the most

convenient (actually this would be a credit card-type

entry).

(4)' Monetary exchanges between subsidiaries or with the

national parent company.

(5) Monetary exchanges or "trade balances" with the mainstream

economy (both purchases and sales) to the degree that such

transactions are in the best interest of participants.

;6 An normal business practices, net clearances would occur among

the various accounts periodically. Standardntercompany eliminations

or charges and credits might be used between subsidiaries and with the

parent company..

The cash flow would come from equity investments, assigned income

benefits, assigned government subsidies of nonindividual benefits now

flowing through the welfare expenditure system, and the value-additive

goods and services that the participants generated and that would be

handled on a monetary exchange basis.

B. A component of the sub-economy idea could be initiated more quickly:

older persons should be given incentives to go into business ventures in

which they are both the owners and the workers. If one adopted this

concept within the context of the sub-economy idea discussed above,

the aging might be their own best market as well. However, this idea
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i

need not limit them_to such narrow marketing./ The essential idea here
4 , /

is that the elderly population contains many
i

entrepreneurs and manageriall

talented persons and many production or service type workers.. A revolving

fund might be established by the Administration on Aging) for example,

from which to make working capital loans to/such business ventures. The

ventures would be required to place the equity and 'ownership the hands

of the participants. Following this practice) the venture could comply
1

with the present Social Security requirements by not paying its employees

more than $2)100 per year in salary. Roweer, the enterprise might pro-

vide them some "fringe benefit" goods and/;services during employment-7

e.g.) recreational) 'social) and related programs. These were a popular

part of the corporate expansion of personnel services during the 1960s.
0

Further, the participantswould be building an equity interest which)
7

as the political feasibility of the ent re process grows and the social

security limitations on earnings

distribution possible. It might

to open up a new frontier within

ifare lted, could make further income

do,muchfor the psychology of the aging

which /they could become capitalists in

their own right, while at the same ti e they could have a higher quality

of life.

A further refinement of the idea might entail obtaining a special
fr

exception within the Social Security sys+em for the waiver of the earnings

limitation for those individuals pffrticipating in approved ventures of

this type. The requirement mould /be that individuals assign their Social

Security benefits to the'corporation) which Would in turn assure them

salaries at least comparable to sUch benefits. The advantage of this

approach wolld_be that it would ierrnit an aggregation of cash.flow into

the corporation for possible use as a source of working capital and a
. /

mess of obtaining credit through normal financial channels. This would

permit the aging to raise signficant amounts of capital independent of

any federal capital funds.

I

Another derivative might be a special tax incentive for investors

in approved stock issues of this type of nonproven and high risk cor-

poration, thus permitting the aging the needed preference to gain access

to capital markets.

Of course a mixture of the above ideas could be used and a number

of other variations could be developed with more complete analysis.

Ideas of this type would permit the slow substitutions of developmental

capital to provide a means for the elderly to increase their income

as an alternative to the present case where social overhead is continually

increased to provide the elderly with greater income.

1.2,8
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C. Various forms of incentives might be effered for food processors

and distributors to develop for the elderly special products giving

balanced nutrition and having efficient, elastic supply and delivery
.

systems. Perhaps a variety of "standard systems" or sys rm components

'could be experimentally developed to offer a rich variet z'of possibilities

in both the diets and the forms of delivery. These could then be approved

iii such a pay that their use by the normal-food industries would give

the suppli r special tax advantages for perhaps five or so years) after

which .the differentiated markets and supply systems should be sufficiently

established to permit a reduction or total withdrawal of the incentive.

The "prototypes" should cover the gamut from processing plant to table.

D.
i

In a different a 'lication of the same idea s ecial tax incentives

facilitating differentiated housing markets and supply systems should be

explored, as a replacement for and improvement over the present approach

of subsidized and public housing for the elderly.

For example, suppose a series of standards and criteria specially

suited'to the needs of'the aging were developed) and then any private

builder who supplied such housing on a rental basis were permitted to

write off his investment within five years. These standards might

provide for such things as barrier7free design) nonsegregation of the

elderly) certain rocational features with respect to transportation

,and medical care facilities) 'and the like. . /

Another incentive for builders of such housing would be to allow

them to exclude from,incoMe 50% or more*of the profit so deriVed. To

' encourage the needed priority of such activities, perhaps these incentives

could be offered with legislation limiting theM to a five-year period.

A rich variety of alternatives chosen along these and other lines

would likely be more effective than present approaches in providing the

elderly with adequate housing.

E. A series of special educational opportunities tailored to the human

resources development. concept might be evolved with special attention to

the needs of the aging. For example) the federal government could provide

tax write-offs or credits to encourage the private sector to invest in ,

the education of their employees. Education could be viewed as a form

of capital investments with employees' education depreciated along with

fixed capital.
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Or) the federal government could assume a leadership role with

respect to the totality of education. At present) the government is

primarily concerned with the role of the public sector and has no Coherent

strategy to include the efforts of) for example) private business) which

is increasingly engaged in providing vocational and skills training to

post-high-school students. The private sector \nd colleges experiencing

severe financial difficulties-have been most flexible in providing "space-

time. preference" learning to adults) and most willing to accept non-

traditional learning experiences for degree credit. These organizations
seem to be the natural candidates for satisfying the demand for education)

which various polls and surveys say exists in this country among the adult' _

population. The federal government could facilitate this development

.through various incentives--e.g.) encouraging accreditation institutions

to extend recognition to schools operated for profit by the privatelsector

and to schools emphasizing nontraditional forms of learning.

F. A series of special manpower training programs are clearly called

for and could be developed. These programs could be coordinated with

the_type of developmental ventures discussed in the preceding paragraphs,

so that the aging would not be oriented--as is*the case in many of the

manpower training programs--toward jobs that would not be there long.

A major area 'of opportunity for federal initiative is that of Manpower.

Training and Development for the early retirees, i.e.) ages 55 through

62.' Supplemental income is often needed during these yeirs to assure

a*bridge'between full-time earning capacity and eligibility for Social

Security. Post-retirement employment could provide individuals with

additional income sufficient to achieve their personally defined levels.

of adequacy. Of equal importance is that the retraining could provide
/'

continued opportunity for employment beyond age 62, and,moreover) could ,

provide an inc1eased sense of purpose and reinforced feelings of usefulness.

These strategies will give the individual.additional flexibility in

structuring his retirement years. For those who require purposeful ac-

tivity to achieve meaning and social-role satisfaction) post-retirement

employment provides an option.

Massive pre-retirement retraining and employment is contingent upon

two factors. First) the receptivity of the elderly to retraining) and

their feelings toward education are acquired attitudes resulting from

cultural influences and in accumulation of lifelong decisions. Second)

considering that the economywill probably continue to be a labor- surplus

economy) it is most desirable to retrain the early retirees in fields

where they will not be major competitors with the full-time workforce.
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G. A whole series of special activities might be devoted to developing

approaches for shaping new positive-role images for the elderly, and

changing the values, images, and roles now assigned to the elderly by

the larger society. Such a positive role-building approach Is quite

different from the one tht now seems to be operative- -i.e., awakening

the gPneral public to the "plight" of the elderly. The present approach

is undoubtedly a.valuable means of building political support for social

Overhead programs to aid the elderly; it might even create enough guilt

'feelings among segments of the general public so that the elderly in

their families would be treated 'with more concern and care. At the

same time, it seems very likely that this approach rein ..orces negative

self-images in the elderly, increases the entire population's fear of

growing old, and probably is not very effective in stimulating incentives

for more humane and enlightened attitudes toward the elderly.

It seems this "make the public aware of their plight" strategy should

at least be counterbalanced by a strategy of "make them and the public

:aware of their positive value, earned respect, and needed roles."

A variety of approaches might be undertaken. A positive image

strategy would involve the identification of "heroes"--the development

or positive models of elderly individual profiles and personalities.

In a similar fashifln, a pc,,sitive image strategy of a society valuing

its elderly and promoting their self-development could be developed.

Positive benefits to be derived from society's changing its attitudes

about the elderly are much higher than any dividends from a "relieve

your guilt throUgh various charitable acts" strategy, including increasing

one's taxes for transfer payments.

If these models were at hand, they could be disseminated in a variety

of ways. Special TV documentaries might feature comparative models--how

it is, how it could be, several.alternative how-it=could-bets.The_
forthcoming Bicentennial_. of the-Ameri-dan Revolution offers an unusual y

powerful-backdrop to the'drama of the role that the present elderly

population, as well as past heroes, played in creating our nation. T e

Horizons portion of the Bicentennial concept also offers a made-to-order

dimension for exploring what the nation can become with respect to a

culture in which it is goodtcrgrow old.

Curriculum in high school and college courses could be designed in

which the alternative forMs of social values and their consequences could

be offered. Special communities offering the'rei7alts of positive living

in the "golden years" might be featured in a variety'of ways. The basic
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thrust of this approach would be to define a successful society for the

aging, compare it to the present society, and offer positive approaches

for how we could move from the latter toward the former.

Investments in such broad value-shaping and leadership roles and

activities as these might be a much more productive investment of AoA

e:. ?enditures than the present more direct approaches discussed with

respect to strategies 'Or i4oving social roles of the aging.

A series of special research projects in economic theories for the

age ng are needed, both as a complement to the preceding set of activities

Ian in their own right. Some of the systemic biases of present theori65
k

of e onomic rationality against investments in the aging nd aged were

brie ly mentioned in Chapter V. A detailed analysis of p esent economic

theory as it relates to the elderly would seem in order.,

In addition, basic research in new economic theorie or rationales

offering more Justice to the aging would be especially h 1pful. Some of

the features of this "New Economics for the Aging" have een discussed

in this reportA but these discussions only scratch the s rface. The

cause of the aging could be greatly aided if someone for ulated an economic.

theOry and analysis which calculated the value of the eld rly population's

contribution to the overall development of the economy.and derived their

just benefits as a return-on the "growth' of their value-added contri-

bution rather than as individual retirement accounts in either Social

Security or private pension plans. Already, analogous ideas are developing

in economics. For example, serious questions are now being raised as to

whether or not a private land speculator should justly reap the appre-

ciation on land which accrues from acts by the'public at large rather

than from acts of the landowner himself. Thus, it is reasoned, the

landowner whose property quadruples in yalue because an interstate high-
.

way systcm is located adjacent to it might be .permitted to have a fair

return on his investment, but all above that should justly flow back to

the public rather than to the private property holder. These concepts

are highly controversial; they may or may not gather popularity and

momentum.' The point here is only to illustrate some of the opportunities

that can evolve from a more :Jsitive economic_ rationale of the rights of

the elderly. It would be interesting, and probably surprising, to see

what they Would be entitled to receive if society "paid its just debt."

Other dimenSions of this new economics for the aging would deal with

such questions as discounted future earnings.as the basis for rational

public resource allocation, comparative differences and advantages of
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developmental versus overhead concepts, and other alternatives derived

by research. A special research grant or contract research program

given high priority over the next two-year or three-year period could.

bay huge dividends in terms of developing alternative strategies.

I. Comparative vignettes or scenarios of life-support systems for the

aging could prove to be powerful tools in shaping visions for alternative

futures for the aging. In its work in Hartford, Connecticut, on designing

a system for regional development, the American City Corporation developed

the idea of life-support systems as the focus for analysis. This is an

adaptation of the total systems approach, which considered man and his

environment, and which was first used in developing a man-in-space

program. The analogy, is also appropriate for the political, social, and

economic systems supporting the quality of life for the aging. In this
.

context, it would be useful to develop a series of "optimal quality of

life models" that could become operative within the technological states

of the art in the various physical, life, and social sciences. These

various technologioOly optimal states would then be integrated into the

context of alternative sets of life-support systems.

Such a series of analyses would be useful in helping to envision

,alternative futures, and could be worked out in such a manner that alter-

native-coSts of the various systems could be developed and compared.

These efforts would go far toward clarifying the real feasibility/rhetorical

and feasibility/rhetorical/operational gaps. In such models, the rate

of diffusion of technological and social innovation would need to be

taken into account, for capacity does not equal.an elastic supply, and

constraintsother than financial resources or institutional rigidities

may occur to limit the rate at which the various support systems might

be installable.

These vignettes should also take into account the various scientific

and technological projections that may emerge, as well as those now in

existence.
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I

FEDERAL PROGRAMS AFFECTING OLDER AMERICANS

Table A-1 lists the major federal programs affecting older Americans

and relates their objectiveS to the structure of our model (see. Figure 3).

This table represents a listing of the programs we have defined as

federal operating strategies. For the purpose,of our analysis, we hake

created a matrix to show each program's impact on our model: income

(inCluding income surrogates) and social roles. These data are supple-

mented with information pn funding, administering agency, target popula-

tion, and actual number of people served. When the columns for motivation \\

and knowledge are marked, this implies that the program contains a compo-

nent to stimulate knowledge and motivation to participate in the program.

This table was developed from 41formation contained in (1) U.S..Sen-

ate Committee on Aging Report "Development in Aging: 1972 & January-March

1973"; (2) "Estimated Federal Outlays in Aging, Fiscal Years 1971-1973,"

prepared in 1971 by Herman, Brotman at the Administration on Aging; and

(3) papers prepared by SRI staff.

At this time we do not have adequate information to identify either

numbers in the target population or the population actually serve-'_ by dis-

crete age groups, i.e., 45 and older, 65 and older, etc.
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Table A-1

FEDERAL PRouRAMS AFFECTING 01.10.11 AEIRICANS

Program

Food stamps

Food comeodity

Research

Extension

Funding

(millions of doliars)

1171 FY72 1173

Admin.

$233,6 $296.3 $313.5 Total cut Agriculture
of $300

51..3 38.6 53.4 Ag r Ito 1 ture

Farm Rome Administration 11.5 50.0 65.0 Terminated Agriculture
lo. interest loans

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 Agriculture

5.0 . 3.0 5.5 Agriculture

Project Find Agriculture

,
it

!

s

Library services Ozt. 0.K 0,6 IfLa Ottite of

Education '

. ' i

C4mmunity services 0.2 0.2 0.2 t OEM Office of

Educition

Adult basic education 1.3 1.5 1.5 Retenue BEE Office of

sharing Education

Mainstream 17.5 19.7 20.2 Approx.' Office of

Green Thumb/Light
20.08 National

Project Admin.
Senior aide

Community Senior
. Service Program,.,_.-

Senior Community -.
Service Aides ,,.

Forest Service ."'

Federation of Ex-

perience Americans

Manpover Pmeelommant 8.8 9.1 9.4 Revenue Mole job
Training Act .haring training pro-

grams lumped

together

Number

Target in Target

Population __Population

Poor

Poor

Rural Itt-

income

Actual Sorted

1971 (20) Insufficient

state In pro- information

gram

Insufficient

intormation

Insufficient

information

n.a. n.a.

Rural 17; rural pop-

ulation over 65

To week to 21 million 1.5 million
educaie el- card. returned
derly to food 156038 curet-
prOgrans lied for fooJ,

program.

Literate Insufficient Insufficient
elderly information information

.
Esp. rural insufficient 1971 - 3,100

isolated information Participants
elderly

Non-high Insufficient Insufficient

school information information
gradgates

55 and over 2.1 million 1973 - 9,231

family income unemployed participants
not exceed people °ter

11.1: of all
family

1-$2100

13
Participants

2-52725
are 45 and

over

Unamployed 20'. of otal 5: 45 and tmer

unemployed are 'Arolled in

45 and over 431TA program

15/

Income

0

C

a .t

a

-- Not Applicable

-- Not Appl cable
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Table A-1

FEliERAL PROEItAllS All 01.0111 .U..11t1(,l1S

Funding

(millions of dollars) Admin.

1Y72 1173 1171 Agency

5296.3 5313.5 Total cut

of 5300

Agriculture

58.6 53.4 Agriculture

50.0 65.0 Terminattd Agriculture

0.5 0.5 0.5 Agriculture

5.0 5.5 Agriculture

Agriculture

'
0

0.8 0.6 REW °Ince of

Education

0.2 0,2 t Ht.la Office of

Education

1.5 1.3 Rtenue
sharing

HEW Office of

Education

19.7 20.2 Approx. Office of

20.00 National

Project Admin.

9.1 9.4 Revenue

sharing

Whole job

training pro-

grams lumped

together

Number

Target in Target

Population Population Actual Serted

Poor 1971 (20) Insufficient

state in pro- information

gram

Poor.

Rural los-

income

--

Rural

n.a.

171 rural pop-

ulation oter 65

Insufficient

intonation

Insulficient

information

To seek to 21 million 1.5 millton

educate el- cards returned

derly to food 156,138 cern-

program, fled for food

programs

Literate Insufficient Insufficient

elderly information information

Esp. rural Insufficient 1971 - 3%100

isolated information participants

thderly

Son -high Insufficient Insufficient

school Information Information

graduates

55 and over 2.1 million

family income unemploed

not exceed people oter

famil) 15

1-52100

1- 52725

1973 - 9,231

participants

41.11 of all

participants

are 15 and

over

Unemployed 201 of total 51 15 and over

unemployed are enrolled in

45 and over MDTA program

151

Income.
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Program

Table A-1 (Continued)

Funding I Number

(millions of dollars) Admin. Target in Target

FY71 FY72 FY73 .FY74 Agency Population Population Actual Served

Age Discrimination , $ 1.4 $1.4

Public Employment

Program

public Service Cor.

etingdalted Employ-

meT%t Pro .1,-

No funding

Wage and Hour Starkers over No figures '883 cases 1971

Division of 40 available 818 cases 1972

the Employment

Standards Admin.

1972 - 15,210

participants

55 and over

1972.- 1,210

participants

55 and over

Community Health Service $ 36.1 $ 35.9 $ 35.9 Budget Health Services Special Elderly are 10% Insufficient

below and Mental Health needs of population information

request Health Admin. but account for

and Office of 27% of health

Nursing Home care expenses

Affairs
CS

\ National Center for

Health Services kesearch

' and Demonstration

4.0 3.2 3.2 Budget Health Services Special Elderly are 10% Insufficient

below and Mental Ncalth needs of population information

request Health Admin. but account for

and Office of 27% of health

Nursing Home care expenses

Affairs

Regional Medical Program 9.1 9.2 8.4 Eliminited Health Services Special Elderly are 10% Insufficient

and Mental health needs of population information

Health Admin. but account for

and Office of 27% of health

Nursing Home care expenses

Affairs

National Institute of 9.3 11.2 12.3 Budget Health Services Special Elderly are 10% Insufficient

Mental Health below and Mental health needs of population information

request Health Admin. but account for

And Office of, 27% of health

Nursing Home care expenses

Affairs.

National Institute of 9.J 11.2 12.3 $11.838 National In- Special Elderly are DY4 Insufficient

Child Health 4 Human stitutes of health needs of population information

Development Health but accoymt for

27% of health

care expenses

Jr
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Income
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Funding

s of dollars)

7Y73

$ 1.1 $1.1

Table A-1 (Continued)

Number

Admin. Target in Target

Agency Population copulation Actual Served

age and Hour Workers over So figures 683 cases 1971

Divisroq,of 40 available 818 cases 1972

the Employtlih14-,

Standards Admin.

No funding

1972 - 12,210

participants

55 and over

1972 - 1,210

participants

55 and over

9 $ 35.9 Budget HealthServices Special Elderly are 10" Insufficient

below and Mental Health needs if population information
request Health Admin. but account for

and Office of 27% of health

Nursing Hone care expenses

Affairs

3.2 Budget Health Services Special Elderly are 10". Insufficient
below and Mental health need% of population information

request Health Admin. but account for

and Office of, 27: of health

Nursing Home care 'expenses

Affairs

8.4 Eliminated Heallehervicos Special Elderly are 10". Insufficient

and mirc.i health needs of population information

Health Admin. but account for

and Office of 271 of health

hursing.Pom3 care excenscs

Affairs

12.3 Bridget Health Sertqco: Epecial Elderly are 10; Insufficient
below and Mental health needs of populat.vt information
request Health Admin. but account fc7

and Office of 27N of health

Nursing Home care expenses

Atfairr

12.3 $11.838 National In- Special Elderly sro1101 Insufficient

stitutes of health needs of population information
Health t account for

27. f health

care ilxpenses

Income

0

el

0

0

I-

a
a

S.
a

a

0

0

Social Roles

L.

a 0 0

0MW

0
t

..0 .
M

0

0

--- Not Applicable --

tea



Program

Coordination of HEW

Nursing Home Programs

Training State Nursing

Home Personnel

Inspection

RwSearch and Development

154

Funding

Table A-1 (Continued)

Number

(millions of dollars) Admin. Target in Target

FY71 FV72 1.113 FY71 Agency Population Population Actual Served

513 mil- Office of Special health Elderly are 101 Insufficient

lion Nursing Home needs of population information

Affaire but account for

27% of health

care expenses

Low rent public housing 5168.1 5252.5 5306.4 Under 111)1) Low income 30% of older 1972 - 24,769

study widerly Americana live units

in substandard

housing

202 direct loan housing
if

42.4 11.6 (-17.8) Under_`. MUD

study

Low incode 30% of older 1972 - 2,006

elderly Americans live units

in substandard

housing

236 elderly (and 202 3.4 11.3 25.8 Under HUD Low Income 30% of older 1972 - 9,172

)
conversion) ' study elderly Americans live units

CD in substandard

housing

202/231 rent supplements 10.0 17.4 29.7 Under HUD how income 30% of older Insufficient

study elderly Americans live information

I., substandard

housiag

Model Cities 3.9 5.4 7.5, Terminated HUD Low income 30% of older Insufficient

elderly Americans live information

In substandard

housing

312 rehabilitation loans 8.3 8.1 8.0 Terminated HUD* Low 'Income 30% of older Insufficient

elderly Americana live information

in substandard

housing

115 rehabilitation 15.4 22.2 32.4 Terminated HUD* Low Income 30% of older Insufficient
grants elderly Americans live information

in substandard

housing

Neighborhood facilities 2.9 4.6 4.5 Terminated HUD§ Low income 30% of older Insufficient

Americana live information

in substandard

housing

, Relocation payments 19.7 30.0 30.0 HUD"

Income

a
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Funding

millions of dollars)

FY72 FY73 F771

Admin.

agency

313 mil- Office of

lion I Nursing Home

Affairs

Table A-1 (Continued)

Number

Target in Target

Population Actual Served

Special health Elderly are 10: Insufficient

needs of population information

but account for

27% of health

care expenses

1 $252.5 $306.4 Under

study

HUD Los income

elderly

11.6 (-17.8) Under

study

IND Los income

elderly

11.3 25.8 Under

stud)

HUD Los income

elderly

17.1 29.7 tinder

study

HUD Los income

elderly

5.4 7.5 Terminated HVD* far income

elderly

8.1 8.0 Terminated HUD* Los income

elderly

22.2 32. Terminated 11110* Los income

elderly

4.6 4.5 Terminated HUDO Los income

0130.0 30.0 HUD*

30% of older

Americans live

in Substandard

housing

1972 - 24,769

units

30% of older 1972 - 2,006

Americans live units

in substandard

housing

30: of older 1972 9,172

Americans live units

in substandard

housing

30: older Insufficient

Americans live information

in substandard

housing

30% of older Insufficient

Americans live information

in substandard

housing

30% of older Insufficient

Americans live information

in substandard

housing

30% of oldor Insufficient

Americans live information

in substandard

housing

30% of older

Americans live

in substandard

Noosing

Insufficient

information
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Income

.
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4.4

fable A-I (Continued)

Program

Funding
ol dollars) Admin. Target

Agency Population

Number
in Target
Population1.111 F172 tY73 FY74

Researcn and technology S 0.1 S 0.2 S 0.1 7 HUD --- Not Applicable

Senior Opportunities
L Services

Revenue
sharing

CI) Aged poor Insufficient
information

Homemaker

Home health
Transportation
Home repair 518.0
Legal service

legal Service,

National Senior

71.5 571.5'

Termina to

01.0 Aged poor 20; total ouv-
erty population

La Center June 30

Model Cities Terminate O0 Poor 125 cities
June 30,
1971

Under 111,8
because
of 01,0
dismantle

Rehabilitation and
Service Facilities

8.7 10.5 11.6 SRS

ukw

1 million
10 and over

Rehab' 11 ta lion and
Research Demonstration

0.6 0.3 0.4 ,
Reduced
total
budget

585
HMV

15t;

Actual Served

-Operation
Breakthrough
486 units

-11oustng Annui-
ties study UCLA

study
Fisk University

-Housing Handl-
ca pped-4all
River

700,000
OF:0 most popular
program generated
more local dollar
$1.00 Federal
10e local

Total all ages
is 1 slilion
persods in 900
neighborhoods
in 30(1 communi-
ties

Only about
ol clients are
aged Americans

1972 - 80,100
15 and over
1,800 65 and
over

Income

0
ur

-- No Appl

-- Not Appl

-- hot Appl

15,



funding

millions of dollars)
IY72 IY73 FY74

S 0.2 $ 0.1 ,

Admtn.

Agency

Table A-I (Continued)

Number

Target in Target

Population Population

HUD --- Not Applicable

Revenue Oh0
sharing

618.0

Aged poor

Actual Sorted

-Operation

Breakthrough

456 units

-Housing Annul-

ties study UCLA

-Mobility study

Risk University

-Housing Handl-

capped--fall

River

Insufficient 700.000

information ORO most popular

program generated

more local dollar

51.00 federal

IOC local

Total all ages

is 1 million

persons in 900

neighborhoods

In 300 communi-

ties

71.5 $71,5' 0E0 Aged poor 201 total pot- Only about 61

Terminate erty population Of clients are

pied AmericansJuno 30

Terminate 0E0 Poor 125 cities
lune 30,

1971

Under HO
because"

of OLO

dismantle

10.5 11.6 SRS

HEW

0,3 0.1 ' SOS

Reduced HER

total

budget

I million

10 and over

1972 - 80,100

15 and Over
1.800 65 and

< ever

Income

r.

I. C.

s

0

6

o.

Social Roles

0
g. ti

= 0

a .
0 0

a a

«
Cu,,

C

Cu

-- Not Applicab e

-- Not Applicable -

-- Not Applicable --

15/



Program

Aging Research and

Training

AOA

Nutrition Program.

Areartde Model

State planning and

coordinator

Medical

In and out of home

services

Transportation
OD Telephone reassurance

158

fable A-1 (ContinuedJ'

Funding Number

(millions of dollars) Admtn. target to Target

FY71 F172 1Y73 FY71 Agency Populatton Population Actual Served

S 5.8 $ 17.0 $ 17.0 Iluced SRS .

total HEW

budget

15.7 15.9 200.0 $200.0 To be voted to

secretary's

office

5100.0 of 60 >ears and 5 million 250,000 parttc-

total over-no mans elderly live tpants; maximum

budget to poverty capacity

1,000,000 in

1972

Public Assistance Main- 1241.8 1843.4 1811.6 5900.5 IRS Poor Insufficient Average $12 18

tenance Payments Information a month

2,025,000 per-

Sons over 65

MedtCal Aarietscce

(Medicaid)

3800.0 1000.0 55152.0 SRS Poor elderly poor 1972 - 18.47, or

3%8 million

over 65

Social Services 83.8 146.7 161.7 Overall SRS Poor

limit 2.5

billion

*Fitch will

affect

elderly

Foster Grandpare..is 8.9 11.0. 25.0 525.0 ACTION Elderly poor Insufficient FY 1973-10,400

information serve 20,800

kids per day

RSVP 1.0 15.0 515.0 ACTION Elderly poor Insufficient 1972-300 com-

Information muntttes;

18,000 volun-

teers

VISTA 1.1 1.1 1.1 7 ACTION Interested Insufficient 1973 - 130

elderly Information

Income

0

ma

-- Not Appl



Funding

ns of dollars)

FY73 FY71

Sable A-1 (Continued)

Number

Admtn. Target in Target

Agency Population Po ulation Actual Served

S 17.0 Reduced

total

budget

200.0 ..$200.0

SRS

HEW

To be moved

secretary's

office

to

$100.0 Ot 60 years and 3 million 250,000 partfc-

total over-no meant: elderly live :pants; maximum

budget In poverty capactly\

1,000.000 in

1472

1811.6 $900.5 592 Poor Insufficient

information

. Average 512.18

a month

2,025.000 per-

sons over 65

1000.0 $5152.0 SRS Poor LIderly poor 1972 - 18.11 or

3.8 million

over 65

161.7 Overall

limit 2.5

billion

SRS Poor

hich sill

affect

elderly

M 25.0 $25.0 ACTION Elderly poor Insufficient

information

lY 1973- 10,100

serve 20,800

'lads per day

15.0 $15.0 ACTION Elderly poor fnsufficient

information

1972-300 com-

munities1.

18,000 volun-

teers

1.1 v ACTION Interested

elderly

Insufficient

information

1973 - 130

159/
Income
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Program

Peace Corps

SCORE

ACE

Trust funds

(s) Old age survivors

Hospitalization

(Medicare)

Supplementary

Medical

(Part 11)

16t)

/re,

ithIe A-1 (Continued)

Funding Number

(millions of dollars) Admin. Target in Target

tY71 1172 FV73 1171 Al21L.._.0 {"01.1 Population Actual Served

$0.3 ACTION Interested Insufficient 1973-312 50

elderly information years or older.

134 of these

are over 60.

0.280 ACTION Elderly Insufficient 223 chapters,

business information 4,500 volun-

teers.

0.280 ACTION Elderly Insufficient 2.900 volun-

business information leers

$28,320 $31,748 $36,290 $48,500 S.S. Admin. Persons under 91% of people; 21 million

72 earning people °ter 65 over 62 are

less.than are protected beneficiary

$2,100.

Persons over

72 no earning

limit.

594,541 $42,323 $47,403

$3,442 $6,265 $9,950 971 of 65 and Elderly are 101 1972 covered

8923.0 over are en- of population 42.3% of the

titled to tn- but account for. total health

surance 27% of health payments

caren,spendt- (drop from

tures; 1969 15.51)

20.4 million

are covered

(O.

$2,035 $2,255 $2,455 $3,003

97% of 65 and Less than 11

over are en- used for

titled to Homecare

Insurance

19.6 million

eligible par-

ticipants

sigood up for

Part R

Income

9
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Funding

millions of dollars
1572 FV73 FY71

$0.3

0.240

0.280

20 $31,748 $36,290 $48,500

\.

1.hle (ContauedX

Number
Admin. Target in Target

Agency Population Population Actual Served

ACTION Interested Insufficient 1973-312 SO

elderly information years or older.

131 of these

are °ter GO.

ACTION Elderly

business
Insufficient

information

223 chapters,

1,500 volun-

teers.

ACTION Elderly Insufficient 2,900 volun-
business information leers

S.S. Adman. Persons under 91: of people; 21 million
72 earning people over 65 over 62 are
less than arc protected beneficiary

S2,100.

Persons over

72 no earning

limit'.

A34,541 $42,323 $47,403

$6,265 $6,950 97: of 65 and

8923.0 over are en-

titled to in-

surance

0055. $2,455 $3,003

Elderly are 10: 4;772 covered

of population 12.3: of the

but ...:ount for total health

27: of health payments

care espendi- (drop from

tures; 1969 15.5t)

20.1 million

are covered

97: of 65 and loss than It

over are en- used for

titled to Homecare

insurance

19.6 million

eligible par-

ticipants

signed up for

Part B

Income
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162

Program

No specific allotments
in annual Department of

Transportation budget

funding of systems de-

signed to meet apeclal

needs of the elderly and

hardicapped

Nal-A-Hide

Reduced fare

Sold. A-1 (Concluded)

funding Number
(millions of dollars) . Admin. Target in Target

1Y71 11'72 1173 11'71 Agency Population Population Actual s. rued

Department of

t Transportation

$ 1.1 S 2.0 S 2,5 Department of --

Transportation

Authorized under Older American Act Anendeent but ac of date, no authorminebudget.

Present funds frozen. No 1971 money appropriated.

t
There is question about method of funding if at all:
Maintain 6 sponsors

Decentralize

Revenue sharing

§RUD has proposed use of funds until

Transportation

is third high-

est ranking

espenditure to

elderly.% bud-

get, consuming

91 of elderly

limited re-

sources

. Special revenue sharing targeted at Neighborhood Developoent.

Commitments viii be met: no non commitments made.

Income

s.

a 2

U.1

- Not



ing
of dollars)
IN75 1A71

2.5

Admin.
Aguncy

Department of
Trills:sin/6bn

Department of
Tratopo ttttt on

:.ail. A-I (Concl'ucied)

Target
Populat ion

nis but ac ul date, no authorizing budget.

rialed.

If at all:

Number

In fargcl
Po ulaiion

Triniptrtauon
in third high-
el.( ranking
expenditure in
elder1)s. bud-
get. Collmin WI;
9 of older')
1M:tad .e-
sOUrCQS

Special revenue sharing targeted at Neighborhood Developsoni.

rude.

At foal tieredi

163
I ncotno

I.

2
a
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c
, . a .
;o 0. .0 . .
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Soc at Roles
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Policy Issues Related to Ten Na ional Goals

Tables A-2 to A-11 discuss current issues dealing with problems of

the elderly in relation tothe national goals for older Americans stated

in the Old Americans Act of 1965. The information'in the tables was de-
rived from "Developments in Aging: ly/2 and January-March 1973," A Re-.
port of the Special Committee on Aging, U.S. Senate. This study was
devoted primarily to the progress made and the problems that arose with
regard to the elderly within this time frame.

No efforts have been made to update thiS table. It was primarily

intended to provide a'useful framework for viewing current issues in
relation to rhetorical goals.

(These issues which, for whatever reason, did not "surface" to

national attention during, the period identified were omitted from the

report, and hence do not appear in these tables.).

A-11 164
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Issue

Social Security

Property Tax

16(
Table A-2

GOAL 1: AN ADEQUA It I NC031E IA ACCORDANCE M I TII THE AMERICAS STANDAI2D OF LIVING

Progress

ar, across the board increase in

benefits; largest increase sinie

inception of law.

Problem Area

3.1 million elderly still live in

poverty; 2 million elderly not

classified as poor because they

live in families with incomes
Cost or living adjustments to make

above the poverty level.Social Security payments _

proof; not to take effect until

1975; in meantime, inflation rising

rapidly; widow' and widowers' ben-

efits increased.

Retirement test liberalized--i.e.,

amount of earnings a retired person

can earn without losing Social

Securit.. benefits.

President has pledged to seek

legislation which would reduce

pr'operty tax burden (or the elderly.

Private Pensioa Plans 2fr, increase in Railroad Retirement

annuities. New formula (or Veteran's

icn,'ion program.

Senate Labor & Public Welfare Com-

mittee reported out bill proposing

major reforms in private pension

systems.

9

lunatic)

for sere

tance to

(a)

(b)

Members of some milOrTii. groups (c)

Ido not live to age 65. )

Is payroll tax unfair to low-wage

earners, many of whom are from

minority groups? Social Security

benefits still fall below govern-

ment's poverty levels; nearly 11

million aged persons live below

BLS's Intermediate Budget.

Properly taxes increased more than
9 in 1972; elderly pay more than

8q of their income for property

taxes.

prop

publ

hoes

food

Nearly 2

and lba -Lf

Pend on

more tha
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Table A-2
166

GOAL 1: AN ADEQUATE: INCOME IN tCCORDANCE Mtn na: AMERICAN STANDARD OF 1.I l!NG

Progress

Oq across the board increase in

enfis; largest increase since

ncepti n of lau.

oSt living adjustments to make

octal Security payments irtlation

root, not to take effect until

975; in meantime, intlPtion rising

apidl); widows' and uidouers' ben-1

fits increased.

etirement test lineralized--1.e.,

mount of earnings a retircd person

an carp without losing Social

ecurity benefits.

resident has pledged to seek

egislation which would reduce

roperty Lix burden for the el4erly,

Oi increase in Railroad Retirement

nnuities. Neu formula for Veteran's

ension orcgram.

enate Lubor & Public %Selfare Com-

ittee reported out bill proposing

ajor reforms in private pension

ys tt ais

Problem Area

3.1 million elderl) still lite in

po;ert); 2 million clderl) not

classified as poor because they

live in tamilies with :ncomes

above the poverty le%l. \

Members of some minority groups

do not Itveto age 65.

Is payroll tax unfair to lo4uage
earners, many of whom are.from

minority groups! Social SecuElt)

benefits still tall bvlou gotrn-

ment's poverty levels; nearly111

million aged persons live below

BLS's Intermediate Budget.

Prbperty taxes increased,morei than

9', in 1972; elderly pay more/ than

tr, of their income for propeirty.

taxes.

Other Comments

Inflation has been sharpest

to: services of special impor-

tance to the elderly--

(a) property taxis

(Ii) public transportation

(c) housing maintenance

(d) food costs

Nearly 2/3 of\ single people

and halt of ahed couples de-

pend on Social Security for

more than 50; of their income.



Issue

Medicare

Nutrition

9
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Table A-3

GOAL 2: BEST POSSIBLE PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH 11ITHOUT PECARD TO ECONOMIC STATUS

Progress

Medicare broadened to include cov-

erage for the disabled; home health

care costs to the patient reduced;

coverage extended to persons need-

/fig kidney transplant or dialysis.

Nutrition for the Elderly Program

enacted.

President has requested $100 mil-

lion in his FY 71 budget for this

program; would provide meals for

about 250,000 Americans 60 and

older.

Problem Area

Administration has proposed increase Mould of

in deductibles and coinsurance under Social

Medicare contrary to recommendations
Elderly,

ol White House Conference on Aging.
10": of 1

Out of pocket health care costs are 'Or 27%

S42 more today than they were the tures.

year before Medicare took effect;

costs to participants in Medicare

have been rising steadily.

Medicare covers 42.31 ol total health

payments; does not cover out-ol-

hospital prescription drugs and ade-

quate provision for long-term care;

Medicare and Medicaid erect barriers

to the development of home health

services; only l of Medicare expen-

ditures goes to home health care.

Funding still up in the air. More Skyrocki

Liam 5,000,000 elderly live in pov- elderly'

erty and need nutrition programs. 271 of

budget

for the
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Table A-3

L 2: BEST POSSIBLE PHYSICAL AND MENTAL BEAU!' UITHOUT REGARD TO ECONOMIC

Progress

icare broadened to include cot-

ge for the disabled, 114me health

e costs to the patient reduced;

erage extended to persons need- -

kidney transplant or dialysis..

tion Jor the Elderly Program

cted.

sident has requested *T. Mil-

n in his FY 74 budget or this

gram; could provide meals for

ut 250,000 Americans 60 and

er.

Problem Area Other Comments

Administration has proposed inervse Mould offset increases in

in deductibles and coinsurance t der Social Security benefits.

Medicare contrary to recommends ions

of tbite House Conference on ging.
Elderly, uho account for only

101 of the population, account

Out of pocket-health care e ts are for 271 of the health expendi-

$42 more today than they u re the

year before Medicare tookpeffeet;

costs Co participants in Medicare
, I

have been rising stead',

Medicare covers 2.31 f total health

payments; does not c ver out-ol-

hoSpital preseriptic drugs and ade-

quate provision for/ long-term care;

Medicare and Medicaid eruct barri

to the ddvelopmenfof cal

services; only 11 of Medicare expen-

ditures goes to home health care.

y.

tures.

Funding still up in the 'air. More

than 5,000,000 elderly live in pov-

erty and need nutrition programs.

Skyrocketing food costs worsen

elderly's diet. Food consumes,

271 of an average retiree's

budget as compared .sith 171

for the average family.
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Issue

Low-Income Housing

for the Elderly

Table A-4

GOAL SUITABLE HOUSING AT COSTS ELDERLY CAN AFFORD

Progress Problem Area

70,385 units for the elderly author- Moratorium on ne%, low -cost housing Freeze or

ized by HUD in FY 1972. have hurt plans to provide shelter by end of

for the eldeily; in addition funds with food

have been impounded for Section 236 item on .c

program and rent supplements.

Production of housing for elderly

has not reached level of 120,000

per year recommended by Ullite House

Conference on Aging; HUD financial

feasibility requirements have occa-
I

t sionally stopped approval of new

projects for the elderly.

Fire Safety Better Eire safety regulations

needed in housing projects for the

elderly funded or subsidized by

HUD money.

HUD reluctant to earmark specific

funds for security in housing

projects; three important sources

of funding for security are drying

up this year.



Table A-4

GOAL 3% SUITABLE HOUSINGAT COSTS ELDERLY CAN AFFORD I

Progress

5 units for the elderly author-

by HUD in FY 1972.

Problem Area

Moratorium on new, low -cost housing

have hurt plans to provide shelter

for the elderly; in addition funds-

have been impounded for Section 236

program and rent supplements.

Production of housing for elderly

has not reached level of 120,000

per year recommended by White House.

Conference on Aging; HUD financial

feasibility requirements have occa-

sionally stopped approval of new

projects for the elderly.

Better fire safety regulations

needed in housing projects for the

elderly funded or subsidized by

HUD money.

HUD reluctant to earmark specific

funds for security in housing

projects; three important sources

of funding for security are drying

up this year.
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Other Comments

Freeze on housing aggravated

by end of rent control; along

with food housing is highest

item'on elderly's budget.



Table A-5

GOAL I: FULL RESTORATIVE SERVICES FOR THOSE REQUIRING INSTITUTIONAL CARE

Issue Progress

Nursing Homes

Problem Area

Neu disclosure requirements for Average cost of nursing home is The men

ounership of intermediate care $500 a month; average Social Secur- Medicai

facilities under Medicaid required. ity income for a couple is less the hig

than $300. may res

fers of

rl out of 5 or 4 million older Amer- homes i

icons have need for nursing or other facilit

personal care services; alternatives caid sk

to institutions not vet available may not

on scale needed. definit

Some standards for intermediate

care facilities need tightening up.



Table A-3

GOAL I; FULL RESTORATIVE SERVICES FOR CHOSE REQUIRING INSTITUTIONAL CARE

ProgresS

lisclosure requirements for

ship of intermediate care

lities under Medicaid rcquirea.

PrOblem Area

Aierage cost of nursing home is

5300 a month, aierage Social Secur-

ity income for a couple is less

than 5300.

Other Comments

The merging of Medicare and

Medicaid standards in favor of

the higher Medicare standards

may result in sholesale trans-

fers of patients from nursing
1 out of 5 or 4 million older Amer- homes into intermediate care
icans have need for nursing or other facilities--2.5-8.1'; of Medi-
personal care services; alternatives card skilled nursing patients
to institutions not yet availabli may not meet present Medicare
on scale needed, definition.

Some standards for intermediate

care facilities need tightening up.

0:
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Issue

Table A-6 \
\

GOAL 5: OPPORTUNITY FOR EMPLOYMENT WITHOUT DISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS Of AGE

Progress

Maximizing Job Oppor- Older American Community,Service
tunities for the Employment- Act and the Middle -Aged

Elderly and Older Workers Training Act

passed by Congress.

Age Discrimination Higher funding levels approved by

Congress for Age Discrimination

in Employment Act.

Problem Area

Veto of Older Americans Comprehen-

sive Services Amendments caused

Congress to delete provisions for

the training of older workers;

these would have converted Main-

stream pilot projects into perma-

nent, national programs and pro-

vided a midcareer development

services program in the Department

of Labor.

Emergency Employment Act is also

being phased out; provided oppor-

tunity to older workers.

Unemploy

over haE

1969:

und,r-re

ing 'wog

older wo

for long

1972 800

withdrew

One out of three work establish- Less tha

ments were found to be in violation civilian

of the Age Discrimination Employ- 40-64 is

ment Act in FY 1972; recorded em- iscrimi

ployer refusals to hire older work- Act.

ers increased in FY 1972.

Inadequate funding has prevented

effective enforcement of the Act,



Table A-6

OPPORTUNITY FOR EMPLOYMENT WITHOUT DISCRIMINATION ON THE BASIS OF AGE

Progress

American Community. Service

yment Act and the Middle-Aged

'lder horkers rraining Set

d by Congress. .

r funding levels approved by

ess for Age Discrimination

ployment Act.

Problem Area

Net° of Older Americans Cumprelwn-

sive Services Amendments caused

Congress to delete provisions for

the training of older workers;

these would have converted Main-

stream pilot projects into

nent, national programs and pro-

vided a midcareer development

services program in the Department

of Labor.

Emergency Employment Act is also

being phased out; provided oppor-

tunity to older workers.
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Other Comments

Unemployment fat workers 15 and

oier,ha risen sharply since

1969. older workers historically

tunhi-represented in work train-

ing programs once unemployed;

older workers are without jobs

for longer periods of time; in

1972 800,000 persons aged 45-64

withdrew from the work force.

One out of three work establish- Less than one-half of the

ments were found to be in violation civilian labor force aged

of the Age Discrimination Employ- 40-64 is covered by the Age

meat Act in FY 1972; recorded em- Discrimination in Employment

ployer refusals to hire older work- Act.

ers increased in FY 1972.

Inadequate funding has prevented

effective enforcement of the Act.



Issue

Old Az ricans Act

Table A-7

GOAL 6: RETIREMENT IN HEALTH, HONOR, AND DIGNITY

Progress

Congress has twice passed a stronger

Older Americans Act whereby the Ad-

ministration on Aging would have

equal status with the Social Secur-

ity and Welfare Administration.

175

Problem Area

Older American Act vetoed once by

thePresident already. Limited

funding has blocked AOA from ful-

filling its responsibilities;

repeated reorganizations have

downgraded its, significance.

4
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Table A-7

COAL 6: RETIREMENT IN HEALTH, IONOR, AND DIGNITY

ProgreSs

Congress has twice passed a stronger

Older flericans Act, whereby the Ad-

ministration on `ling could have

equal status with the Social Secur-

ity and Weltare Administration.

f,

Problem Area

Older American Act vetoed once by

the President already. Limited

funding has blocked AOA from ful-

filling its responsibilities;

repeated reorganizations have

downgraded its significance.

Other Comments
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Issue

ACTION's programs

(Fos ter Grandpa rents

and RSVP).

Table A-8

GOAL 7: PURSUIT OP II-:ANINGFUI. ACTIVITY--CIVIC, CULTURAL, AND RECREATIONAL

Progress Probltm\A *en

Still only funded at hail the

authorized level.



GOAL 7:

c:7

TAble A-8

PURSUIT or MEANINGFUL ACTITY--CIVIC, cuLruna, AND RECREATIONAL

- Progress

178

Problem Area Other Comments

Still only kunded at half the

atithortzed level.
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Adequate i'ocial

Se I.% I ces

stu,pol tat 1 on

\\

lablc

(AAI. S: 111 1( 11. \I co'.1:a.Nm icrs 1%111,N Nl.1:14:1)

Progress

Increasingly, local )urisdictions

are offering reduced fares to the

tlderlt on public transportation;*

ttith reduced fares;' ridership in-

creases an average of 15;. Con-

gloss has proposed in its 1973

Amendments to the Older Americans

Act that an interagency comprehen-

sive study and survey on the trans-

portation probleme'of the elderly

be undertaken.' .

beveral innot.ative transporttion

experimepts have been started or

approved for funning--c,g., Dial-a-

Ride III Haddonfield, N. J.

Probity, Alva

to of Older Ameri(ans fomprehen-

1%c Si ntces amtndnnts by Presi-

dent; maWhousing authorities have

been forced lo cut back -a..rices for

the cldrlt because of budget cut -

back, in programs like Social Ser-

vices.

52.5 billion ceiling placed on

federal expenditures for Social 44,

Sectirity service titles, serving ill

age groups; as a result,''funding cut

off tor mant ,;enior centers and re-

lated services; nett proposed.regula-

tions for social services by Hi:1C

%meld limit eligibility of t.lderly

to benefit even further.

No funds ealmarked Ltc1X)1 lot de-

signlng transportation ststems

meet special needs al the elderly

and handlapped.

Financi

public

it es t

t:a Se

Tanspo
,expense

elderly

179 18i
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Progrc s

as ing13, , local turisdiction-,
1101 lug educed I are:, to OK
13, on public 1 ran :Tor ta lion;
reduced 1 a res , ridership In-
es an average of El.. Con -
ha c proposed "in t is 1973\

nen ts1 to the Older Americans
ha t an t0tetagenc} comprehen-
study and ,urvey on the t vans-
ti on problems 01 the elderly
der taken.

il I nnova t ive tranpot ta t ton
Iments lia.e been ctar led or
ved for 1 unding--e .14 D ia 1-a-
in Haddon! Lela, N. .1.

Prol)lt r Ire

...to 01 Oldke Vtricans Comp:el...11-
0. t es .1114 11(11A11 -1-

dent, nan3, housim7: auth"ritie, nae
IT(`Ct1 forced to) (UI ILIK "et.% 1 Co. tot
the do rly because of buditt cut-.
back.:. in programs 11ke St..: al Syr-
Vlee,.

82.5 bi 11 ion cci pl ced on
1 edera 1 e.pend tures 1 or Sot ia
Security Aery i t e t i t les ser. 1 1 1

age groups: as a result, 1 muting et: t
o!! I or man% senior eenter and re-
lated ser ices; 11C.1. pl'OpOsed rept la -
t 1 or social services 03 NEV.
would limit el igibi t., it 'elderly
to benet t even further.

No fund, (..11111.11h(A1 Ir DOI 1 ..t (le-
,'.;m ilt 11 t ,t t ton s PAS to

f `1)(2C 11(12(1:-. of the Wel 13,

and handicapped.

Ot he' (twit , n t

I nantiia 1 problems Lansing
public t1'.111:1)01 1.1 1. 1011 autbol-
I t1, s t0 r.0 a 1.111 " .111(1 (11-
ta 1 I 1,(.1' i«ts.

I ranspor ta t ton is third largest
expense In the budget of the
elderly.
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Issue

Supply of

Gerontologists

0E0 Programs

O

Table A-9 (Concluded)

Progress Problem Area

Nearly 700,000 aged poor pro-

ilded homemaker, home health,

transportation, legal services,

home repair, etc., by the Senior

Opportunities and Services Pro-

gram.

Critical shortage of personnel

traineu in gerontology uho can put

service :-.stems into effect.

Admiistration made no lunding re-

queit for training of gerontologists.

in lY 1971.
\

SOS's future uncertain because of

dismantling of OLO programs_

the National Senior Citizens Lau

Center, the NSCLC, is threatened

uith closing.

The gap

is no du

for sevc

Although

the pove

are only

ents in



!sable A-9 (Concluded)

Progress

y 700,000 aged poor nou pro-

homemaker, home health,

portation, legal services,

repair, etc., by the Senior

tunities -nd Services Pro-

Problem Area

Critical shortage of personnel

trained in gerontology who can pat

service systems into etteet.

Administration made no funding re-

quest for training ot gerontologists

in FY 1971.

SOS's future *uncertain because at

dismantling of 0E0 programs.

the National Senior Citizens Lau

Until*, the NSCLC, is threatened

uith closing.
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Other Comments

The gap is so great that there

is no danger ot overt raining

to several decades.

Although aged comprise 20' ot

the poverty population, they

are only about 6'; of all ell-

eitiS in legal services programs.



Issue

Research on Aging

183

Table A-10

cOAL 9: IMMEDIATE BENEFIT RESEARCH KNOWLEDGE TO IMPROVE HEALTH AND HAPPINESS

Progress Problem Area

Congress passed Research on Aging Research on Aging %%as vetoed by

Bill to establish Institute on Aging President.

at NIH.

Administration proposed SI million

reduction for aging research and

training activities at the National

Institute of Child Health and Human

Development. _



Table A-10

GOAL 9: IMMEDIATE BENEFIT RESEARCh KNOWLEDGE S) IMPROVE HEALTH AND HAPPINESS

Progress Problem Area Other Comments

Congress passed Research on Aging Research on Aging uas vetoed by
Bill to establish Institute on Aging President:
at VIII.

Administration proposed $1 million

reduction for aging research and

training activities at the National

Institute of Child Health and Human

Development.

z
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Table A-11

GOAL 10: FREE EXERCISE OF INDIVIDUAL INITIATIVE IN PLANNING AM) MANAGING OUN LIFE

Issue Progress Problem Area

No significant movement along this front occurred in 1972.



Table A-11

-4.

D10: FREE EXERCISE OF INDItIVUAL INITIATIU IN PLANNING AM) MANAGING OWN LIFE

Progress

186

Problem Area Other Com.ents

No significant movement along this front occurred in 1972.

1
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EVOLUTION OF THE STRATEGIC EVALUATION PROCESS

AND TASK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
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Appendix B

EVOLUTION OF THE STRATEGIC-EVALUATION PROCESS

AND TASK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE

/
Overvi'eu

The notion of a Strategic Evaluation of Policy has evolved from an

Increasingly whiespread awareness of the shortcoming of many current pol-

icies and the need for a more realistic framework to formulate and evalu-

ate policies. The framework must be both viable and comprehensive to

provide effectively for:

(1) Including the considerations for implementing policy in human,

institutional, and other resource terms.
-

(2) Serving immediate needs in a long-range context.

(3) Continuously benefiting from lessons learned tnrough time.

Current and future policies for the elderly can benefit greatly from

understanding the shortcomings of historic and ongoing policies. These

shortcomings are largely identifiable. For example, goals and policies

haveoften been treated as events in isolation rather than as the results

of a process having many interdependencies and interrelationships with

other ongoing processes.

The elements and methodology ultimately used lor our exploratory

Strategic Evaluation of Policies for Aging Americans have evolved through

several different approaches occasioned by frustration with the data base

as well as new conceptual frameworks. This appendix will review the evo-

lution ol the principal elements of the strategic evaluation process. ---
_:..,

Four Approaches to Our Strategic Evaluation

The principle objecti' Jf was study is the development or evolve-

ment of a new methodology for evaluating policies for aging Americans.

Unfortunately no formula exists for ways of developing new paradigms or

methods for investigating old data. Even though our research proposal

established the elements or approaches of the study, determining the ex-

act combination and timing is somewhat of an art.

3-3
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Approach 1

Approach 1 concerns the development of a dictionary of indicators.

The rationale for this approach was that after reviewing our data base,

one could develop a dictionary of concepts, research objectives, and

needs that pertain to aging. Each word would then be defined in its

gerontological context. Following each word Would be a listing of the

major people or institutions that have been concerned with investigating

this topic. Associated with these researchers would be their funding

source, i.e., DHEW, SRS, AoA, Department of Labor, andso on. The third

section of this index would be discussions of .emerging trends relevant

to this area. These trends would be dated so that as the dictionary was

updated, a full picture would be displayed of all subjects' emergence as

a potentially influential force in the future. All words 10 be defined

would have been cross-referenced. for convenience and clarity of the issue.

The need for, and usefulness of, such a tool still exists. It soon

became apparent that the scope of this effort was so vast that it would

consume all our resources and yet not leaye sufficient time to put the

subject areas into their fuller societal context. We still believe that

this was a valid procedure and hope that it can be completed under a dif-

ferent contract or grant.

Approach 2

We still wanted to work with indicators, not identifying them but

rather looking at levels of performance of already identified indicators.

At this point we consulted with B. Herzog of the Gerontological Society.

With Herzog's guidance, it was decided to list areas of research and have

papers prepared by gerontologists in the field. These papers would be

directed at listing research in their areas as indicators and trying to

collect emerging trends. This approach freed SRI to develop its concep-

tual modes for the fuller societal trends, and permitted concentration

on research that was current and pertinent.

Special resear ' papers were commissioned in eight selected areas:

(1) Biomedical and Clinical Sciences

(2) Psychiatry and Psychology

(3) Sociology

(4) Economics

(5) Employment

B-4 1 8,9



(6) Nutrition

(7) Physical Environment

(8) Social Services

These papers were prepared in part by the SRI staff and in part by The

New Community Group consulting firm in Columbia, Maryland. (Thi§ group

includes Doris Wright and Paul Kerschner, both local gerontologists who

are associated with applying research to the practical problems of build-

ing new communities.

The next problem we discovered was the limited understanding of in-

dicators. The selection of indicators is so subjective that establishing

common criteria is extremely difficult. Indicators tend to relate to

.inputs such as funding per year or number of program recipients. Indica-

tors do not convincingly portray the outputs or results of 1. licy in terms

of the satisfaction of human needs or solution of human policies.

Approach 3

In order to facilitate the use of our information, we constantly

tried to organize it in forms that were harmonious with the government's

(i.e., using line item budget number or catalogue number from the catalogue

of Domestic Assistance). But we realized that the complexities of how

programs are funded and the fact that some key programs are often funded

in ways that are impossible to categorize caused us to abandon this objeC-
_

tive with the hope that future projects would allow us to fulfill this

objective.

Our specific efforts than became concentrated on correlating all

data with the Ten National Goals for Older Americans poStulated in the

Older Americans Act of 1965 and presented in Chapter II. Our evaluation

found these to be impractical for policy analysis. We were unable to find,

in either thq legislative or executive branches of the federal government,

any activity that is correlating either its activities or its budgets with

these goals. The goals are therefore assumed to be rhetorical rather than

operational for present policy purposes.

Approach 4

The next step was to collect and establish a simple listing of the

federal programs that have an effect on the elderly. This task lad never

been clone by the federal governMent. No one, not even the sta#istically

B-5
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t

oriented Office of Management and Budget, could provide a listing of pro-

grams and projects for the elderly with statements of objective, funding

need, and strategic population.

This inventory of federal programs was developed by using (1) the

1971 list of federal outlay by department and (2) the information devel-

oped by Herman Brotman and the "1971-72 Developments in Aging" by the

Senate Committee on Aging. This information was arranged to highlight

General Objective, Specific Objective, Funding History, Measurement, and

Explicit and Implicit Assumptions. Although gaps in the data are great,

this type of inventory needs o be completed. The Senate document does

serve a valuable purpose of a lowing us to review/the programs available

by department. A categorical inventory is needed as well as a depart-

mental inventory. All invent ries should be responsive to the same

criteria and definitions.

Contributibn of Approaches

These four approaches all7 ontribuCed to the slow evolution of our

conceptual model as described in, Chapter II and the formulation of prin-

ciples aciples for the establishment of neu methodology for strategic evalua-

tion, discussed in Chapter VI.
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